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Abstract 
 

In response to the public concern about environmental problems as well as fungicide residues on 

agricultural produces especially leaf vegetables, we investigated the potential use of crude extracts 

from bottle brush (C. viminalis) leaves against leaf spot fungi and their phytotoxicity on lettuce 

grown in hydroponics. Yield, total phenolic and flavonoid contents of the extract were also 

evaluated. Regarding the in vitro antifungal assay using poisoned food technique, 3×3 factorial in 

Completely Randomized Design (CRD) was employed with three replicates. Factor A was 3 crude 

extracts (50% ethanol, 70% ethanol and 95% ethanol crude extract) while factor B was the 3 

concentrations (0, 5,000 and 50,000 ppm) of crude extracts. Results showed that all three crude 

extracts were significantly effective in inhibiting the mycelial growth and sporulation of leaf spot 

fungi (Alternaria sp. and Curvalaria sp.). There was a significant interaction between all extracts 

and their concentration regarding inhibition percent. Increase in crude extract concentrations 

resulted in a marked increase in their inhibition. The concentration of 50,000 ppm gave the highest 

effectiveness. For phytotoxicity test, all tested crude extracts did not give any negative effects either 

on seed germination or growth of lettuce grown in hydroponics. Interestingly, growth promotion 

about 30 percent was achieved on this regard. Based on quantitative assay, the highest yield of crude 

extract was obtained from 95% ethanol solvent. Highest total phenolic and flavonoid contents were 

detected at the highest concentration of all crude extracts.  

 

Keywords:  bottle brush extract, phytotoxicity, antifungal activity, leaf spot fungi, Alternaria, 

Curvularia 
DOI 10.14456/cast.1477.1 

 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Lettuce (Lactuca sativa L.), an annual plant, is commercially grown worldwide as leafy vegetable. 

In Thailand, lettuce is widely consumed as fresh vegetable meanwhile its production in soil and 

hydroponic cultivation has been increasing due to great market demand and health concern. Leaf 

spot diseases of vegetable crops caused by fungi such as Alternaria sp., Cercospora sp., Curvularia 

sp., and Septoria sp. are commonly found throughout the world and have significant impact  

on quantity, quality and commercial value of crops [1]. In southern Thailand, Curvularia aeria and 

C. lunata were reported to be causal agents of leaf spot diseases on lettuce and cabbage grown in 

field, respectively [2-4]. In general, most Alternaria species are mainly saprophytic fungi. However, 

some species have acquired pathogenic capacities collectively causing a range of diseases with 

*Corresponding author: Tel.: +66 89-794-2595 
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economic impact on a large variety of important agronomic host plants including vegetables [5]. For 

example, A. dauci, the carrot pathogen, can cause a disease on lettuce and celery grown in the field 

[6]. 

Chemical fungicides have often been used to control these diseases, but this conduct is 

associated with negative impacts on ecosystems, harmful effects on human health and deposition of 

residue on agricultural produces. Hence, there is a great demand for developing safer alternative and 

effective measures, such as treatment with natural agents like plant extracts, which are capable of 

preventing or controlling such diseases to reduce dependency on synthetic fungicides. 

At present, much attention has been paid towards plant extract having an inhibitory effect 

on plant pathogens with none or less negative impacts on growing plants, human and the 

environment. Callistemon viminalis, commonly known as bottle brush tree, belongs to the family 

Myrtaceae which is a common ornamental small tree with pendulous foliage [7-9]. This plant is on 

the plant lists of the “Plant Genetic Conservation Project” under the Royal Initiative of Her Royal 

Highness Maha Chakri Sirindhorn, Thailand. Various parts of this plant used in traditional and folk 

medicine have been reported to have antibacterial activities [7-9]. However, a few studies have been 

focused on its antifungal properties for plant disease control especially on leafy vegetables. 

Therefore, this research was conducted to evaluate the possible antifungal activities of 

crude extracts from C. viminalis leaves (using solvents with different ethanolic percentages and 

different extract concentrations) as well as its phytotoxicity on lettuce in order to obtain the safer 

effective method for disease control. 

 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

 

2.1 Pathogenicity test 
 

The pathogenicity test was carried out using detached leaf test.  The fungi tested in this experiment, 

i.e., Alternaria sp. and Curvularia sp.were isolated from lettuce leaves showing leaf spot symptom. 

The lettuce leaves were washed in tap water and left air-dried.  Then, the leaf was inoculated by 5 

mm dia mycelial agar plug (7 days old). The PDA agar plug without pathogen was used as a control. 

The inoculated leaves were kept into the moist plastic box at room temperature. Disease index was 

rated up to 4 levels of lesion sizes as: 0 = no infection; 1 = 1-5 mm; 2 = 5.1-10 mm; 3 = 10.1-15 

mm; and 4 = >15 mm at 3 and 5 days after inoculation (DAI). Disease incidence (DI) and disease 

severity (DS) of tested lettuce were calculated by the equations: 

 

where  % DI =  (Number of infected leaves / Number of total leaves) × 100 

 
% DS =  ∑ (Number of infected leaves × Disease index) ×100 

 Number of total leaves × The highest disease index 

 

2.2 Preparation of Callistemon viminalis extract and evaluation of its total phenolic 

and flavonoid contents 
 

The disease free and fresh leaves of C. viminalis were collected from Ladkrabang district area, 

Bangkok, Thailand. The samples were washed thoroughly with water for 3 times and left air-dried. 

Then, approx. 1.5 kg of air-dried leaves were dried in hot air oven at 45℃ for 3 days. Dried plant 

leaves were ground and soaked into 95, 70 and 50% ethanol solvent with the ratio of 1:10 (w/v) for 

3 days. The extracts were filtered through double-layered cheesecloth and one layer of Whatman 

No.1 filter paper. The filtrates were collected and concentrated at 40˚C under reduced pressure using 
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rotary evaporator. All the extracts were then transferred into airtight vials and stored at 4˚C for 

further use. 

The total phenolics and flavonoids of the crude extract were analyzed by Folin-Ciocalteu 

method [10] and the aluminum chloride method [11], respectively. For total phenolic contents, the 

300 µl of extract was mixed with 2.25 ml of Folin-Ciocalteu reagent (10% dilution) and kept for 5 

min at room temperature. Then, 2.25 ml of sodium carbonate solution was added to the mixture for 

90 min at room temperature. The mixture and absorbance were detected at 750 nm using a 

spectrophotometer. Gallic acid was used as standard and total phenolic contents were expressed as 

gallic acid equivalent per milliliter (mg GAE/ml). For flavonoid contents, the 0.5 ml of extract was 

mixed with 2.25 ml of distilled water. Afterwards, 0.15 ml of 5% NaNO2 solution was added and 

kept at room temperature for 6 min. Then, 0.3 ml of 10% AlCl3 solution and 1 ml of 1 M NaOH 

were added and shaken. The mixture and absorbance were measured at 510 nm using a 

spectrophotometer. Quercetin was used as standard and flavonoid contents were calculated as mg 

quercetin equivalent per milliliter (mg QE/ml).  

 

2.3 Antifungal activity of C. viminalis crude ethanolic extracts 
 

The antifungal activity of crude ethanolic extracts from C. viminalis was in vitro tested against two 

foliar fungal pathogens of lettuce, namely Alternaria sp.  and Curvularia sp. , using poisoned food 

assay method. The experiment was carried out in a CRD with a 3×3 factorial arrangement plus one 

positive control (using 50 ppm carbendazim). Factor A was 50, 70 and 95% ethanolic extracts where 

factor B was 0, 5,000 and 50,000 ppm.  The extract was incorporated into the molten PDA at a 

desired final concentration and mixed well.  Then, the medium was poured into Petri dish.  After 

overnight pre- incubation, the inoculation was done by a mycelial disc of 5 mm dia, which was 

deposited in the center of the agar plate.  After further incubation at 25 oC, the diameters of fungal 

growth in control and treatment plates were measured and the antifungal effect was estimated by 

the following formula: 

 

Antifungal activity (%) = (Dc-Dt)/Dc × 100 

where Dc was the diameter of growth in control plate. 

Dt was the diameter of growth in the plate containing tested extract. 

 

Sporulation was determined at the end of incubation according to Islam et al.  [12]  with 

slight modification. Six discs (5 mm dia) were randomly taken from each Petri dish of fungal culture 

and macerated in 10 ml of sterile water. Spore suspensions obtained were filtered and homogenized. 

Spores were then counted under microscope using a haemacytometer. Assay was carried out in three 

replicates. The percent reduction or stimulation by each extract was determined. 

 

2.4 Phytotoxicity of C. viminalis crude ethanolic extracts on lettuce 
 

Phytotoxic effects of the extracts were assessed on seed germination and growth of lettuce in 

hydroponics as follows: 

 

Seed germination: Phytotoxicity of C. viminalis crude ethanolic extract was determined on lettuce 

seed germination.  The dry crude extracts were dissolved into the required concentrations in 10% 

dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO).  Then, lettuce seeds were soaked into the prepared extract for 15 min. 

Afterwards, 25 treated seeds of lettuce were placed on sterilized germination paper in 9 cm Petri 

dishes containing 5 ml sterilized water.  The dish was maintained at 25 oC, 12 h photoperiod in the 

growth chamber.  The experiment was carried out by 3×4 factorials in CRD with 4 replications. 
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Factor A was 3 crude extracts (50% , 70% , and 95% ethanol crude extract)  while factor B was 4 

concentrations of crude extracts (0, 5,000, 25,000 and 50,000 ppm). Ten percent of DMSO without 

the extract was used as control. Seed germination, hypocotyl and radicle length were recorded. 

 

Growth of lettuce in hydroponics: The effect of foliar sprayings of C.  viminalis crude ethanolic 

extract was evaluated on lettuce grown in Dynamic root floating technique (DRFT)  with nutrient 

solution (EC = 1.6-1.8 mS/cm, pH= 5.8-6.2). The experiment was laid out as 3×4 factorials in CRD 

with 3 replications ( 3 plants per replication) .  Factor A and B were set as same as in the seed 

germination test whereas foliar sprayings of 2 ml of the extract were made on leaf of 15 days old 

lettuce. Phytotoxicity was determined as the occurrences of necrosis and discoloration. Plant growth 

parameters such as leaf greenness (by SPAD value using a portable chlorophyll meter, SPAD-502, 

Konica Minolta Sensing, Inc., Japan), leaf size and numbers were weekly monitored after treatment 

whereas the fresh and dry weight of shoot and root were recorded at the end of the cultivation. 

 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

 

3.1 Isolation and pathogenicity test 
 

The pathogenicity test on detached leaf test revealed that both tested fungi (Alternaria sp. and 

Curvularia sp.) were the causal pathogen of the leaf spot disease of lettuce, showing 100% DI with 

85% and 40% DS, respectively at 5 DAI (Table 1). Regarding the symptom, brown circular leaf 

spots and yellow halo were found on both fungal inoculations. Alternaria sp. caused large necrotic 

and chlorosis symptoms (about 23 mm dia) while Curvularia sp. caused small lesion (about 6.6 mm 

dia) (Table 1). Our findings are in agreement with many researchers who reported that both fungi 

were leaf and seed-borne pathogen of leafy vegetable crops and especially Alternaria sp. leaf spot 

is a common disease and particularly problematic for plant in the cabbage family [2-3, 13]. 

 

3.2 Extract yield, total phenolic and flavonoid contents 
 

Extract yields of C. viminalis were shown in Table 2. It was shown that 50% ethanolic extract of C. 

viminalis (50% EECV), 70% ethanolic extract of C. viminalis (70% EECV) and 95% ethanolic 

extract of C. viminalis (95% EECV) yielded 4, 6 and 13%, respectively, based on oven dry weight 

of the leaves (300 g). It can be seen that percentage crude yield of extract increased along with an 

increase of alcohol percentage in the solvent, i.e., 95% ethanol shown to be the best extraction 

solvent in terms of crude yield (13%). However, in some cases reported in Salem et al. [14], extract 

yield of C. viminalis using methanolic solvent was much higher as 23%. In 2012, Krishna et al. [15] 

reported that the extract yield of C. citrinus about 1.75% based on oven dry weight of the leaves 

(400 g) was obtained by using ethanol solvent. 

The total phenolic and flavonoid contents were presented in Table 3. The result revealed 

a significant interaction between all extracts and their concentrations regarding total phenolic and 

flavonoid contents. The highest concentration (50,000 ppm) of all tested extracts gave the highest 

phenolic contents about 1.16-1.23 mg GAE/ml. With regard to flavonoid contents, the 50,000 ppm 

of 70% EECV significantly exhibited higher content about 3.31 mg % QUE/ml followed by 95%  
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Table 1. Pathogenicity test of Alternaria sp. and Curvularia sp. on lettuce leaf. 

Treatment 
Incidence (%) Severity (%)  Symptom 

5 DAI 3 DAI2/ 5 DAI 3 DAI 5 DAI  

Control 0c1/ 0c 0c 0c  

 
Alternaria sp. 100a 100a 75a 85a  

 
Curvularia sp. 60b 100b 12b 40b  

 

1/Values are means of three replicates .Values in each column followed by the same letter are not  

significantly different according to Duncan’s Multiple Range Test (P>0.05). Scale bar = 10 mm. 
2/DAI= Day after inoculation 
 

Table 2. Extract details of Callistemon viminalis leaves. 

Plant part Solvent Solvent volume (ml) Extract weight (g) Yield (%) 
Leaf (300g) 50% Ethanol 3000  12 4 
Leaf (300g) 70% Ethanol 3000  18 6 
Leaf (300g) 95% Ethanol 3000  39 13 

 

Table 3. Total phenolic and flavonoid contents of Callistemon viminalis leaves. 

Extract name Concn (ppm) 
Total phenolic 
(mg GAE/ml) 

Total flavonoid 
(mg QUE/ml) 

50%EECV 0 0.00f 0.00h 
 5,000 0.48c 1.19fg 
 25,000 0.92b 1.96e 
 50,000 1.16a 3.01b 

70%EECV 0 0.00f 0.00h 
 5,000 0.20d 1.20f 
 25,000 1.00b 2.17d 
 50,000 1.23a 3.31a 

95%EECV 0 0.00f 0.00h 
 5,000 <1e 1.11g 
 25,000 1.08b 1.93e 
 50,000 1.22a 2.92c 

C.V. (%) 2.44 3.67 
Value of factor A2/ ** ** 
Value of factor B3/ ** ** 

A×B ** ** 
 

1/Values are means of three replicates .Values in each column followed  by the same letter are not  

significantly different according to Duncan’s Multiple Range Test (P>0.05). 
2/Factor A is the ethanol concentration for extraction 
3/Factor B is the concentration of crude extracts 
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EECV and 50% EECV about 3.01 and 2.92 mg % QUE/ml, respectively (Table 3). Our results are 

in agreement with the previous findings [14, 16] who reported that the qualitative phytochemical 

analysis revealed the presence of different phytochemicals including flavonoids and phenolics in 

methanol and ethanol crude extract of C. viminalis. Callistemon viminalis was a rich source of 

phenolic compounds whereas higher amount of phenolics (about 88.83 mg GAE/g DW), flavonoids 

(about 65.48 mg GAE/g DW) was found in its ethanol extract [16]. The 44.3 mg GAE/g extract of 

total phenolics and 45.36 mg GAE/g extract of total flavonoids were detected in methanol crude 

extract [14]. In addition, its aqueous leaf extract was also reported to contain about 48.35 µg GAE 

mg-1 tissue phenolics [17]. Flavonoid and phenolic contents were also reported to be present in other 

species of Callistemon [18]. Regarding our result on high flavonoids content in 70% EECV, it was 

in line with Bimakr et al. [19] who mentioned that the higher concentrations of more bioactive 

flavonoid compounds were detected with 70% ethanol due to its higher polarity than pure ethanol. 

It is worth noted that numerous biological activities (such as antimicrobial activity, antioxidant 

capacity and so on) of phenolic compounds and flavonoids have been demonstrated by Hasan et al. 

[16], therefore the quantity of the two phytochemical compounds of our crude extracts could play 

an important role on such biological activities. 

 

3.3 Antifungal activity of C. viminalis crude ethanolic extracts 
 

In vitro antifungal activity of the extracts obtained from C. viminalis leaves, using different solvents 

and concentrations, against the tested fungi was shown in Table 4. The growth inhibition of each 

fungus was presented in Figure 1. All three crude extracts at 5,000 and 50,000 ppm were found to 

be significantly effective against mycelial growth of the tested fungi at 3 and 5 DAI (Table 4) and 

at 7 DAI (Figure 1). In addition, there was an interaction between solvent type and extract 

concentration level on their effects on inhibition percentage of the growth of the two tested fungi. 

As the concentration level of the crude extracts increased, the percent growth inhibition also 

increased. 
 

Table 4. Effect of different concentrations of ethanolic extracts from C. viminalis leaves on mycelial 

growth of leaf spot fungi at 3 and 5 DAI. 

 

Factor A Factor B 

Growth inhibition (%) 

Alternaria sp.   Curvularia sp. 

3 DAI 5 DAI  3 DAI 5 DAI 

50%EECV 0 ppm 0.0e1/ 0.0d  0.0f 0.0g 
5000 ppm 38.4d 31.4c  71.6c 67.0d 
50000 ppm 89.9a 89.6a  86.1b 83.7b 

70%EECV 0 ppm 0.0e 0.0d  0.0f 0.0g 
5000 ppm 50.8c 43.4b  67.3d 61.9e 
50000 ppm 84.8b 84.4a  85.5b 80.1c 

95%EECV 0 ppm 0.0e 0.0d  0.0f 0.0g 
5000 ppm 53.5c 47.9b  58.5e 49.2f 
50000 ppm 89.1a 88.7a  94.4a 91.8a 

C.V. (%) 5.32 7.73  2.40 3.46 
Value of factor A ** *  * ** 
Value of factor B ** **  ** ** 
A×B ** **  ** ** 

  
 

1/Values are means of three replicates .Values in each column with in each pathogen followed by  

the same letter are  not significantly  different  according  to Duncan’s Multiple Range Test (P>0.05). 
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                                        A 

 

 
                       B                                                                                  C 

 

 
D 

 

Figure 1. Growth inhibition of Alternaria sp. and Curvularia sp. by crude ethanolic extract from 
C. viminalis leaves at 7 DAI. Values are means of three replicates. Values followed by the  same 

letter are not significantly different according to Duncan’s Multiple Range Test (P>0.05) 

A) Mycelial growth inhibition of Curvularia sp. (%), B) Mycelial growth inhibition of Alternaria 

sp. (%), C) Colony morphology of Curvularia sp. and Alternaria sp. grown on PDA with crude 

extracts, and D) Sporulation inhibition or stimulation of Alternaria sp. (%) 
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At 7 DAI, the highest concentration (50,000 ppm) of the 50% EECV showed the greatest 

inhibitory effect (about 75%) on growth of Alternaria sp., followed by 95% and 70% EECV 

(about70%) whereas only 44.8 % growth inhibition was recorded from positive control (50 ppm 

carbendazim) (Figures 1A, 1C). Unlike Alternaria sp., 95% EECV was shown to be the most 

significantly effective against Curvularia sp. (about 91%) at the same concentration of 50,000 ppm 

followed by 50% and 70% EECV (about 82%), while 50 ppm carbendazim completely inhibited 

fungal growth (Figures 1B, 1C). In regard to sporulation assessment, only Alternaria sp. has been 

conducted since the growth of Curvularia sp. was almost completely inhibited by the extract. The 

result showed that its sporulation was totally inhibited at the highest concentration (50,000 ppm) of 

the tested extracts whereas it was stimulated at 5,000 ppm of 70% EECV and 95% EECV (Figure 1D). 

From the result on Alternaria sp., this fungus seemed to be less sensitive to carbendazim 

fungicide (only 44.8% inhibition) but more sensitive to the extracts (about 75% inhibition) (Figure 

1A). This finding was in agreement with the reports in USA and France [20-21] mentioning that 

Alternaria spp. were insensitive to many classes of fungicides recently recovered from fields. From 

our findings, it would be noted that a marked antifungal activity of the all tested crude extracts of 

C. viminalis leaves was observed which may be attributed to the presence of phenolics and 

flavonoids contents. Callistemon viminalis, especially its flowers are rich in polyphenols, 

flavonoids, saponins, steroids contents which possess good antibacterial and antifungal activities [8, 

22]. A number of studies [8, 12, 23-24] reported that phytochemical extracts of C. viminalis leaves 

exhibited strong to moderate antibacterial effects and methanol extracts in some cases showed a 

stronger effect than ethanolic extract, which could be explained by the differences in the compounds 

between these two extracts. However, we have still focused on using ethanolic solvents for the safety 

reason [25]. In terms of antifungal activity of Callistemon plant, Nguefack et al. [26] reported that 

70% ethanol extract from C. citrinus leaf proved to be effective against Alternaria padwickii and 

Bipolaris oryzae under both laboratory and field conditions. 

Stimulation of Alternaria sporulation observed at 5,000 ppm of 70%  EECV and 95% 

EECV was in line with the finding of Tiaiba et al. [27] who reported that the fungus Ascochyta pisi 

could sporulate on the medium containing 1.5% of plant extracts at levels sometimes exceeding the 

control. 

 

3.4 Effect of C. viminalis crude ethanolic extracts on lettuce 
 

Phytotoxicity of C. viminalis crude ethanolic extracts was assessed on seed germination (by seed 

treatment) and growth of lettuce (by foliar spray). With regard to the assessment of phytotoxic 

effects on lettuce seed germination, it revealed that the crude extracts at all tested concentrations did 

not have any significant adverse effect on seed germination at 2, 3 and 5 DAT compared to control 

(Table 5). On the contrary, especially the lowest concentration (5,000 ppm) of all tested ethanolic 

extracts (50% EECV, 70% EECV and 95% EECV) significantly stimulated the germination to 100% 

at 5 DAT compared to control showing about 91%. There was no interaction between the three 

extracts and their concentrations on percent seed germination. In addition, the 50,000 ppm of all the 

extracts as well as all 3 concentrations of 95% EECV significantly increased the seedling length 

compared to control (Table 5 and Figure 2).  

Table 6 presented the effect of crude ethanolic extract of C.  viminalis on lettuce growth. 

The result was in line with that of seed germination trial.  Importantly, phytotoxicity (necrosis and 

discoloration)  was rarely detected on lettuces treated with the extracts except for the concentration 

of 25,000 and 50,000 ppm of 50%  EECV which showing only few necrotic lesions on the young 

leaf.  Overall, the extracts did not give any negative effects on lettuce growth throughout the 

experiment. On the other hand, the extracts seemed to exhibit the positive effect such as stimulation  
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Table 5. Effect of different concentrations of ethanol extracts on seed germination and seedling 

growth of lettuce 

Factor A Factor B 
Seed germination (%) 

 
Seedling length (mm) 

 Radicle  Hypocotyl  

2 DAT2/ 3 DAT 5 DAT  5 DAT 5 DAT 

50% 
EECV 

0 ppm 91.8ab1/ 91.8c 91.8b  24.4e 13.0ef 
5000 ppm 92.0ab 96.0abc 100.0a  32.7cd 12.1f 
25000 ppm 97.8a 100.0a 100.0a  33.3bcd 13.3e 
50000 ppm 92.0ab 96.0abc 96.0ab  31.2d 14.8d 

70% 
EECV 

0 ppm 91.8ab 91.8c 91.8b  24.4e 13.0ef 
5000 ppm 92.0ab 96.0abc 100.0a  33.8bcd 12.9ef 
25000 ppm 96.0ab 98.0ab 98.0ab  33.7bcd 15.0d 
50000 ppm 96.0ab 100.0a 100.0a  36.0ab 16.5ab 

95% 
EECV 

0 ppm 91.8ab 91.8c 91.8b  24.4e 13.0ef 
5000 ppm 90.0b 96.0abc 100.0a  34.7bc 17.2a 
25000 ppm 90.0b 96.0abc 96.0ab  37.5a 16.1bc 
50000 ppm 93.8ab 94.0bc 93.9ab  37.7a 15.1cd 

C.V. (%) 3.51 2.26 2.66  14.74 13.10 
Value of factor A ns ns ns  ** ** 
Value of factor B ns ** **  ** ** 
A×B ns ns ns  ** ** 

 

1/Values are means of three replicates. Values in each column followed by the same letter are not 
significantly different according to Duncan’s Multiple Range Test (P>0.05).  
2/DAT= Day after treatment 

 

    

50% 

EECV 

    

70% 

EECV 

    

95% 

EECV 

Control 5000 ppm 25000 ppm 50000 ppm  
 

Figure 2. Effect of crude ethanolic extract from C. viminalis leaves on lettuce seedling at 5 DAT    
Scale bar = 10 mm 
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on some growth parameters and yield. At 21 DAT, the extracts were shown to increase the leaf 

numbers, while a significant increase was recorded at 50% EECV (5,000 ppm) having 19.6 leaves 

and 70%  EECV (25,000 and 50,000 ppm)  having 20.3 and 19.6 leaves compared to control (16.6 

leaves) .  Leaf size and leaf greenness expressed by SPAD values were not significantly affected by 

the extracts (Table 6).  

With regard to lettuce yield, fresh and dry weights of stem and root of the treated lettuces 

were significantly greater than control (Figures 3 and 4) .  The extract at 5,000 ppm of 70%  EECV 

significantly stimulated lettuce growth in terms of stem fresh weight over control about 30 percent. 

The enhancing effect on some growth parameters and yield was probably due to phenolic compound 

present in the extract.  Our findings were in accordance with Bali et al.  [17]  who reported that no 

phytotoxic effect of 1% and 2% aqueous leaf extract of C.viminalis was observed on rice whereas 

its growth and yield attributes increased, probably due to the release of allelochemicals (mainly 

phenolics). On the contrary, the aqueous leaf extract of C. viminalis still exhibited phytotoxicity as 

well as inhibited germination and growth of rice weed [17] .  In addition, quite a number of reports 

mentioning that seed germination, growth and yield attributes of lettuce crop were not affected by 

negative effects of the plant extracts such as clove, colander and cinnamon extracts [28]; orange, 

mango, jabuticaba and guava leaf extracts [29]; Ocimum tenuiflorum leaf extract [30]. In regard to 

C. viminalis, our results seemed to contradict with earlier finding of Oliveira et al. [31] which stating 

on allelopathic activity of C.  viminalis and negative effect of its essential oil on lettuce seedlings 

and causing a reduction in the length of shoots and root system.  This contradiction result was 

probably due to the differences between phytochemical compounds in essential oil and ethanolic 

crude extract which were responsible for growth-enhancing or growth-retarding effect. 

Overall, our results seem to be very promising as the crude ethanolic extracts from C. 

viminalis showed significant inhibition against the two tested fungal pathogens. The extracts showed 

no adverse effect on lettuce seed germination, less or no phytotoxicity on lettuce leaves with 

significant growth-enhancing effect on the lettuce grown in hydroponics about 30% above control. 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 3. Yield of lettuce grown in hydroponics treated with ethanolic extract from C. viminalis 

leaves. The same letter on column  bar is not significantly different according to Duncan’s  

Multiple Range Test (P>0.05) 
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Control 
Extract concentration Extract 

name 

 

5000 ppm 25000 ppm 50000 ppm 

 
   

50%EECV 

   

70%EECV 

   

95%EECV 

 

 

Figure 4 . Effect of crude ethanolic extracts from C. viminalis leaves on yield of lettuce grown in 

hydroponics. A = Representative of lettuce treated with crude ethanolic extract from C. viminalis 

leaves, B= All treated lettuce grown in hydroponics 

 

 

4. Conclusions 

 

In conclusion, crude extracts from C. viminalis leaf (using 50%, 70% and 95% ethanol as solvent) 

were found to have high antifungal activities against in vitro mycelial growth and sporulation of leaf 

spot fungi (Alternaria sp. and Curvularia sp.). The highest concentration (50,000 ppm) of 50% and 

95% ethanol crude extracts gave the strongest inhibitory effect. No phytotoxicity of crude extract 

was noted either during seed germination or growth of tested lettuce in hydroponics. Interestingly, 

foliar spraying of the extracts induced positive effects on the growth and yield of lettuce in 

hydroponics more than control treatment. For quantitative assay of crude extract, its highest yield 

was obtained from 95% ethanol solvent. Highest total phenolic and flavonoid contents were detected 

at the highest concentration of the tested crude extracts. 

Our findings provided evidence that C. viminalis crude extract could be a new potential 

source for the development of an alternative natural fungicide to manage some plant pathogenic 

fungi. Further research would be necessary to precisely identify the chemical substances in the 

extract responsible for antifungal activity as well as plant growth-enhancing effect. 
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Abstract 
 

The objectives of the research project presented in this paper are to design and develop a Low 

Resolution Spectrograph for the 2.4 m Thai National Telescope.The Low Resolution Spectrograph 

will deliver a spectrum in the spectral range (440 -740 nm) , with a resolution of R approximately 

equals to 1,000 at the central wavelength, λc, of 600 nm, while observing through a slit with a width 

of 0.9 arcsecond wide ( in long- slit mode)  or during slit- less observations.  The Low Resolution 

Spectrograph was designed to have a total weight of less than 20 kg and a maximum displacement 

due to gravity of less than 6 µm during a 360° rotation of the instrument cube.  We have installed a 

prototype of the Low Resolution Spectrograph on the Thai National Telescope in December 2018. 

We have tested its performance on stellar objects during a one-night observing run.   During these 

observations, we calibrated the instrument using a Thorium-Argon spectral calibration lamp and a 

Tungsten lamp and recorded the spectrum of the planetary nebula NGC 2392 in both slit- less and 

long- slit modes.   We measured a spectral resolution of 800-1,300 over the wavelength range 440-

740nm, thus demonstrating that the on-sky performance of the prototype was in agreement with the 

theoretical specifications. 

 

Keywords:  low resolution spectrograph, long- slit spectroscopy, slitless spectroscopy, opto-

mechanical design, Thai National Telescope  
DOI 10.14456/cast.1477.2 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

The National Astronomical Research Institute of Thailand ( NARIT)  and the King Mongkut’ s 

Institute of Technology Ladkrabang (KMITL) are currently developing a compact and cost-effective 

Low-Resolution Spectrograph (LRS)  with high throughput for the 2.4 m Thai National Telescope 

( TNT) .  This Richey- Crétien telescope is NARIT’ s main facility for astronomical observations  
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in the optical domain. The TNT is located at the Thai National Observatory (TNO), near the summit 

of Doi Inthanon (latitude of 18.56° N and longitude of 98.46° E), the highest mountain in Thailand 

(elevation of 2,457m). At this site, the median seeing is 0.9 arcseconds, while the sky brightness is 

equal to 22.5 and 21.9 magnitude per square arcsecond in the B and V bands, respectively [1]. The 

TNT is currently equipped with the ULTRASPEC camera, a 4K camera, and a Medium Resolution 

Spectrograph ( MRES) .  ULTRASPEC is a high- precision photometer that contains a 1k × 1k 

electron- multiplying CCD with a field of view ( FOV)  of 7 arcminutes and a plate scale of 

0.45″/pixel. This instrument is specified to work over the spectral range 330-1,000 nm and has been 

used to measure rapidly varying phenomena such as transits, flares and outbursts.   The 4K camera 

comprises a cryogenically cooled thin CCD with 4k × 4k pixels.  NARIT is currently developing a 

focal reducer to image a circular FOV of 14 arcminutes on this camera with an image quality close 

to the seeing limit over the B, V, R and I spectral bands [2] .   The Medium Resolution Echelle 

Spectrograph is a single object fiber-fed medium resolution spectrograph with a spectral resolution 

close to 15,000 over the spectral band 400- 800 nm.  This instrument has been used to measure the 

spectra of stars down to a limiting magnitude close to 13 and record their radial velocities.  

Within this framework, the main objective of the LRS currently being developed at NARIT 

is to provide spectra of faint point sources (unresolved objects)  and extended objects, whose sizes 

smaller than 3 arcminutes. The spectral resolution of this instrument at the wavelength λ is defined 

as R = δλ/λ where δλ is the minimum spectral element that can be resolved by the instrument.  The 

spectral resolution is thus a dimensionless quantity.  Our objective is to reach a spectral resolution 

equal to 1,000 at the wavelength equal to 600 nm.   This instrument is design to complete the 

observing capabilities of the TNT for the following scientific applications: exoplanet detections and 

atmosphere characterization and the spectroscopic investigation of transit phenomenon. 

The second objective of this project is to develop the human capacity to design, 

manufacture, assemble, align and commission spectrographs in Thailand.   Although the optical 

design of this spectrograph was provided by Professor John Meaburn from the University of 

Manchester, staff from NARIT and KMITL developed the optomechanical design of the LRS, 

procured the optical components, manufactured the mechanical parts, and assembled, aligned, and 

installed the instrument on the TNT.  To our knowledge, this is the first time that such a spectrograph 

has been fully developed and tested in Thailand and our objective is to use this knowledge and the 

skills acquired during this project to build more spectrographs for astronomical observations, 

atmospheric studies and space-based remote sensing applications. 

Between 2017 and 2019 we developed a prototype of the LRS.  Our objectives were to test 

this prototype on- sky with the TNT, to show that the spectral resolution and field of view of the 

instrument were in line with specifications and to identify the potential optimizations that will be 

implemented in the final system. 

In this paper, we discuss the specifications of the LRS and present the optical design of the 

prototype.  The mechanical design of the LRS, including the interface with the TNT are described.  

The results of the Finite Element Analyses are presented to show that the maximum error induced 

by gravity and thermoelastic effects would be equal to a few µm.  The on- sky results obtained in 

December 2018 during a one-night observing run with the TNT would be reported.   The spectrum 

of the planetary nebula NGC 2392 obtained in long-slit mode over the spectra range of 450-750 nm 

showing that the spectral resolution, R, was 900 at a wavelength, λ, of 650 nm would be analyzed. 
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2. Materials and Method 

 

2.1 Specifications and optical design 
 

2.1.1 Specifications 

 

The specifications of the new NARIT Low Resolution Spectrograph (LRS)  are presented in Table 

1.   This spectrograph is specified to deliver a spectrum over the wavelength range of 400-800 nm 

that covers the visible spectrum and to reach a spectral resolution of R equal to 1,000 at a wavelength 

equal to 600 nm.  The spectrograph provides two observing modes, i.e. the long- slit mode and the 

slitless mode.  

 

Table 1. Specifications of the Low Resolution Spectrograph developed for the 2.4 m Thai National 

Telescope. 

Parameter Specification 

Spectral domain 400-800 nm 

Observing mode Slitless and Long-slit 

Spectral Resolution R ≈ 1000 at λ ≈ 600 nm  

Slit mechanical length 20 mm 

Slit on-sky angular length 3 arcminutes 

Slit mechanical width 100 µm 

Slit on-sky angular width 0.9″ 

Dispersion 180 Å/mm 

Plate scale 37 arcsec/mm 

Detector format 2000 × 500 pixels 

 

The long- slit observations were made by placing the 20 mm slit on the TNT image plane 

which corresponded to an angular size projected on- sky of 3 arcminutes.   This was necessary in 

order to be able to measure the spectra of (i) extended sources of a few arcminutes, or (ii) two stars 

(e.g. a science star and a reference star) separated by a few arcminutes. 

The slit width, ws, is equal to 100 µm, which corresponds to an angular size of 0. 9 

arcseconds.  This value is equal to the seeing at the TNO in median conditions [1].  The full spectral 

domain was then imaged on a detector with a dispersion length, LDispersion, of 22 mm.  The plate scale 

was specified to be equal to 37 arcsecond/mm and the full 3 arcminutes FOV was imaged along the 

FOV direction equal to LFOV of 5 mm.  The width of the slit image, wSlit, was 23 µm. The dispersion 

was specified to be equal to 180 Å/mm.  So, we deduced that the spectral resolution limited by the 

slit width was 1,500, well above the specified spectral resolution.  

The detector was specified to have a pixel size of 10 µm so that the slit image covered 2 

pixels, which was close to the Nyquist frequency criterion.  Thus, the detector format to cover the 

specified spectral domain and the specified FOV was equal to 2,000 × 500 pixels. 
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2.1.2 Prototype design 

 

Figure 1 shows the side- view of the spectrograph optical design and the left panel in Figure 2 

represents the top-view propagation of the beam of light inside the LRS prototype during scientific 

observations.  This prototype was mounted on the TNT which included the rotating mirror M4.  The 

orientation of this mirror was adjusted during the observations to select the instrument mounted on 

the instrument cube.   In the case of observations with the LRS, mirror M2 reflected the beam of 

light coming from the TNT towards the spectrograph. 

 
 

Figure 1. Side-view of the spectrograph optical design [3] 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Left-hand panel: Scheme representing the top-view propagation of the light beam inside 

the spectrograph prototype during the scientific observations. Right-hand panel: Scheme 

representing the top-view propagation of the light beam inside the spectrograph prototype during 

the calibration of the instrument 
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The LRS slit was located in the TNT image plane.  The slit selected one linear section of 

the incident FOV with a length of 3 arcminutes and a width of 0.9 arcseconds.  The beam transmitted 

by the slit was collimated by lens L1 and directed towards the mirrors M1 and M2.   These mirrors 

reflected the beam towards the grism located in the pupil plane.  The grism comprised a Volume 

Phase Holographic (VPH) grating immersed between two prisms. The grism performed the spectral 

dispersion of the incident beam and transmitted it without any deviation of the central wavelength, 

λc equal to 600 nm. The beam transmitted by the grism was imaged by the lens L2 on the detector.  

During the calibration of the spectrograph (Figure 2, right panel) , we placed mirror M4 

(mounted on a translating stage)  in front of the entrance slit.  We also injected the light emitted by 

some flat- field and spectral calibration lamps inside an Integrating Sphere ( IS)  by using a multi-

mode fiber.  The IS output face was imaged on the entrance slit via the achromatic doublet ACDP 

and mirror M4.  After reflection by mirror M4, the optical path of the calibration beam emitted by 

the IS was identical to the optical path of the scientific beam coming from the TNT.  

The slit is a 25 mm long 100 μm wide chrome slit, and was manufactured by Ealing.  The 

collimator is a 50.8 mm achromatic doublet with a focal length of 250 mm, made by Thorlabs.  This 

doublet was optimized for the spectral domain 400-700 nm, which is the specified spectral domain 

of the LRS.  The grism was manufactured by Kayser, and the VPH has 930 lines/mm and the angles 

of the prisms are 30°.   The wavelength λG not deviated by the grism is equal to 605 nm.  The 

diffraction efficiency is more than 50% over the LRS specified spectral domain, and is more than 

90%  over the wavelength range of 500-600 nm.   The faces of the grisms are coated with an anti-

reflective coating that has a reflectivity of less than 1.5% over the specified spectral range of the 

LRS. The lens L2 is made of one commercial objective manufactured by the company Nikon model 

Noct-Nikkor AI-s.  The focal length of this objective is equal to 58 mm f/1.2, its diameter is equal 

to 74 mm, and its angle of view is equal to 40.8°.  

The detector used in the prototype is a commercial STF-8300 camera manufactured by 

Diffraction Limited.  This camera has a 5.4 µm CCD with 3326 × 2504 pixels.  The dimensions of 

the detector are thus equal to 18 × 13 mm2, which limits the width of the spectral interval detectable 

with this prototype to Δλ = 330 nm.  

Hence, the results provided by this prototype and presented in Section 3 cover the spectral 

interval 440-740 nm.   This is not compliant with the specified interval for the LRS but has been 

considered as an acceptable value to verify the behavior of the full instrument and to check that the 

spectral performance is acceptable. 

One advantage of the slitless mode is to be able to observe multiple and fainter targets 

within a single pointing with the trade-off of coarser spectral resolution, which is highly dependent 

on the seeing and the size of the object.  This mode is suitable for a quick confirmation of objects 

with broad and prominent spectral features, such as confirming the natures of emission line galaxies 

or active galactic nuclei, or obtaining the slope of the spectral energy distribution to determine the 

ages of the underlying stellar populations of galaxies or globular cluster.  On the other hand, the 

long- slit mode provides a constant spectral resolution that is independent of seeing and size of an 

object.  By adjusting the slit width, one can adjust the resolution needed for a specific observation 

goal.  

However, in the long-slit mode, one can only observe up to two objects in a single pointing. 

This mode is suitable for studying the chemical components, metallicities, and ionization levels of 

bright objects such as stars and parts of nearby galaxies via their series of absorption and emission 

features, and for observing the radial motions of binary stars via the doppler shifts of their absorption 

lines.  Thus, the decision to choose between slitless and long- slit modes is based on the scientific 

goal of each observation program. 
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2.2 Prototype mechanical design and simulation analyses 
 

2.2.1 Mechanical design 

 

The LRS prototype comprises 24 commercial parts from the Thorlabs catalog and 32 parts that were 

designed using SolidWorks [4] and manufactured in the NARIT Precision Mechanical Workshop 

using Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machines.  

Figure 3 represents the box of the LRS prototype. This box comprises 8 rectangular panels 

denoted A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H made of 6061 alloy, the properties of which are described in 

Table 2.  
 

 
 

Figure 3. Size of the Low Resolution Spectrograph prototype. Width, length and height are in 

millimeters. A, B, C, D, E and F are side panels; G is the top panel that covers the spectrograph; 

and H is the optical breach board 

 

The optical breach H holds the optomechanical components.  The side panel components 

A, B, C, D, E and F are connected to the optical bench H and are covered on the top by the plate G.  

Panel C has a 70 mm center hole that corresponds to the LRS entrance face placed in front of the 

TNT instrument cube flange.   Panel E has a 70 mm hole where the optical beam from the grism is 

transmitted to the camera objective (see Figure 4).  

The width and the length of the LRS box are both 380 mm and the height is equal to 166.35 

mm. The total weight of this structure is equal to 9.99 kg, as shown in Table 2.  

Figure 4 represents all the optical and mechanical components of the prototype mounted 

inside the spectrograph box. Figure 5 show the SolidWorks model of the prototype mounted on the 

TNT.  Several items have weights lower than 500 g and do not contribute significantly to the total 

weight of the instrument.  The heaviest components are (i) the Grism and the CCD camera with the 

individual weights of both equal to 0.82 kg; ( ii)  the Linear Step Motor (LSM)  that translates the 

entrance slits (1.60 kg); and (iii) the adapter of the box for the instrument cube.  
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Table 2. The mass, size and material type of each panel of the LRS prototype box 

Name Mass (g) Size (mm) Material 

A 974.89 380 × 150 × 6.35 6061Alloy 

B 958.72 373.65 × 150 × 6.35 6061Alloy 

C 845.72 245.56 × 150 × 10 6061Alloy 

D 361.75 125 × 150 × 6.35 6061Alloy 

E 261.55 121.74 × 150 × 6.35 6061Alloy 

F 595.41 248.65 × 150 × 6.35 6061Alloy 

G 2151.12 380 × 380 × 6.35 6061Alloy 

H 3847.07 380 × 380 × 10 6061Alloy 

Total 9996.26 380 × 380 × 166.35 6061Alloy 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Left-hand panel: Side interior 3D sketch view of the Low Resolution Spectrograph 

prototype. Right-hand panel: Schematic top-view of the Low Resolution Spectrograph prototype.  

The red line represents the optical axis of the spectrograph. 

 

The total weight of this prototype is equal to 18.91 kg, which is particularly low for a 

spectrograph dedicated to a 2 m class telescope.   The LRS prototype is thus a light weight and 

compact instrument.   Two advantages of the protype are that i)  it is possible to install the LRS on 

the TNT and remove it very easily, and ii)  the balance of the instrument cube does not need to be 

adjusted after installing the LRS.   It is thus possible to easily install the spectrograph on the TNT 

for only a few hours of observations and remove it from the instrument cube.   
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Figure 5. Left-hand panel: 3D view of the Low Resolution Spectrograph prototype mounted on 

the 2.4 m Thai National Telescope at the Nasmyth focus (SolidWorks model).  Right-hand panel: 

Close-up of the spectrograph mounted on the instrument cube, with the interface between the LRS 

and the instrument cube shown in purple 

 

2.2.2 Simulation analyses of Finite Element 

 

The Low Resolution spectrograph is mounted on the TNT located inside the dome of the Thai 

National Observatory.  During the night- time, the minimum temperature inside the dome is higher 

than 0°C while the maximum temperature is lower than 25°C.  For these reasons, we decided to 

perform the thermos-elastic simulations over the temperature range equal to [0°C, 25°C]. 

During the observations, the Low Resolution Spectrograph rotates slowly around the 

instrument cube at a maximum angular speed equal to 15°C/h.  Thus, we neglect the force due to 

this rotation and consider gravity to be the only force asserted on the spectrograph. 

Figure 6 represents the assumptions used to perform the simulation. We have assumed that 

the spectrograph is interfaced with the instrument cube via the item “Fixture”. We also assumed that 

gravity is the only force that is applied to the spectrograph box and to each opto- mechanical 

component (integrating sphere, collimator, focusing lens). For example, in Figure 6, left-panel, we 

have represented the direction of gravity for the orientation and the direction of gravity at the 

orientation is equal to 180°. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Left-hand panel: Assumptions used for the calculation of the mechanical 

deformations induced by the gravity of the spectrograph at the orientation equal to 180°.  

Right-hand panel: Schematic of the assumption made on the environment temperature for 

the calculation of the deformations induced by the thermos-elastic effect 
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3. Results and Discussion 
 

3.1 Simulation results 

 

3.1.1 Gravity effect simulation results 

 

During the observations, the orientation of the instrument cube can be fully adjusted between 0° and 

360°.  This is in order to adjust the orientation of the slit on the observed object and to compensate 

for the rotation of the field of view. Thus, we performed Finite Element Analyzes (FEA) to simulate 

the deformations induced by gravity on the LRS box only and to verify that these deformations will 

not misalign our optical system.  These simulations were performed by using the simulation module 

in the SolidWorks software. 

As a first step, we created a mesh element of the LRS prototype.  We specified the mesh 

type to be a standard Solid Mesh, with 4 Jacobian points.   The element size was 11.5 mm, with a 

tolerance of 0. 6 mm.   With these parameters, we used 492385 nodes and 296275 numbers of 

elements to model the prototype.  

As a second step, we studied the gravitational displacement of the box.   For example, in 

Figure 7 we have represented the deformation of the LRS prototype by assuming that gravity was 

acting on the base of the prototype box. This corresponds to an orientation θ of the instrument cube 

equal to 180°.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Results of the displacement simulation of the Low Resolution Spectrograph in 

SolidWorks at the instrument cube orientation θ equal to 180°.  The simulation included the 

following fundamental physical effects: acceleration due to gravity (|g| equal to 9.81 m/s2), action 

force with the post, and fixtures in geometry mode. 

 

In this case, we estimated that the maximum displacement value was less than 6 µm.   We 

repeated these simulations for the following orientations of the instrument cube: θ equal to 0°, 90°, 

180° and 270°.  We found that the maximum displacement of the box was equal to 3 µm, which was 

obtained at θ equal to 180°. In this case, gravity is perpendicular to the optical bench. 

We deduced that the maximum deformation of the box during a 360° rotation of the 

instrument cube is less than 6 µm. This corresponds to approximately 1 pixel of the camera.  
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The maximum deformation caused by gravity and simulated using the SolidWorks model 

is considered acceptable since the prototype will be used to produce spectra during relatively short 

observing sessions ( typically 1 h)  that will be compatible with a small variation in the spectrum 

position on the camera. 

 

3.1.2 Thermal expansion simulation results 

 

We simulated the deformation of the box due to the effect of thermal expansion under the expected 

range of working temperatures of the Low Resolution Spectrograph (i.e., 0-25°C).  This was done 

by using the SolidWorks model of the of the spectrograph described in the previous Section.  

As a first step, we selected the orientation of the instrument cube as θ equal to 270°. At this 

orientation, gravity is perpendicular to the optical bench.   As a second step we calculated the 

deformation due to both thermal expansion and gravity at a temperature T equal to 0 °C.  The results 

are represented in Figure 7.  As a third step, we repeated the simulation at a temperature T equal to 

25°C. The results obtained at this temperature are also represented in Figure 7. 

We noticed that the deformations in Figures 7 were identical despite the wide change of 

temperatures, from 0°C to 25°C.  Based on these results, we estimated that the deformation of the 

box due to thermal variations should be less than 1 µm and is therefore negligible.  

Thus, we concluded that the LRS prototype design is robust for the typical thermal 

variations experienced during operational conditions at the TNO.  We also concluded that the 

prototype could be aligned in the laboratory at a temperature close to 20°C and then installed on the 

TNT without needing any realignment. 

 

3.2 Prototype results obtained during on-sky observations with the TNT 
 

3.2.1 Installation on the TNT and the Observing Procedure 

 

We installed the LRS on the TNT during the engineering night of 22 December 2018.   Figure 8 

represents the LRS prototype before installation on the TNT (left panel) and after installation on the 

instrument cube (left-panel). The objectives of this observing run were: 

i) To verify that the full system can be operated in real observing conditions, including 

calibration of the system, pointing and scientific observations. 

              ii) To verify that the performance of the prototype was in line with the specifications under 

operational conditions.  This would be done by measuring the performance on celestial objects 

during real observations with the TNT. 
 

 
 

Figure 8. Left-hand panel: The Low Resolution Spectrograph prototype before installation on the 

TNT.  On the left part of the box, there is a large black circular plate that constitutes the interface 

between the spectrograph and the TNT.  Right-hand panel: The LRS prototype mounted on the 

TNT instrument cube. 
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It is important to mention that the prototype was aligned at the NARIT Optical Laboratory 

located in Chiang Mai.  We therefore assumed that any misalignment introduced by i) transportation 

to the TNO, and ii)  the pressure and temperature variations between the laboratory and the TNO 

would only cause a minor variation in the focus. 

The procedure for testing the spectrograph involved four steps:  focus adjustment; 

calibration; pointing; and measurement of the spectra. These are now described.  

First, we placed the mirror M4 in front of the slit, injected inside the IS the light emitted 

by a Thorium-Argon spectral calibration lamp, and then recorded the spectrum measured by the 

detector.   This lamp emits light at specific wavelengths and the spectral image comprises several 

lines, as represented in Figure 9.  Each line corresponds to an image of the slit at a given wavelength. 

The focus adjustment was performed by varying the focus of the wide- field objective L2 and by 

measuring simultaneously the Full Width at Half-Maximum (FWHM)  of the slit image.   After 

adjusting the focus, we measured a FWHM equal to 32.4 µm (2 detector pixels) at the wavelength 

λ = 5740 A that corresponds to a spectral resolution of R = 1,043. 

Second, we recorded the images of the spectrum provided by the spectrograph while 

injecting in the IS the light emitted by the Thorium-Argon spectral calibration lamp (Figure 9). We 

used these images to calculate the relationship between the pixel number and the wavelength by 

using Isis software [5, 6]. 

 

 
 

Figure 9. False-color image of the spectrum measured by the spectrograph during the calibration 

by injecting the light emitted by the Thorium-Argon (ThAr) lamp on the IS. The sloping emission 

lines correspond to the image of the spectrograph entrance slit at each emission line of the ThAr 

lamp 

 

 Third, we injected the light emitted by a Tungsten lamp inside the IS and we recorded the 

images of the spectrum provided by the spectrograph.  In Figure 10, we noticed that the spectrum 

measured on the detector fully covers the specified FOV over the spectral interval 440-740 nm. 

These data confirm the possibility of calculating the spectrograph’s instrumental response and pixel-

to-pixel variations of the detector response over the FOV and the spectral domain covered by the 

LRS prototype. 
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Figure 10. False-color image of the spectrum measured by the spectrograph during the calibration 

by injecting the light emitted by one tungsten lamp on the IS 

 

 

The spectrograph response ( Figure 11)  was calculated as the ratio between the signal 

detected on the detector and the theoretical spectral irradiance of the source provided by Thorlabs, 

the supplier of the Tungsten lamp [7]. In Figure 11, we noticed that the normalized response of the 

spectrograph is more than 0.8 over the spectral interval 500-650 nm and reached a maximum at a 

wavelength near 560 nm.  This is close to the spectral domain 500-600 nm over which the grating 

diffraction efficiency is maximal.  At wavelengths less than 460 nm and more than 720 nm, the 

response of the instrument was between 0. 2 and 0. 4 and the limitation was due to the grating 

efficiency.  Over this spectral range the transmission of the spectrograph is very low, and the 

measurement of the spectrum can be done only on very bright objects.   

 

 
 

Figure 11. The normalized spectral response of the spectrograph calculated as the ratio between 

the signal measured on the central line of the detector and the theoretical spectral irradiance of the 

Tungsten source.  The normalization was done to the maximum of the response of the 

spectrograph. 
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3.2.2 The Spectrum of NGC 2392  

 

NGC 2392 (the Eskimo Nebula) is a moderately evolved, morphologically complex high-excitation 

double-shell planetary nebula [1]  with a right ascension of 07h 29m10.77 and declination of +20° 

54′  42.5″ , and a magnitude of 9.68.   Its elevation at the time of the test, between 23:00 and 01:00 

local time, varied between 64° 10′ 59.5″ and 78° 49′ 08.3″.  

We selected the Eskimo Nebula to test on-sky the performance of the spectrograph. Indeed, 

the size of this nebula is equal to 0.47 arcminutes, and making it possible to verify the image quality 

of the spectrograph over a part of the FOV. This planetary nebula has some specific emissions lines 

at the wavelengths equal to 486.13 nm, 495.8 nm, 500.7 nm and 656.28 nm, wavelengths which 

cover the prototype spectral domain.  These emission lines were thus used to observe the replica of 

the nebula and to measure the spectral resolution at these wavelengths. 

We used an integration time of 10 seconds for the 4K camera and the LRS in slitless and 

LRS longslit modes, as illustrated in Figures 12 and 13.   We measured the signal- to-noise ratio of 

NGC 2392 with the 4K camera as 325.2, and for the LRS in longslit mode as 102.317 and in slitless 

mode as 92. We normalized the spectrum of NGC 2392 and calculated the spectral resolution.  For 

Hß it was 801; for OIII 826; for OIII ( second line)  845; for HeI 1,097; and for NII 1,224, as 

illustrated in Figure 14. 

 

 
 

Figure 12. The image of NGC 2392 obtained with the 4K camera mounted on the TNT instrument 

cube. Integration time equal to 10 s, scale: signal min equal to 8649(0.2) ADU, signal max equal 

to 45000(1) ADU 
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Figure 13. The top panel shows NGC 2392 in slit-less mode. Integration time equal to 10 s, scale: 

signal min equal to 4537(0.15) ADU, signal max equal to 30000(1) ADU.  The bottom-panel 

shows NGC 2392 in long-slit mode. Integration time equal to 10 s, scale: signal min equal to 

1500(0.67) ADU, signal max equal to 2194(1) ADU 

 

We compared the extracted one-dimensional spectrum obtained from the LRS prototype 

mounted on the Thai National Telescope with one published spectra of NGC-2392 observed with a 

spectrograph mounted on the 2.16 m Beijing Astronomical Observatory [8] (Figure 14). We noticed 

in Figure 14 that the location and the shape of the emission lines of the H-alpha, H-beta, NII-

doublets, and OII- doublets, as measured with the TNT LRS and as per the already published 

example, were in good agreement. However, we notice that the continuum measured with the TNT 

is slightly higher.  The potential origins of this difference could be the differences between the 

calibration method used to process the dataset and the spectral resolution of the spectrographs used 

to make the observations. 

 

 
 

Figure 14. The normalized spectrum of NGC 2392 On-Sky result of LRS prototype for Thai 

National Telescope (orange curve) compared with published observed spectra of NGC 2392  

(blue curve) 
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4. Conclusions 
 

In this paper, we have presented the design development and on- sky results of the prototype of a 

Low-Resolution Spectrograph built for the 2.4 m Thai National Telescope.  In the next step, we plan 

to develop a final version of the Low Resolution Spectrograph for the TNT, and build a LRS for the 

0.7 m telescope at NARIT’s regional observatory at Chachoengsao (Thailand). 
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Abstract 
 

Micro-encapsulated shrimp oil (MSO) can be used to fortify food products and may be especially 

useful in the development of new functional foods. The shelf-life of packaged MSO was studied 

and sorption isotherms were examined. Moisture sorption isotherms and moisture sorption kinetics 

of MSO were evaluated at 30°C for water activity (aw) values ranging from 0.113 to 0.923 by a 

static gravimetric method. Empirical models were determined to predict the experimental data. 

The initial stage of moisture sorption by the MSO was relatively rapid and it decreased with time. 

All the sorption curves were found to be type III. The most suitable model for predicting the 

moisture sorption isotherm of MSO was the GAB model because it had the lowest percentage root 

mean square error (RMSE). The shelf-life of MSO packaged in polypropylene (PP), Nylon/linear 

low density polyethylene (Nylon/LLDPE) and metalized polyethylene terephthalate (metalized 

PET) pouches stored at 30°C and either 75% or 80% relative humidity (RH) was predicted by the 

GAB equation and the longest shelf-life of MSO (507 days in 80% RH and 725 days in 75% RH) 

was found in metalized PET packages. The empirical models can be useful for predicting the 

shelf-life of MSO. 

 

Keywords: micro-encapsulated shrimp oil, moisture sorption isotherm, empirical model, shelf-

life, packaging 
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1. Introduction 
 

Hepatopancreas is a by-product generated from the manufacturing of hepatopancreas-free whole 

shrimp. Shrimp oil from hepatopancreas is one of the major sources of polyunsaturated fatty acids 

(PUFAs) such as eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) and it also 

contains the antioxidant astaxanthin. PUFAs are known for their health benefits, which include 

their ability to prevent lipotoxicity, cardiovascular diseases, human breast cancer, inflammatory 

diseases and Alzheimer’s disease [1]. The use of shrimp oil in food products has been limited 

owing to the high susceptibility of PUFAs to oxidation. Encapsulation can be used to delay or 

inhibit oxidation and mask unpleasant flavors and odors in the resulting products [2] and the 

micro-encapsulation of oil can be achieved by spray drying [3]. Good quality microcapsules, with 

low water activity (aw) and ease of storage and handling, can protect the active material against 

undesirable reactions. However, many food ingredients that are added in the form of powders tend 

to have sticking and caking problems due to moisture adsorption during storage. Water molecules 

permeate into the package, leading to an increase in moisture content and a decrease in the product 

stability and dispersibility over time [3]. Moisture sorption isotherms are related to the hydration 

of food products [4] and represent a correlation between a w  and equilibrium moisture content 

(EMC) in food products at a constant temperature [5]. Therefore, moisture sorption isotherms are a 

useful means of monitoring the drying process of products and the shelf-life stability of packaged 

products. They are usually classified into Types I, II, III, IV and V [6]. In general, dried food 

products have Type II or III isotherms [7]. Sorption isotherms have previously been described by 

mathematical models validated by statistical methods. Theoretical mathematical models were 

developed to describe sorption mechanisms. Some mathematical models are just empirical, or 

simplifications of more elaborate models [7, 8]. There are some semi-empirical equations with two 

or three fitting parameters to describe moisture sorption isotherms [7]. The BET equation, the 

GAB model, the Peleg model, the Lewicki model, the Oswin model and the Smith model are 

widely used to describe sorption in food products. Thus, it is a requirement to choose a suitable 

equation of moisture sorption isotherm for a specific product. This study aimed to investigate  

moisture sorption kinetics in order to select an empirical model for the moisture sorption isotherm 

and to evaluate the shelf-life of micro-encapsulated shrimp oil (MSO) packaged in bags made 

from three materials; (polypropylene (PP), nylon/linear low density polyethylene (Nylon/LLDPE) 

and metalized polyethylene terephthalate (metalized PET)). 

 

 

2. Materials and Methods 
 

2.1 Materials 
 

Sodium caseinate was procured from Vicchi Enterprise Co., Ltd. (Bangkok, Thailand). Fish skin 

gelatin (bloom strength of 230-250 g) was procured from Lapi Gelatine S.p.A. (Milano, Italy). 

Glucose syrup was obtained from Charoenworrakit Co., Ltd. (Samut Prakan, Thailand). All the 

plastic bags were purchased from a supermarket. Polypropylene (PP), Nylon/linear low-density 

polyethylene (Nylon/LLDPE) and metalized polyethylene terephthalate (metalized PET) bags with 

the dimension of 3.0 cm × 2.0 cm were used. 
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2.2 Preparation of micro-encapsulated shrimp oil (MSO) 
 

The shrimp oil was extracted from the digestive gland (hepatopancreas) of Pacific white shrimp 

(Litopenaeus vannamei) using a mixture of isopropanol and hexane as per the method of 

Takeungwongtrakul et al. [9]. Fish gelatin, sodium caseinate and glucose syrup were mixed at a 

ratio of 1:1:4 (w/w/w) in deionised water, to prepare the “wall materials” according to the method 

of Takeungwongtrakul and Benjakul [3]. Shrimp oil was added into the solution at a core/wall 

material ratio of 1:4 (v/v). The mixtures were homogenised at a pressure level of 4,000 psi for 4 

passes. A SD-06A spray-dryer (LabPlant Ltd., Huddersfield, UK) was used to produce micro-

encapsulated shrimp oil (MSO) following the method of Takeungwongtrakul et al.[9]. Four grams 

of MSO was packaged in the different bags as described above and heat-sealed.  

 

2.3 Determination of initial and critical moisture content 
 

Initial moisture content (IMC) was determined following the method of AOAC [10], and the 

critical moisture content (CMC) of MSO was determined by placing MSO into water desiccators 

at 30°C until MSO was assessed as being at an unacceptable level by 10 trained panelists. The 

panelists were trained to evaluate the appearance of MSO. Prior to the evaluation, the panelists 

were trained three times a week. They were trained with standards for two sessions using a scale 

of 0-15, where 0 and 15 represented dry and wet MSO, respectively. The appearance of MSO was 

the initial quality that was used to judge the acceptability of MSO. 

MSO was evaluated for moisture content (% dry weight basis) every hour until MSO 

samples reached their CMC. The CMC was identified as the point at which the deterioration of 

MSO reached an unacceptable level. The CMC was reached when the MSO particles stuck 

together to a level at which it was be rejected by the panelists. 

 

2.4 Moisture sorption characteristics 
 

2.4.1 Moisture curve and rates 

 

The sorption isotherm was determined by a static gravimetric technique, using different saturated 

salt solutions [11]. MSO was pre-dried in a desiccator over phosphorus pentoxide (P2O7) and kept 

in separated desiccators with different saturated salt solutions. The desiccators were then kept in 

an electric oven at 30±1°C, which gave equilibrated environments in the desiccators. All saturated 

salt solutions (MgCl2, KI, KCl, NaCl and K2NO3) were selected to produce a broad range of aw 

(0.324-0.923) [12]. The aw of storage conditions were confirmed by means of a humidity meter 

(HM70, Vaisala, Helsinki, Finland). Weight of MSO was determined as a function of time. 

Moisture content (g H2O/100 g dry sample) of MSO was determined by placing samples in an 

oven at 105°C for 3 h. Water activity (aw) was measured using an AquaLab Series 3 water activity 

meter (Decagon Devices, Inc., Pullman, WA, USA). The moisture adsorption data were fitted into 

Peleg’s equation [12]:  

Mt = M0 + t / (k1 + k2.t)                                                                  (1) 

 

where Mt represents the moisture content after designated time of storage (% dry weight), M0 

represents the initial moisture content (% dry weight), k1 represents the constant of Peleg rate (h/g 

water/g solids) and k2 represents the constant of Peleg capacity (g solids/g water). 
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2.4.2 Sorption isotherm  

 

The moisture sorption isotherm of MSO was determined for the aw range of 0.113-0.923 using 

different saturated salt solutions in the desiccators as described above The salt solutions were 

K2NO3, KCl, NaCl, KI, Mg(NO3)2 and MgCl2 at the following aw of 0.923, 0.836, 0.751, 0.679, 

0.514 and 0.324, respectively. Sample weights, as a function of time, were determined until they 

reached equilibrium. The moisture contents (% dry weight basis) in the samples were measured at 

105 °C for 3 h using an oven. The aw was evaluated using an Aqua-Lab Water Activity Meter. The 

percentage of the equilibrium moisture content (EMC) in the samples at each specific aw was 

determined using equation 2 [13]: 

 

% EMC = (We / Wi) × (Mi + 1) - 1                                                       (2) 

where We represents total weight (dry weight + water) at equilibrium (g), Wi represents the initial 

weight (g) and Mi represents the initial moisture content (g/g). Thus, a sorption isotherm was 

constructed by plotting between aw and % EMC. 

 

2.4.3 Moisture sorption isotherm modeling of MSO 

 

The models of the sorption isotherms of MSO were expressed as shown in Table 1. The model 

parameters were derived from the experimental results. The root mean square error (RMSE) is the 

predicting capability of a model in relation to the number of data points. The RMSE was 

calculated using equation 9. 

 

Table 1. Moisture sorption models for fitting experimental data 

Model names Model equations Equation number    References 

BET M = moCaw/[(1 - aw) + (C - 1)(1 - aw) aw] 3  Brunauer et al. [14] 

GAB M = moCkaw/[(1 - kaw)(1- kaw + Ckaw)] 4  Van Den Berg [15] 

Peleg M =  5  Peleg [16] 

Lewicki M = [F/(1 - aw)G] - [F/(            )] 6  Lewicki [17] 

Oswin M = k[aw/(1 - aw)]c 7  Oswin [18] 

Smith M = C1 + C2.ln(1 - aw) 8  Smith [19] 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                         (9) 

 

where Mexp is the equilibrium moisture content determined from the experimental data and Mcal is 

the equilibrium moisture content predicted using the mathematical models; N is the number of 

experimental points. 

 

2.5 Shelf -life prediction of the packaged MSO 
 

MSO (4 g) was packed in the different plastic bags (PP, Nylon/LLDPE and metalized PET) and 

the bags were heat sealed. MSO is very sensitive to changes in % RH. A small change in RH 

affects the amount of water in MSO. Thus, the packaged MSO samples were stored at 30°C and 

either 75% RH or 80% RH for 13 weeks in an environmental chamber (WTB Binder, Tuttlingen, 

Germany). Water vapour permeability (WVP) was determined by a modified ASTM method [20] 

and calculated using equation 10:  
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WVP (g m-1 s-1 Pa-1) = w l A-1t-1(P2-P1)-1                                                  (10) 

where w is the weight gain of the cup (g); l is the film thickness (m), A is the exposed area of film 

(m2), t is the time of gain (s), (P2-P1) is the vapor pressure difference across the film (Pa). Three 

films were used for WVP testing. 

The simplest shelf-life calculation is when the isotherm is treated as a linear function in 

the linear model [21]. The model can be calculated using equation 11: 

t = [(l.wd. β) / (P.A.ps)].ln [(awo - aw t=0) / (awo - aw t=t)]                            (11) 

where wd (g) represents the dry weight in the packaged food, l (cm) represents the film thickness, 

P represents the water vapour permeability coefficient (g water.cm/cm2.sec.cm Hg), A represents 

the package surface area (cm2), ps represents the saturated vapour pressure of water at the storage 

temperature (cm Hg), awo represents the water activity of storage conditions, aw t=0 represents the 

initial water activity of product, aw t=t represents the critical water activity of product at time = t, 

and β represents a slope of the moisture sorption isotherm.  

Shelf-life calculation was verified by using the actual package product storage test. The 

MSO in a bag rendering the highest shelf-life was studied. The samples were regularly examined 

for the EMC. The value of RMSE was used to evaluate the goodness of fit between the 

experimental and the predicted moisture content. The lower value of RMSE indicates the better fit.  

 

2.6 Statistical analysis 
 

Experiments were performed in triplicate and data were subjected to analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) and mean comparison by Duncan’s Multiple Range Test using the Statistical Package 

for Social Science (SPSS for windows, SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA). The parameters of the 

different models were obtained from the regression curves by statistical tools using Microsoft 

Excel 2007. 

 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
 

3.1 Moisture content and aw of MSO 
 

MSO initially had a moisture content of 1.13 ± 0.01% (dry basis), which corresponded to a low aw 

(0.35 ± 0.01). The CMC and critical aw were 7.78 ± 0.07% (dry basis) and 0.71 ± 0.02, 

respectively. MSO readily adsorbs moisture from the surrounding atmosphere and is considered a 

moisture sensitive food. A high aw in food products leads to shorter storage life because high free 

water promotes biochemical reactions that are associated with deterioration [22]. 

 

3.2 Moisture sorption kinetics  
 

The sorption kinetic curves of MSO are given in Figure 1. Moisture sorption rapidly increased 

during the initial stage, while less moisture was adsorbed as storage time progressed and moisture 

content plateaued, which was likely to be the equilibration aw in each condition. At aw of 0.324-

0.923, the time required to reach each equilibrium aw increased when the aw increased. Baucour 

and Daudin [23] reported that mass transfer is very slow at high aw, indicating that it is difficult to 

reach equilibrium at aw of 0.9-1.0. The sorption kinetics of MSO under experimental situation 

were predicted with Peleg’s equation (Eq. 1), which is associated with the hydration behavior of 

MSO. The coefficient of determination was found to be high in all cases (R2> 0.99), which 

represented a desired fit to the experimental data. The constants of Peleg’s rate (k1) and capacity 
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(k2) are shown in Table 2. Food products generally kept at a higher RH have lower values of k1 

and k2 [24]. Turhan et al. [25] reported that k1 is associated with mass transfer. It means that a  

lower value of k1 indicates a higher degree of initial moisture adsorption rate. The results indicated 

that a decrease in k1 of MSO was also found when aw was increased, which was in accordance with 

an increase in initial rate of water adsorption. The k2 is associated with the maximum water 

adsorption capacity. The lower constant value of k2 indicates a higher adsorption capacity [25]. 

The k2 decreased as aw increased from 0.324 to 0.923, meaning that the water adsorption capacity 

of MSO increased with increasing aw. From the values of k1 and k2, MSO adsorbed faster and kept 

more water when stored in an environment with high aw.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Moisture sorption curves of MSO at various water activities as a function of time 

 

Table 2. Sorption kinetic model constants and coefficients of determination for MSO 

Water activity MSO 

  k1 k2 R2 

0.324 7.1160 18.1690 0.9917 

0.679 0.4091 0.9534 0.9996 

0.751 0.3255 0.1875 0.9998 

0.836 0.2546 0.1537 0.9991 

0.923 0.2217 0.0728 0.9996 

k1 = the constant of Peleg rate, k2 = the constant of Peleg capacity, R2 = the coefficient of 

determination 
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3.3 Moisture sorption isotherm of MSO 
 

Changes in the experimental and predicted equilibrium moisture content (EMC) of MSO for aw 

range of 0.324-0.923 are given in Figure 2. The results indicated that the EMC increased at higher 

aw. The sorption isotherms obtained in this study are type III isotherms (J shape). Foods containing 

high-sugar levels typically show Type III isotherms and they adsorb relatively small amounts of 

water at low aw and large amounts of water at high aw, especially beyond 0.60 [26]. In this study, 

the EMC of MSO dramatically soared above aw = 0.514. For aw lower than 0.514, a slight increase 

in EMC with increasing aw was found. This might have been due to the fact that adsorption of 

water occurs only at the surface of wall materials. For higher aw (aw > 0.514), the dissolution of 

soluble wall materials caused the increase in moisture content. Water molecules penetrate the pore 

structure of wall materials and are mechanically trapped in the void spaces of wall materials, 

especially at higher aw. The uptake of water at higher aw could be affected by the stability of the 

microporous structure [27]. The results reconfirmed that the constituents of the wall materials (fish 

gelatin, sodium caseinate and glucose syrup) were able to interact directly with the water 

molecules, which affected the moisture sorption ability of MSO. Type of isotherm (Type III 

isotherm) was similar to that reported for beta glucan-rich biscuits [28] and freeze-dried and spray-

dried passion fruit pulp powders [29]. Panjagari et al. [28] reported that the sugar component of 

the product rendered the most significant influence on the sorption behavior. Barreiro et al. [30] 

reported that the EMC of barley malt sharply increased at higher aw of 0.5, mainly at higher 

amounts of sugars.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Experimental data and empirical models of moisture sorption isotherms for                

MSO at 30°C 

 

3.4 Modeling of sorption isotherms 
 

Various researchers have described the sorption isotherms for several products. Some of these 

models were empirical, others were semi-empirical. In this study, the sorption isotherms were 

predicted using six sorption isotherm equations: the BET, GAB, Peleg, Lewicki, Oswin and Smith 

models. These common mathematical equations used for describing moisture sorption in food 
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products are shown in Table 1. Those models have the parameters of two, three and four partial 

regression coefficients. The researchers correlated the experimental data with these moisture 

sorption isotherm models in order to identify the model of best fit. The isotherm models, equation 

constants and root mean square error (RMSE) for each model of MSO are summarized in Table 3. 

The goodness-of-fit of the experimental and predicted EMC values for the different sorption 

isotherm models were evaluated by RMSE, and lower values of RMSE pointed to the most 

suitable fit. The results showed that all investigated models gave a good description of the 

isotherms of spray-dried MSO at 30°C. However, the GAB model had the minimum values for 

RMSE (0.64) when used to predict the moisture sorption isotherm of spray-dried MSO at 30°C. It 

was found that the GAB model presented a good fitting for the spray-dried MSO at 30°C, and it 

was followed in increasing RMSE order of best-fit by the Smith, BET, Lewicki, Peleg and Oswin 

models, respectively. A similar result was reported by Zammouri et al. [31] for Hypril 
(pharmaceutical compounds). Zammouri et al. [31] found that the GAB model, Peleg model and 

the Oswin model fitted well with the water sorption isotherms of Hypril, but it was the Oswin 

model that presented the best fit. Referring to the GAB model, the monolayer moisture content 

(mo) value of that model shows the amount of adsorbed water in a monolayer on the adsorbent 

surface. It is also used to measure the availability of active sorption sites in spray-dried MSO. It is 

a crucial quality factor for the planning of optimal storage conditions. The parameter C represents 

the stronger bonds between water molecules at monolayer and the binding sites on the adsorbent 

surface. In addition, k is a correction parameter for multilayer molecules relative to the bulk liquid. 

When k is 1, the molecules beyond the monolayer act as pure water [32]. Heat evaporation of the 

multilayer molecules is the same as pure water (k = 1) [33]. Sormoli and Langrish [34] used the 

GAB model to fit the moisture sorption data and found it to be more effective than other models 

they tried. The ability of the GAB model to fit the moisture sorption isotherms of foods with a 

wide range of aw values was documented by Timmermann [35]. The monolayer moisture content 

shows the maximum shelf-life of dried products with aw values between 0.2 and 0.3, and lipid 

oxidation can be initiated above this moisture content [36]. Changes in factors such as stickiness 

and caking of food powders occurred at a range of aw from 0.35 to 0.5 [34]. However, the CMC of 

 

Table 3. Sorption isotherm model constants and percentage of root mean square error for MSO 

Sorption isotherm model Constant RMSE 

BET mo = 2.69 1.14 
 C = 5.53  

GAB m0 = 12.14 0.64 
 k = 0.87  

 C = 0.29  

Peleg a = 22.24 1.90 
 b = 4.34  

 c = 22.24  

 d = 4.34  

Lewicki F = 52.29 1.21 
 G = 0.38  

 H = 0.28  

Oswin k = 5.01 2.12 
 c = 0.76  

Smith C1 = -2.93 0.90 
 C2 = -12.47  
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food products in regard to microbial growth terms was recommended to be 0.6 [36]. Thus, the 

appropriate aw for MSO should be at aw < 0.3 and moisture content of lower than 12.14% (on a dry 

weight basis) was recommended (Table 3). The Smith model provides the sorption isotherm of 

biological substances. Al-Muhtaseb et al. [37] reported that the Smith model gave a good fit for 

experimental data between aw values of 0.35 and 0.9. The BET model could be used to estimate 

the monolayer water content in the food products, and it was applicable at aw range of 0.1-0.5 [38]. 

Nevertheless, the Lewicki model was applicable to a high range of aw levels. The water content 

goes to infinity as aw reaches 1.0 [17]. The Oswin model expressed the moisture isotherms 

throughout all the ranges of aw
 [18]. Nonetheless, this present study found that the maximum 

RMSE value was predicted by the Oswin model. The non-sigmoidal and sigmoidal isotherms 

could be predicted using the Peleg model [16], since this model could predict the moisture 

sorption isotherm more effectively than the GAB model. The RMSE data from the Peleg model 

were higher than those of GAB model. The experimental and the predicted models of moisture 

sorption isotherms for spray-dried MSO are shown in Figure 3. Validation of the established 

model was evaluated by comparing the predicted moisture contents with their experimental 

counterparts in spray-dried MSO. The predicted data usually banded around the straight line, 

suggesting the mathematical model was suitable to describe the sorption behavior of spray-dried 

MSO. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.  Comparison between experimental moisture content and predicted moisture content  

of MSO by various sorption models   

 

3.5 Shelf-life prediction of MSO 
 

The predicted shelf-life of spray-dried MSO in different commercial bags (PP, Nylon/LLDPE and 

metalized PET bags) at 30°C and either 75% or 80% RH is shown in Table 4. The shelf-life of  
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Table 4. Thickness and permeability coefficients of films and predicted shelf-life of MSO in 

different bags under 75% and 80% RH at 30°C 

Package 
Thickness 

(μm) 

WVP 

(×10-3 g.mm/day.m2.mmHg) 

Relative 

humidity (%) 

Predicted 

shelf-life 

(days) 

PP 89 ± 0.00a 6.09 ± 0.37b 75 722 
   80 505 

Nylon/LLDPE 82 ± 1.59c 9.31 ± 1.60a 75 436 
   80 305 

Metalized PET 85 ± 0.00b 5.76 ± 1.06b 75 725 
   80 507 

Data are expressed as mean ± SD (n=3), Lowercase letters in the same column indicate significant 

difference (p < 0.05). 

 

spray-dried MSO is limited by moisture uptake. It is important to study the water vapour barrier  

properties of packaging materials. The moisture uptake of food products during storage depends 

on the moisture sorption isotherms of foods, the WVP of packaging film and environmental RH 

[12]. Table 4 shows that the average thickness of the PP, Nylon/LLDPE and metalized PET bags 

was found to be 89±0.00, 82±1.59 and 85±0.00 μm, respectively. The WVP of the bags was 6.09, 

9.31 and 5.76 ×10-3 g.mm/day.m2.mmHg for PP, Nylon/LLDPE and metalized PET bags, 

respectively. The results indicated that Nylon/LLDPE film bags had a higher WVP than the other 

two (p < 0.05), which was more likely related to its lower thickness (Table 4). However, there was 

no significant difference (p > 0.05) in WVP between metalized PET and PP films. Therefore, the 

commercial metalized PET and PP films had better water vapour barrier properties than the 

commercial Nylon/LLDPE film. The water vapour barrier property of film is an important 

parameter for estimating the shelf-life of food products. In this study, the shelf-life estimation of 

MSO depends on the critical limits used, initial product conditions, packaging conditions and 

environmental conditions. Equation 11 was used to calculate and predict the shelf-life of MSO in 

different commercial bags. The results indicated that the commercial metalized PET and PP bags 

extended the shelf-life of MSO more efficiently than the commercial Nylon/LLDPE bag at all % 

RH. However, the shelf-life of MSO packaged in PP bags was slightly lower than that of 

metalized PET bags. So, the different bags showed the influence of WVP on the shelf-life of 

MSO. For the same packaging, the results showed that MSO stored at 75% RH had longer shelf-

life than MSO stored at 80% RH because of a lower moisture gradient between the storage 

environment and inside the packaging. The water molecules passed through the packaging film 

and the moisture content of dry food increased at a rapid pace at this early stage. Afterwards, the 

gradient of RH between the inside and outside of the packaging gradually decreased while the 

moisture content of dry food increased slowly until equilibrium with environmental RH was 

reached [39]. In conclusion, the longer shelf-life of MSO was calculated as 507 days in 80% RH 

and 725 days in 75% RH when MSO was packaged in metalized PET bags. The verification of 

shelf-life for MSO packaged in metalized PET bag was performed at 30°C, 75% RH. The EMC of 

MSO from the experiment was compared with the EMC from the prediction. The RMSE value of 

this equation was 0.711. In a similar study, Pisuchpen [40] reported that the experimental and the 

predicted values of EMC for hot curry cube in Nylon/LLDPE bags had the RMSE values of 1.88. 

The low RMSE value indicates the small difference between the experimental and predicted 

values. Thus, this equation could be considered a reliable tool for predicting the EMC with time 

for MSO in the metalized PET bag. 
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4. Conclusions 
 

The isotherms and moisture sorption kinetics of MSO were made using various types of saturated 

salt solutions. The initial stage of the moisture sorption kinetics of MSO occurred relatively 

rapidly. However, the amount of water adsorbed decreased with time. MSO exhibited a Type III 

isotherm. The GAB model was the most appropriate model to estimate the moisture sorption 

isotherms of MSO. The predicted shelf-life of packaged MSO in metalized PET bags at 30°C and 

75% RH fitted well with the actual shelf-life. Thus, the empirical models can be useful for 

predicting the shelf-life of MSO. 
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Abstract  
 

The Co-doped TiO2 photocatalysts with various contents of Co were fabricated by co-precipitation 

method combined with calcinations at 500C.  Two different dyes of rhodamine b and methylene 

blue were used to evaluate the photocatalytic performance of the prepared samples.  The different 

concentration of Co has significant influence on structural, morphological, optical properties as well 

as photocatalytic activity of TiO2 catalyst.  The XRD diffraction patterns of all samples exhibit the 

anatase phase.  X- ray photoelectron spectroscopy technique was used to investigate the chemical 

state of prepared samples.  The BET measurement shows larger specific surface area of doped 

samples than that of pure TiO2.  The incorporation of Co ions into TiO2 results in the red- shift in 

photo-absorption of samples toward visible region.  The photocatalytic activities on rhodamine b 

and methylene blue dyes degradation clearly show that the performance of photodegradation highly 

depends on the concentration of dopant contents and type of organic dyes.  The Co-doped TiO2 

sample with 3% of Co dopant concentration exhibited superior photodegradation rate under visible 

light illumination in both of rhodamine b and methylene blue dyes.  The influences of dopant ions 

and concentration on physical properties, optical absorption and photocatalytic activity on TiO2 are 

also discussed. 

 

Keywords: Co-doped TiO2, Photocatalyst, co-precipitation method 
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1. Introduction  
 

Nowadays, the existence of organic pollutant in waste water is a worldwide topic for researchers 

and global environmental safety community [1]. Therefore, a complete removal of this toxic and 

organic dye is mandatory. Photocatalysis treatment has received great attention for removal of these 

organic toxic substances in aqueous phase.  

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) with anatase phase has been widely reported as the most favorable 

photocatalyst owing to its outstanding photocatalytic properties, together with an advantage in high 

photo-efficiency, strong oxidizing power, non-toxicity and low-cost [2-3]. However, pure TiO2 

photocatalyst has a large energy band gap of 3.2 eV, requiring ultraviolet (UV) light source for 

excitation, along with relatively high recombination rate of electron and hole pair. Thus, the  

photocatalytic performance of TiO2 is expected to be inefficient under visible light or solar light 

irradiation, even with a lower rate of recombination rate. Many studies have been conducted for 

enhancing photocatalytic performance of TiO2 by doping with suitable transition metal ions. 

Transition metal ion dopant can provide new energy levels within a band gap of the semiconductor 
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that would result in lowering the excitation energy for an electron transfer from these levels to 

conduction band compared with pure TiO2 catalyst [4]. Numerous types of transition metal ions 

have been studied as potential dopants, including chromium, manganese, iron, cobalt, nickel, copper 

and zinc [5-15]. It has been reported that incorporation of selective transition ions into TiO2 could 

effectively enhance visible light response and photocatalytic efficiency. Devi et al. [16] studied the 

effect of Mn2+, Ni2+ and Zn2+ in TiO2 and their photocatalytic activities on aniline blue under 

ultraviolet and visible light irradiation. They suggested that Mn dopant could promote the mixing 

phase of anatase and rutile which showed the enhancement in photocatalytic activity under visible 

light irradiation. The different dopants of W, V, Ce, Zr, Fe and Cu were also utilized to adjust optical 

and photocatalytic properties of TiO2 synthesized by a solution combustion method [17]. The 

synthesis of Co- and Mn-doped TiO2 nanoparticles by hydrothermal method was reported for 

methylene blue dye decomposition under ultraviolet irradiation. Among these transition metal ion 

dopants, Co2+ ions have received much attention due to its suitable radius and energy level. The 

radius of Co2+ (0.078nm) closed to that of Ti4+ (0.068nm), indicating Co2+ ions easy to incorporate 

in TiO2 lattice. Moreover, the cobalt doping has the positive effect through an introduction on 

catalyst such as an enhancement in invisible light absorption and increasing photo-excited electron-

hole life time. Hence, in this study, the main objective was to develop TiO2 nanoparticles by doping 

with Co at different contents by using a facile co-precipitation method. The performance of Co-

doped TiO2 to that of the bare TiO2 for the degradation of rhodamine b (RhB) and methylene blue 

(MB) solution as a goal pollutant, general dyes used in the textile industry, was also compared. 

 

 

2. Materials and Methods  

 

Titanium isopropoxide (TTIP) and cobalt nitrate hexahydrate were used as a precursor of Ti and Co, 

respectively. Ammonia (NH3) and absolute ethanol were used as a precipitation agent and solvent, 

respectively. TiO2 doped with Co was synthesized by co-precipitation method, according to 

following steps. First, TTIP (14.2 ml) and cobalt nitrate (at 0.5, 1, 3 and 5 mol%) were weighed 

according to the required stoichiometric proportion and separately dissolved in absolute ethanol 

(100ml) under magnetic stirring for 20 min. Afterwards, both solutions were mixed together under 

vigorous stirring. Then, NH3 solution was slowly loaded by drop-wise into the solution until pH 9 

was achieved under stirring. The homogeneous solution was continuously stirred for 3 h. The 

solution was then aged for 24 h. The powders were washed by DI water to eliminate the impurity 

phase until the pH became 7. As synthesized powders were dried at 100C for 24 h, the green 

powders were finally calcined at 500C for 2 h.  

The structural phase of Co-TiO2 was studied by X-ray diffractrometer (XRD); Rigaku Rint 

2100 CMJ using CuK (=0.15406 nm). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS); JEOL Ltd. 

model JPS-9010TRX, was used to study chemical composition of all samples. FESEM images were 

performed with Hitachi Model SU6600 scanning electron microscope. The optical properties were 

investigated by UV-vis diffused reflectance spectrometer (UV-Vis DRS): Perkin Elmer model 

Lamda 750s. Typical dyes in the industry, RhB and MB were used as a model to evaluate the 

photocatalytic activity of prepared catalyst. The amount of catalyst added was 0.08 g in 100 ml of 

0.01 mmol concentration of dyes solution. To guarantee the establishment of adsorption/desorption 

between catalyst and dye, the solution was stirred in the dark system for 20 min. The photocatalytic 

reaction was conducted at room temperature using Xenon lamp with 390 nm cutoff filter. The 

photocatalytic performance was determined by RhB and MB dyes degradation by checking the 

absorbance at 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥  = 554 and 663 nm, respectively, through a UV-Vis DRS.  
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3. Results and Discussion  
 

The XRD diffraction patterns of Co-doped TiO2 photocatalyst are shown in Figure 1. Their patterns 

clearly indicated that the main peak of pure TiO2 and Co-doping sample located at 2 = 25.4, 39.2, 

48.0, 54.8 and 62.2 corresponding to the reflection from (101), (004), (200), (105) and (211). These 

observed patterns are nicely matched with the standard tetragonal anatase TiO2. Furthermore, there 

is no characteristic peak corresponding to the secondary phases for oxides of dopants metal ions and 

rutile structure, indicating the good incorporation of Co ion dopant into TiO2 matrix.  Using full 

width at half maximum of predominant peak and Debye-Scherer formula, the crystalline size was 

estimated to be approximate value of 320, 239, 221, 215 and 202 nm for 0, 0.5 1, 3 and 5% dopant 

concentration, respectively.  The reduction in crystalline size by increasing of dopant ions was 

observed in TiO2 doped with transition metals like Fe and Ni.  It is reported that the growth rate of 

TiO2 nanocrystals on doping decreased due to the decreasing in the availability of growth sites of 

Ti ions as a result of the incorporation of dopant atoms.  The occupation of specific growth sites of 

Ti atoms by dopant atoms inhibits further growth of TiO2 nanoparticles. 

X- ray photoelectron spectroscopy was used to determine insight of oxidation states for 

titanium, oxygen and cobalt metal cations in the samples and to ensure the chemical composition at 

surface layer of samples.  The XPS survey scan (0-1300 eV)  of 5 mol% Co-TiO2 nanoparticles is 

displayed in Figure 2(a). The rough scanning spectra of doped sample reveal the existence of dopant 

ion, with main peaks from Co, O and Ti, confirming the chemical composition of major elements 

of Co-doped TiO2 samples. For the identification of titanium oxide phase, it is noticed that that the 

splitting of Ti 2p3/ 2 and 2p1/ 2 binding energy located at 458. 6 and 464. 3 eV, respectively, is 

observable as seen in Figure 2(b) .  The separation of splitting binding energy is 5. 7 eV, 

demonstrating a normal state of Ti with 4+  of oxidation state, which is attributed to the spin- orbit 

splitting of Ti2p3/ 2 and 2p1/ 2 for Ti4+  in TiO2 [12] .  The binding energy of O1s is shown in Figure 

2(c) .  The binding energy of samples could be deconvoluted into two constituents, synonymous to 

oxygen containing chemical bonds of water molecule (H-O-H) at 531.4 eV and hydroxyl (Co-O-H) 

at 530.1 eV [18]. Compared with bare-TiO2 [12], the XPS peak position of Ti2p3/2 and Ti2p1/2 and 

O1s is at 458.3, 463.8 and 429.9 eV, respectively. It can be seen in current work that the slight shift 

of peak position after loading Co atoms was obtained.  These results confirm the slight changing in 

TiO2 structure.  The XPS core level spectra of Co in the TiO2 matrix are illustrated in Figure 2(d) . 

The result demonstrates the binding energy values of Co2p3/2 and 2p1/2 positioned at 781.1 and 796.9 

eV, indicating that the Co elements could be in 2+ state [18]. 

Figure 3 shows the FESEM image and particle size distributions from several FESEM 

photographs of pure TiO2 and Co- doped TiO2 samples.  As seen in micrographs, the powdered 

particle of pure TiO2 consists of clusters of nanosized spherical primary particles, with average 

particle size around 330 nm.  Meanwhile, the samples doped with different transition metal ions 

exhibit slightly smaller particle size at higher percentage of dopant and more agglomeration occurs 

with increasing doping content.  The broaden peak in the particle size distribution increased with 

increasing of Co- content was observed.  The average particle size of doped samples slightly 

decreases with increasing doping concentration, as a value of 240 - 210 nm. A slight decrease in the 

particle size and more agglomeration after loading higher Co ions could be due to the presence of 

an element in the TiO2 compound. This presence causes a strain on the lattice and thus decrease the  
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Figure 1. XRD patterns of Co-TiO2 nanoparticles with various Co concentrations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. XPS spectrum of Co-TiO2 with (a) Survey spectrum (b) core level spectrum of Ti, 

(c) core level spectrum of O and (d) core level spectrum of Co 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Figure 3. FESEM images and particle size distributions of undoped and Co-TiO2 nanoparticles 

 

lattice constant. By the smaller particles size, higher relative surface area and larger relative number 

of surface atoms were observed in the particles. Such surface atoms exhibit unsaturated coordination 

and each atom has vacant coordination sites. Thus, more bonds need to be formed to each surface 

atom. This causes an agglomeration in the prepared samples. The FESEM investigation suggests 

that the primary particle size could be responsible for the specific surface area of the powder. The 

specific surfaces of all samples were measured by BET technique. The undoped sample shows BET 

surface area of 48 m2/g. Co-doped TiO2 samples show their BET surface areas are in a range of 53, 

56, 58 and 54 m2/g for 0.5, 1, 3 and 5% of Co-content, respectively. Moreover, the doped samples 

represent the higher surface area when compared with undoped samples. Co-TiO2 exhibited higher 

BET surface area that could result to the enhancement of photocatalytic behavior of the doped samples. 

The UV-Vis DRS was used to determine the optical properties of the samples and 

corresponding spectra in the range of 250-700 nm for P-25 (for comparison), undoped and Co-TiO2 

samples and the results are exhibited in Figure 4. The reflectance spectra of P-25 and undoped 

sample display strong visible light reflection (>400nm). Meanwhile, the doped samples exhibit 

lower reflection in visible region; reflection spectra decrease with increasing doping concentration. 

From these results, it could be deduced that the addition Co-ion in the TiO2 nanostructure can result 

in the amelioration in visible absorption. Moreover, the presence of Co-ion dopant may introduce 

the defect state located between the band gap that may allow TiO2 to absorb light with lower energy 

than band gap energy. The incorporation of transition metal provides d orbitals below the conduction 

band that enables the ease of electron transfer from the valence band [9]. Typically, the band gap 

energy of the sample could be estimated using following equation: (𝛼ℎ𝑣) = 𝐴(ℎ𝑣 − 𝐸𝑔)
1/2; where 

hv is the photon energy,  is the absorption coefficient which can be obtained from the reflectance 

spectra according to the Kubelka-Munk theory and A is a constant related to type of material. It is 

clearly noticed that the transition metal ions doped into TiO2 significantly induce a prominent shift 

of band edge. The band gap value of Co-doped sample greatly decreases, with a value of 3.21, 3.05, 

3.00, 2.75 and 2.95 eV as the doping content increases from 0, 0.5, 1, 3 and 5% of Co-content,  

 

Co-0.5% Co-3% undoped 
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Figure 4. UV-Vis diffuse reflectance spectra of Co-TiO2 samples with various Co-contents 

 

 

respectively. It can be seen that the Eg of present work was narrower than the results reported in  

previous literature, for example Eg = 2.98, 2.97, 3.08 eV of Co-doped TiO2 was claimed by Pirbazari 

et al. [19], Lee et al. [20] and Jiang et al. [21], respectively. 

 RhB and MB are representative of organic dyes in the textile effluents as seen in the 

functional groups in Figure 5 (a). These two organic compounds are often considered as a model 

contaminant in the photocatalytic decomposition in the waste water. Figures 5 (b) and (c) exhibit 

the photodegradation of RhB and MB in the presence of commercial sample P-25, undoped and Co-

doped TiO2 samples under visible light irradiation. It can be seen that the undoped samples show 

RhB degradation activity of ~ 19% in 270 min. In case of doped samples, the highest RhB 

photodecomposition was found in the 3% of Co-content with 82% of degradation. For the MB, the 

maximum decolorization of ~ 88% was found in the 3% of Co-content. Under the photocatalytic 

process, the photodecomposition mechanism can be described that the radicals in the solution attack 

principally at aromatic chromophore ring, leading to the degradation of RhB and MB structure. It 

could be deduced that the photocatalytic behavior of the samples highly depends on the dopant 

concentration. At small doping content, transition metal incorporated into TiO2 may increase the 

lifetime of charge carrier resulting in the increasing photocatalytic performance. When the doping 

content exceeds the certain value, the number of crystal defects could be generated and may act as 

recombination centers resulting in the decrease of photocatalytic activity. Generally, the 

photocatalytic activity depends on several parameters such as phase structure, surface area and 

optical properties and so on. In this present work, the doping ions could induce insignificant change 

in the crystal structure. This may be attributed to the effect on the impurity levels in the energy band 

gap of TiO2 host catalyst. For the other possible reason, the addition of transition metal ion might 

produce new trapping site which affects the life-time of charge carriers [13]. Moreover, it can be 

seen that the photocatalytic rate constant of degradation for MB is higher than that of RhB as shown 

in Figures 5 (d) and (e). This may be attributed to the difference in the chemical structure and nature 

functional groups of dyes, resulting in the different absorption characteristics and difference in 

susceptibility to photodegradation. The chemical structure of RhB dye is more complex, making it  
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Figure 5. Functional group of MB and RhB dyes (a) with their photodegradation: RhB (b), MB (c) 

and their rate constant of photodegradation:  RhB (d), MB (e) in presence of P-25, undoped and 

Co-TiO2 nanoparticles under visible light irradiation and photodegradation 

 

 

less photodegradable. By comparing to the previous work for transition metal ions doping, it is  

observed that the results of this work are slightly higher than the prior reported. For example, 

Pirbazari et al. [19] have claimed that the Co/TiO2 prepared by sol-gel method exhibits 100% and 

60% of MB dye degradation within 210 min under UV and visible light irradiation, respectively.  
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4. Conclusions  

 

The Co-doped TiO2 catalysts with doping content of 0.5-5 mol% were synthesized via simple co-

precipitation method combined with annealing process at 500C for 2 h. The structural phases of all 

samples belong to the anatase TiO2 without impurity phase of oxide compounds. The XPS results 

exhibit the existence of Co in the host samples, confirming the oxidation state of 4+ and 2+ for Ti 

and Co, respectively. The Co dopant introduced into TiO2 catalyst leads to the increase of surface 

area and visible light optical absorption response. The band gap energies of all samples decrease 

with increasing doping Co content. The amount of dopant directly affected the photocatalytic 

efficiency of photocatalyst. Both RhB and MB dyes were highly degraded by TiO2 doped with 3% 

of Co. The difference of dopant concentration has strong influence on phase structure, morphology, 

optical properties and also photocatalytic activity of TiO2 sample. 
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Abstract 

 

Chicken lice (Lipeurus caponis L.) are external parasite of chicken and farmers often use malathion 

and carbaryl insecticides to control this parasite.  However, the use of chemical insecticides may 

result in direct toxicity to chicken or contamination in chicken meats.  Thus, this study investigated 

the effect of seven plant essential oils ( EOs)  against adult chicken lice.  Contact bioassay was 

performed by laying 10 adult chicken lice on treated filter paper added with EOs at concentrations 

of 0 (95% ethanol as a control), 0.079, 0.157, 0.236 and 0.314 lcm-2. Mortality percentages were 

observed at 3, 6 and 12 h intervals after the treatments.  Clove, cinnamon, turmeric and star anise 

EOs were able to eliminate the lice completely (100% mortalities)  at 12 h exposure which were 

higher than lemon grass, citronella grass and piper EOs.  Clove EO was the most effective oil with 

LC50 of 0.132, 0.085 and 0.039 lcm-2 at 3, 6 and 12 h, respectively. Furthermore, clove EO at the 

0.157 lcm-2 showed the highest mortalities with LT50 at 1.438 h. Our study suggests that clove EO 

could be used as an alternative medicinal insecticide to control chicken lice in farms. 

 

Keywords: clove, cinnamon, star anise, contact method, insecticide, chicken lice 
DOI 10.14456/cast.1477.5 
 

 

1. Introduction  
 

Poultry lice are important external parasite of poultry [1]  that consume host tissues, secretions of 

quill feathers, etc. Their biting is usually irritating and painful and poultry will become restless 

resulting in decrease of feed intake [2]. Chicken lice (Lipeurus caponis L.), parasitic wing lice of 

chicken, may pierce the pulp of feathers or the skin which may be extremely dangerous especially 

to young poultry, even if they only feed by nibbling along the feather surface and/or eat epidermal 

debris [3]. Invasion of these lice are often found in many countries, including Bangladesh [4], 

Ethiopia [5], Malawi [6], Turkeys [7], Philippines [8], Nigeria [9], California [10] and Thailand 

[11]. 

In Thailand, the initial survey found that farmers often used malathion and carbaryl 

insecticides to control this parasite. Report from Turkey revealed that synthetic pyrethroid 

insecticides were applied for controlling chicken lice [12]. The use of organophosphate, pyrethroid 

and spinosyns insecticides to prevent lice and mite of poultry was recommended [13].  However, 

louse control can cause an intense growth of resistances against long-used insecticides [14]. The use 

of chemical pesticides may cause contamination in the chicken meats because animals intended for 
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human food may absorb residual pesticides in their feed, water or during direct/indirect exposure in 

the course of pest control [15] and may cause direct toxic effect to chicken. 

Nowadays, none of these methods are efficient for complete protection.  Consequently, 

control method of high effectiveness against insects with non- toxic effect, non- residue toxicity in 

meat, environmentally friendly has focused on alternative bio-pesticides which specifically entails 

the property of natural degradability.  Especially, essential oils (EOs)  are good candidates for safer 

control agents that may provide good anti- lice activity and low levels of evolved resistance [16] . 

Essential oils were extensively studied and used against some insects and mites [17-20]. Plant EOs 

of clove, cinnamon, turmeric, star anise, black piper, citronella grass and lemon grass were 

previously reported as high potential against insect and mite pests [21]. 

The objective of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of seven plant essential oils, 

namely clove (Syzygium aromaticum), cinnamon (Cinnamomum bejolghota), turmeric (Curcuma 

longa), star anise (Illicium verum), black piper (Piper nigrum), citronella grass (Cymbopogon 

nardus) and lemon grass (Cymbopogon citratus) against adult of chicken lice (L. caponis) by residue 

filter paper contact method in laboratory conditions.      
 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

 

2.1 Essential oil preparation 

 

Essential oils from dried bud of clove (S. aromaticum), dried flower of star anise (I. verum), dried 

seed of black piper (P.  nigrum) , fresh rhizome of turmeric (C.  longa) , and fresh leaf of cinnamon 

(C. bejolghota), citronella grass (C. nardus) and lemon grass (C. citratus) which has been reported 

to contain insecticidal properties  against adult of chicken lice (L.  caponis)  [22]  are used in this 

study.  All EOs were purchased from Thai-China Flavours and Fragrances Industry Co., Ltd., 

Bangkok, Thailand.  The concentration of EOs at 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2% as well as the control group 

with the application of 0.2% of Tween-20 in water were applied. 

 

2.2 Insect samples 

 

An adult colony of chicken lice (L. caponis) was collected from native chickens at Learning Center 

and Management System Integrated with Urban Livestock Farm Learning, Faculty of Agricultural 

Technology, King Mongkut’s Institute of Technology Ladkrabang (KMITL), Thailand. 

 

2.3 Experimental treatments 

 

The insecticidal activity test of the plant EOs against chicken lice was evaluated by using residue 

filter paper contact method. One ml of each plant EOs at concentrations of 0.2% in 95% ethanol was 

separately dropped on each filter paper (Whatman® No.1)  and placed onto Petri dish (with size of 

90 mm in dia) .  By this application, the EO concentration was equal to 0.314 µlcm- 2.  The treated 

filter papers were air-dried for 5 min and 10 chicken lice adults were put into the petri dish. Mortality 

observations were recorded at 6 and 12 h after treatment. The plant EOs showing high effectiveness 

against chicken lice were selected for further experiments.  

For further insecticidal activity test, those EOs at the concentrations of 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20 

and 0.25% in 95% ethanol or 0.079, 0.157, 0.236, 0.314 and 0.393 µlcm-2, respectively were applied 

by using as the same method as described previously. Mortality observations were recorded at 2, 4, 6, 

8, 10 and 12 h after treatment.  
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The experiment was replicated three times and statistically designed by completely 

randomized replication design (CRD) .  The actual death rates were calculated via Abbot’s formula 

[23] .  The data obtained were statistically analyzed by applying analysis of variance (ANOVA)  and 

Duncan’s multiple range tests (DMRT) .  Lethal concentrations of EOs needed to kill 50 and 90% of 

the insects (LC50 and LC90, respectively) and lethal time of EOs needed to kill 50 of the insects (LT50) 

were calculated via probit analysis. 

 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
 

The efficacy in terms of insecticidal properties of seven plant EOs against the adult of chicken lice 

(L. caponis) conducted by residue filter paper contact method in laboratory conditions showed that 

plant EOs of clove, turmeric, cinnamon and star anise were able to eliminate the lice completely 

(100% mortalities)  at 12 h exposure which were higher than those of lemon grass, citronella grass 

and black piper EOs, respectively (Figure 1) .  At 6 h after treatment, the plant EO of clove showed 

to be the most effective insecticidal activity against the lice with completely 100%  mortalities 

followed by turmeric and cinnamon EOs with mortality rate of 76.7 and 73.9% , respectively.  The 

star anise EO caused only 39.5% mortality whereas plant EOs of black piper, lamon grass and 

citronella grass were the lowest group to control chicken lice with 1.7%, 6.1% and 11.9% mortality. 

Thus, the plant EOs with high effectiveness against the lice, including clove, turmeric and cinnamon 

were selected for further experiments to obtain the toxicity level.  The insecticidal activity test by 

residue filter paper contact bioassay showed that clove EO was the most effective candidate with 

LC50 (at 3, 6 and 12 h) of 0.132, 0.085 and 0.039 lcm-2, respectively and LC90 of 0.168, 0.112 and 

0.108 lcm- 2 followed by EOs of cinnamon and turmeric with LC50 of 0.220, 0.090 and 0.038 

lcm-2 and 0.256, 0.148 and 0.106 lcm-2, respectively (Table 1). Furthermore, clove EO at 0.157 

lcm- 2 showed the highest mortalities with LT50 at 1. 438 h and was able to eliminate the lice 

completely (100% mortalities) at 4 h exposure (Table 2).  
There were many reports regarding the effectiveness of extract and EO of plants against 

insect and mite pests of poultry. Aquatic and ethanolic leaf extracts of Conocarpus erectus had some 

toxic effects (acaricidal and repellent properties) on poultry red mite, Dermanyssus gallinae in Iran 

[24] .  Thuja occidentalis arborvitae and Juniper spp.  ( Juniperus)  leaf EOs were also found to be 

effective against the poultry red mite (D.  gallinae)  [25] .  Lans and Turner [26]  reported nineteen 

species of plants conducted for parasite control in poultry farm of British Columbia, Canada.  Our 

study showed that EO of clove was effective to control chiken lice and this EO has been reported 

for insecticidal property against insect and mites pests, including fruit fly (Ceratitis capitata) [27], 

head louse ( Pediculus humanus capitis)  [ 28] , maize weed ( Sitophilus zeamais)  [ 29] , thrips 

(Frankliniella schultzei) [20], mealybug (Pseudococcus jackbeardsleyi) [20], rice weevil (Sitophilus 

oryzae) [30] , pear psyllid (Cacopsylla chinensis) [31] , aphid (Aphid gossypii) , whitefly (Bemisia 

tabaci) [32], red spider mite (Oligonychus coffeae) [33], house dust mite (Dermatophagoides farina 

and Dermatophagoides pteronyssinus)  [ 34] .  Our study suggests that clove EO or maybe the 

combination of clove EO with cinnamon and turmeric EOs as mixture could be used as a new 

alternative medicinal insecticide to control chicken lice.  Combination of EOs are a combination of 

chemical compounds in these EOs together, which will encourage the EOs mixture to be more 

effective in pest eradication. The combination of chemical compounds from plant were also reported 

to enhance EO efficacy. Koul et al. [35] reported that the combination of anethole and 1,8-cineole 

demonstrated reduction in the population of red flour beetle (Tribolium castaneum) . Synergism or 

additive effects of monoterpenoid binary mixtures against tobacco cutworm larvae ( Spodoptera 

litura) was also reported [36]. 
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Figure 1. Mortality percentage of the adults of chicken lice (Lipeurus caponis L.) at 6 and 12 h 

after residue filter paper contact test with plant essential oils at the concentration of 0.314 µlcm-2 

 

Table 1. Mortality percentage of the adults of chicken lice (Lipeurus caponis L.) at 6 and 12 h after 

residue filter paper contact test with plant essential oils at various concentrations 

Plant 

essential oils 

% Mortality1/ (Means±S.D.) 
LC50 

(µlcm-2) 

LC90 

(µlcm-2) Concentration (µlcm-2) 

control 0.079 0.157 0.236 0.314 0.393 

3 h 

Turmeric 0.0±0.0Db 0.0±0.0Dd 0.0±0.0Dd 52.2±13.5Cb 74.3±14.8Bb 100.0±0.0Aa 0.256 0.332 

Cinnamon 0.0±0.0Db 5.1±8.9CDd 12.5±6.5Cd 48.8±5.8Bb 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 0.220 0.299 

Clove 0.0±0.0Cb 3.3±5.8Cd 81.2±17.1Bb 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 0.132 0.168 

6 h 

Turmeric 0.0±0.0Cb 8.3±9.2Cd 51.6±13.2Bc 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 0.148 0.204 

Cinnamon 0.0±0.0Db 59.9±16.3Cb 77.9±11.4Bb 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 0.090 0.166 

Clove 0.0±0.0Cb 38.8±10.2Bc 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 0.085 0.112 

12 h 

Turmeric 8.6±2.4Da 29.3±6.1Cc 75.7±10.5Bb 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 0.106 0.189 

Cinnamon 8.6±2.4Ba 97.4±4.4Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 0.038 0.107 

Clove 8.6±2.4Ba 97.0±5.2Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 0.039 0.108 

1 /  Means in each column followed by the same common letter and means in row followed by the 

same capital letter were not significantly different (P< 0.05) according to DMRT. 
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Table 2. Mortality percentage of the adults of chicken lice (Lipeurus caponis L. )  at the various 

concentrations after residue filter paper contact test with plant essential oils at the 2-12 h 

Plant 

essential oils 

% Mortality1/ (Means±S.D.) 
LT50 

(h) 

LT90 

(h) Times (h) 

2 4 6 8 10 12 

0.157 µlcm-2 

Turmeric 0.0±0.0De 3.3±5.8Dd 51.6±13.2Cc 57.4±10.8BCc 72.5±10.5ABb 75.5±10.5Ab 7.284 10.526 

Cinnamon 2.8±4.8Dde 21.8±4.8Cc 77.9±11.4Bb 80.9±10.5Bb 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 5.368 7.933 

Clove 72.7±15.2Bb 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 1.438 2.663 

0.236 µlcm-2 

Turmeric 12.2±6.7Cd 72.8±16.7Bb 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 3.290 4.658 

Cinnamon 0.0±0.0Ce 67.2±19.5Bb 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 3.745 4.438 

Clove 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa - - 

0.314 µlcm-2 

Turmeric 26.9±3.3Bc 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 2.337 3.036 

Cinnamon 90.3±0.5Ba 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 0.661 1.986 

Clove 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa 100.0±0.0Aa - - 

1 /  Means in each column concentration followed by the same common letter and means in row 

followed by the same capital letter were not significantly different (P< 0.05) according to DMRT. 

 

 Non- toxic alternative options are hence needed for control of insect pest and natural 

products from plants especially EOs are good candidates for safer control agents that may provide 

good insecticidal activity and low levels of evolved resistance [15] .  Our study suggests that clove 

EO could be used as an alternative medicinal insecticide to control chicken lice in the farm. 

 

 

4. Conclusions 
 

Insecticidal properties of plant EOs against the adult of chicken lice (L.  caponis)  by residue filter 

paper contact method in laboratory conditions revealed that clove EO was the most effective 

candidate with the LC50 at 3, 6 and 12 h of 0.132, 0.085 and 0.039 lcm-2, respectively. Furthermore, 

the clove EO at  0.157 lcm-2 showed the highest mortalities of chicken lice with  LT50 at 1.438 h, 

and this clove EO was able to eliminate the lice completely (100% mortalities) within 4 h exposure 

whlie the clove EO at the concentration of  0.236 lcm-2 was effective to kill the lice completely at 

2 h. Our study suggests that clove EO or maybe the combination with cinnamon and turmeric EOs 

as the mixture could be used as an alternative medicinal insecticide to control chicken lice in farm. 
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Abstract  

 

The road accident rate has been growing in recent years; therefore, an analysis of the road accident 

hotspots is essential to reduce the number of accidents occurring in high-accident-density areas. Sri 

Racha district in Chon Buri province was selected as the study area for this research. The accident 

data of 2012-2017 was collected from the Road Accident Data Center (ThaiRSC).  The 

spatiotemporal pattern of road accidents was clustered into various scales: accidents occurring on 

weekdays, weekends, daytime, nighttime and those involving fatality and injury.  Spatial statistical 

methods, kernel density estimation ( KDE) , and Ripley’ s K-function in geographic information 

system (GIS)  were applied to identify patterns and the distribution of road accidents. The findings 

showed that a high density of road accidents was found in three main areas: Sri Racha municipality, 

Laem Chabang City municipality and Bowin subdistrict. The spatial distribution of all types of road 

accidents was clustered at various distances. Several agencies can use the results for planning and 

managing road accident reduction strategies.  Furthermore, GIS and spatial statistical methods are 

effective tools that are quite widely used for accident analysis. 

 

Keywords: Kernel density estimation, Ripley’s K-function, hotspot, spatial pattern, GIS 
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1. Introduction 
 

Road systems are important for transportation since they are cheap and rapid. However, it is 

associated with a high risk of accidents in comparison with other modes of transportation [1]. A lack 

of transportation infrastructure development has caused an increase in the number of road accidents 

[2]. Injuries, fatalities, and damaged properties are consequences of road accidents around the world 

[3-5], particularly in developing countries [6, 7]. Additionally, road accidents cause economic losses 

to victims, their families, and the nation [8]. Most road accidents result from human mistakes, such 

as inattentiveness of the drivers or pedestrians [9]. Hence, road accidents can be reduced through 

the analysis of the incident scenarios and spatial analysis [2, 8, 10].  

The World Health Organization stated that 1. 25 million people were killed in road 

accidents in 2013, with high fatality rates in low and middle income countries. In Thailand, the 

fatality rates of road accidents were estimated at 24,237 people, i.e. 36. 2 per 100,000 [11].  
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According to statistics recorded by the Road Accident Data Center (ThaiRSC), 522 fatalities and 

51,841 injuries were reported in Chon Buri province, the city with the second largest economy in 

Thailand, following Bangkok [12]. The effect of road accidents has been investigated for many years 

by studying the relationship between real-time traffic and road safety [13-15], detecting accident 

hotspots [16, 17], and analyzing the spatiotemporal pattern of road accidents [18, 19].   

The geographic information system (GIS) is a powerful tool for spatiotemporal analysis. It 

has been used for analyzing and visualizing road accidents [20], identifying the spatial pattern and 

hotspot of accidents [21] and determining the density and distribution in the accident area [6, 15, 

22].  Furthermore, the GIS facilitates researchers’ understanding of the relationship between 

accidents and their contributing factors, such as accident data that include socioeconomic 

information, land use and travel information [16]. At present, GIS with spatial statistical techniques 

has been developed. Kernel density estimation (KDE) is one of the most popular methods used for 

analyzing the distribution and accident hotspot [21, 23-26]. Another method, the network kernel 

density estimation ( NetKDE), was developed to evaluate the density of road accidents over a 

network space [5, 27-29]. Other methods of spatial point pattern analyses, such as Moran’s I, Getis-

Ord Gi∗ [30, 31] and Ripley’s K- function [2, 19, 32, 33], have been presented.   

Using ArcGIS 10.0, the density and distribution of road accidents were analyzed using 

KDE and Ripley’ s K- function within a particular period. The spatiotemporal analysis of road 

accidents can help transportation agencies improve road safety in Sri Racha district, Chon Buri 

province. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the study area, the data, 

and methods.  Section 3 reveals the results and discussion of the analysis of road accident density 

and distribution and section 4 presents the conclusions. 

 

 

2. Materials and Methods  
 

2.1 Study area 
 

Sri Racha district, Chon Buri province, located on the east coast of Thailand, was selected as the 

study area. According to the Department of Provincial Administration [34], Sri Racha has a 

population of approximately 51,197. Sri Racha district, an industrial zone comprising manufacturing 

and shipping industries, covers approximately 616.40 km2. The district was supported by the port 

of Laem Chabang, the 20th largest port in the world. Furthermore, it contributes to the economic 

development of the eastern seaboard of Thailand. Rapid economic growth and development and an 

increase in the number of vehicles may lead to an increase in the number of road accidents, as shown 

in Figure 1.  

 

2.2 Road accident database 
 

The road accident data used in this study were acquired from the ThaiRSC.  However, not all road 

accidents were recorded in the ThaiRSC database. ThaiRSC only recorded the data of the victims who 

petitioned for indemnification or payment in accordance with the Protection for Motor Vehicle 

Accident Victims Act, 1992.  Figure 1 shows that 20,003 accidents occurred between 2012 and 2017 

in Sri Racha.  Details of these accidents such as date, time, road type and accident location were 

recorded and save as a GIS shape file.  Spatiotemporal analyses were presented at various scales: 

weekdays (Monday-Friday), weekends (Saturday-Sunday), daytime (06.00-17.59), nighttime (18.00-

05.59) and accidents involving fatality and injury. Later on, these six categories of spatiotemporal road 

accidents were combined to new four groups: fatality during daytime on weekdays, fatality  
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Figure 1. Study area, Sri Racha district, Chon Buri province, and spatial pattern of  

road accident points (2012-2017) 

 

 

during nighttime on weekdays, fatality during daytime on weekends and fatality during nighttime 

on weekends.     

 

2.3 KDE 
 

KDE may be used to efficiently identify the point pattern of road accidents [22].  This method is 

used to create a density map based on a non-parametric approach. Furthermore, it distinguishes the 

areas by placing a plane-symmetry over each point. Afterwards, the distances between the center 

point and locations of accidents within the surface area are assessed. KDE repeats successive points 

and provides possibilities of using kernel functions for each observation. These kernels furnish 

density analysis of the distribution of accident points [35]. The density estimation function is as 

follows: 

 

𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) =  
1

𝑛ℎ
2  ∑ 𝐾(

𝑑𝑖

ℎ

𝑛
𝑖=1 )                (1) 

          

Where 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) represents the density estimate of the location (x, y), n refers to the number of 

observations, h is the bandwidth, K is the kernel function, and di indicates the distance 

between the location (x, y) and the location of the ith observation (i = 1, 2, 3, …, n).  

The bandwidth shows a strong effect on density estimation. A large bandwidth will produce 

over smoothed density estimation and a small bandwidth creates inadequate smoothing [19].  The 
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selection of the cell size is another parameter. In this study, a 300-m bandwidth and a 50-m cell size 

were applied for road accidents during 2012-2017 of all spatiotemporal scales using ArcGIS 10.0.  

 

2.4 Ripley’s K-function  
 

Ripley’s K- function is used to evaluate the spatial pattern of the point data and was successfully 

applied in spatial estimation of accidents [36].  The method summarizes spatial dependence over a 

range of distances. When the neighborhood size changes, it demonstrates the spatial clustering or 

dispersion of feature changes at a different distance [37].  In this regard, the K-function L( d)  is 

employed as follows: 

 

𝐿(𝑑) =  √
𝐴 ∑  ∑ 𝑘𝑖,𝑗

𝑛
𝑗=1,𝑗≠1

𝑛
𝑖=𝑗

𝜋𝑛(𝑛−1)
                (2) 

  

Where  𝐿(𝑑) is the difference between the observed and expected K- function values below a 

complete spatial randomness hypothesis (CPSR), 𝑑 represents the distance, A represents the total area 

feature, n is equal to the total of features and ki,j is a weight.  

 ArcGIS 10.0, Ripley’s K-function tool was used to estimate the road accident distribution in 

this study. This statistical test consolidates a normally used transformation (L(d)) with Monte-Carlo 

simulation to create a confidence envelope based on the results of the simulations [32].  At the 

specified distance of analysis, if the observed values are greater than the expected values and the 

upper confidence envelope is created from the simulation, the data are clustered in a statistically 

significant way. Similarly, if the observed values are lower than the expected values and the low 

confidence envelope, the data are dispersed in a statistically significant manner.  However, if the 

observed values are within the lower and upper boundaries created by the confidence envelopes, the 

distribution does not randomly vary in a statistically significant manner [19, 32].  In this study, 99 

permutations were run using the Ripley's K-function tool, and the corresponding results yield a 99% 

confidence level. The outcomes are presented using the unit m.   

 

 

3. Results and Discussion  
 

3.1 Number of road accidents  
 

Figure 2 illustrates a distribution of hourly road accidents during 2012-2017 in Sri Racha, revealing 

20,003 accidents points. During the time brackets of 20.00-20.59, 19.00-19.59, and 07.00-07.59, the 

number of accidents were 1,570 with 33 fatalities, 1,558 and 1,542. In addition, the highest number 

of fatalities, 48, was observed during 21.00-21.59. After midnight,  the number o f  road accidents 

declined; the lowest number of accidents was recorded during 04.00-04.59 because people were 

sleeping at this time,  resulting in less traffic. However, the number of accidents began to increase 

from 05.00 onwards, as people began their commutes to work at this time, particularly during 07.00-

07.59. After 08.00, most people were at work, school and home; therefore, traffic reduced, resulting 

in a decline in the number of road accidents.  During 16.00-20.59, the number of accidents was 

likely to increase because factory workers began to leave from or arrive at their workplaces, trucks 

travelled to Laem Chabang Port, and many people commuted during this time period.  
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Figure 2. The number of road accidents and fatalities in 24 h 

 

3.2 KDE 
 

Road accidents during 2012-2017 were classified into six groups: (a)  weekdays (n = 13,461) , (b) 

weekends (n = 6,542), (c) daytime (n = 9,862), (d) nighttime (n = 10,141), (e) fatality (n = 580) and 

(f) injury (n = 19,423); fatality during daytime on weekdays (n = 135), fatality during nighttime on 

weekdays (n = 238), fatality during daytime on weekends (n = 68) and fatality during nighttime on 

weekends (n =139). Based on the KDE analysis, the bandwidth value was 300 m with a grid size of 

50 m. Figure 3 illustrates three areas with high KDE value: Sri Racha municipality, Laem Chabang 

City municipality and Bowin subdistrict. These areas are considered to be the economic, industrial, 

and transportation center of Sri Racha district. Sri Racha municipality is located at the center of Sri 

Racha district and it is an important commercial area with shops, department stores, hotels, hospitals 

and government agencies.  However, this area faces heavy traffic congestion, particularly on 

Saturdays and Sundays from the morning to the evening when tourists visited Sri Racha, Pattaya, 

and Koh Larn, which are the famous tourist centers in Chon Buri. Moreover, the highest KDE value 

was recorded at the clock tower intersection along highway No. 3 (Sukhumvit Road).   

Laem Chabang municipality, which is located at the south of Sri Racha municipality, is the 

location of Laem Chabang Port, the main seaport used by the international sea freight and 

transportation industry. The presence of many shipping and logistics companies and a large 

population in this area lead to traffic congestion during daytime and nighttime. In particular, the 

highest KDE value of all the areas within Sri Racha was recorded at Highway No. 3 (Sukhumvit 

Road), in front of Laem Chabang Port.  

The Bowin subdistrict is a large area with a very dense population. Owing to its proximity 

to many large industrial estates such as WHH Chon Buri Industrial Estate 1, Eastern Seaboard 

Industrial Estate, Rojana Industrial Estate, Bowin Industrial Estate, Hemaraj Eastern Seaboard 

Industrial Estate 2 and Amata City Industrial Estate Rayong, the area is congested owing to the 

transportation of goods, raw materials and workers throughout the day. As a result, frequent  
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(a) weekdays 

 

(b) weekends 

 

 
 

(c) daytime 

 

(d) nighttime 

 

 
 

(e) fatality (f) injury 

 

Figure 3. KDE of road accidents in Sri Racha district: (a) on weekdays, (b) weekends,  

(c) daytime, and (d) nighttime, (e) involving fatality and (f) injury 
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accidents occur at the intersection of Highway No. 331 in WHH Chon Buri Industrial Estate 1, 

recording the highest KDE value in this area.  

Considering the KDE map of fatalities as shown in Figure 3(e), Sri Racha municipality, 

Laem Chabang City municipality and Bowin subdistrict have a high KDE value. In addition, other 

areas with a high KDE value are (1) Highway No. 3144 in the upper part of Sri Racha district, (2) 

the intersection between National Highway No. 7 (motorway road) and Highway No. 3241, (3) 

Highway No. 3241 at Nong Kham subdistrict near Nong Kho Reservoir and (4) National Highway 

No. 7 (motorway road) in the south of the district.  

The number of fatalities during daytime, nighttime, weekdays and weekends were 

identified and it was found that the number of fatalities during nighttime was greater than during 

daytime on weekdays. Similarly, the highest number of fatalities was recorded during nighttime on 

weekends. Figure 4(a)-(d) illustrates the results based on KDE analysis in four spatiotemporal  

 

 

  
 

(a) fatality during daytime on weekdays 

 

(b) fatality during nighttime on weekdays 

  
 

(c) fatality during daytime on weekends 

 

(d) fatality during nighttime on weekends 

 

Figure 4. KDE of (a) fatality during daytime on weekdays, (b) fatality during nighttime on 

weekdays, (c) fatality during daytime on weekends and (d) fatality during nighttime on weekends 
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scales; fatality during daytime on weekdays, fatality during nighttime on weekdays, fatality during 

daytime on weekends and fatality during nighttime on weekends. Sri Racha Municipality, Laem 

Chabang City Municipality and Bowin Subdistrict have a high KDE value. Apart from three 

aforementioned areas, some other areas have also been found to have high KDE, especially (1) the 

center of the district which is a large community with many housing estates and the location of 

Pinthong Industrial Estate 3. Therefore, during nighttime on weekdays (Figure 4(b)), there have 

been more fatalities than on weekends, particularly along National Highway No. 7 (motorway road) 

and Highway No. 3241 because many people and workers commuted during this time period and 

these routes.     

 

3.3 Ripley’s K-function 
 

Ripley’ s K- function was used to analyze the distribution of road accidents at all scales, which 

include accidents that occurred on weekdays, weekends, daytime and nighttime and those that 

involve fatality or injury.  The confidence envelope value was set to 99 times and the statistical 

significance at 0.01 level.  

Figures 5(a)-(f), the road accidents in all groups showed a clear distribution pattern. When 

the observed K values were based on the expected K values and higher than the confidence envelope 

values, the road accidents were clustered and distributed in the distance range of less than 10,300-

13,800 m. Clustered distributions of road accidents occurring on weekdays, weekends, daytime and 

nighttime and those involving a fatality or injury were at distances of less than 13,700, 13,400, 

13,600, 13,500, 10,300 and 13,800 m, respectively. 

 

 

4. Conclusions  
 

Road accidents are a major problem in many countries globally. One of the countries suffering the 

greatest impact of and damage caused by road accidents is Thailand. The characteristics, locations 

and periods of road accidents offer important information that can be used to solve and reduce the 

problems associated with road accidents.  GIS tools have been employed to effectively study road 

accidents and in particular, the accident data that can be used to identify the location and time of the 

accident. This improves the accuracy and precision of studies. Sri Racha district in the Chon Buri 

province was chosen as the study area in this research because it is the economic center of 

transportation, industry and tourism. Furthermore, road accidents occur at an alarming rate within 

this area.   

In this study,  data were divided into ten spatiotemporal scales: accidents on weekdays, 

weekends, daytime and nighttime,  accidents involving fatality an d  injury, fatality during daytime 

on weekdays and weekends and fatality during nighttime on weekdays and weekends. GIS was used 
for the analysis.  First,  KDE was used to analyze the density of the accidents. The corresponding 

results following three, important, high-density areas: Sri Racha municipality, Laem Chabang City 

municipality and Bowin subdistrict. Sri Racha municipality is the center of Sri Racha district; it is 

an important commercial area and has shops, hospitals, and government agencies. Laem Chabang 

City municipality is located at the Laem Chabang Port. Many shipping and logistics companies are 

located in the area.  Bowin subdistrict is densely populated owing to its proximity to many large 

industrial estates. Second,  Ripley’ s  K-function was used to analyze the distribution of road 

accidents, revealing-the following three road accident distribution patterns: clustered, dispersed and 

random. The results demonstrated that the distribution pattern of each group was clustered in 

distances of less than 10.30-13.80 km. 
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Figure 5. Ripley’s K-function results for accidents: (a) occurring on weekdays,  

(b) weekends, (c) daytime and (d) nighttime, (e) involving fatality and (f) injury 
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The results of this research comprise important information that shows the trends, densities 

and distribution patterns of road accidents in the studied areas within each period of time. This 

information can be used for planning and setting measures to reduce road accidents. Th e  accident 

information is categorized temporally as follows: accidents occurring on weekdays and weekends 

and during daytime and nighttime. Transport agencies and traffic police can use this information for 

monitoring accidents and increasing traffic safety during the aforementioned times.  
The limitations of this research are as follows: first, the road accident data used for the 

study are only a part of insured accident data obtained from ThaiRSC, not all the accident data. 

Second,  the published accident data lack important information such as the gender and age of the 

victims and causes of accidents. This important information could increase the integrity of this 

research. However, despite the aforementioned limitations, the finding of this research can be used 

to solve the problems associated with road accidents in Sri Racha district.  
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Abstract 
 

This research investigated the effect of surface treatment on electrical properties of flexible 

triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG). Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was used as triboelectric 

layer. The PDMS pads were prepared by simple casting method and the effect of surface 

treatments by heat and acid was examined.  Physical morphology of treated samples were 

investigated by scanning electron microscope (SEM). Electrical properties were measured under 

continuous periodic knocking. The results revealed that the heat-treated PDMS-based TENG 

showed the outstanding output voltage. The maximum output voltage of heat-treated based TENG 

reached approximately 9 V, which was over 4 times larger than those of normal PDMS based 

TENG. The research demonstrated the feasibility to utilize PDMS-based TENG as an energy 

harvesting device and presented a cost-effective method for producing high-efficiency PDMS 

based TENG.  

 

Keywords: triboelectric, surface treatment, polydimethylsiloxane, nanogenerator 
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1. Introduction 
 

Environmental mechanical energy is one of the most attractive energy sources for powering small 

electronics. Recently, the triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) has attracted considerable attention, 

which can harvest mechanical energy caused by mechanical motion in our daily life including 

wind, rain, vehicle and human movement. It has potential applications in wireless systems [1, 2], 

portable electronics [3-5] and active sensors [6-8]. The principle of the TENG is based on 

triboelectricfication and electrostatic induction [7]. The triboelectrification is the phenomenon that 

material becomes electrically charged when two different materials are pressed and rubbed 

together [7].  
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Nowadays, flexible electronic devices have become a novel trend and more attention has 

been paid to this area to support the revolution of wearable devices. Polydimethylsiloxane 

(PDMS) elastomer has been considered as one of the most appropriate materials for TENG 

applications due to its flexibility, transparency, lightweight, non-toxicity, easy fabrication and high 

electronegativity [9-11].  

In the past few years, much work has been done to improve the conversion efficiency of 

TENG, including optimizing its structure and material [10, 12-14]. Recently, Chen et al. [10] 

reported an enhancing performance of TENG by filling high dielectric nanoparticles into sponge 

PDMS film, which gives over 5-fold power enhancement compared with the nanogenerator based 

on the pure PDMS film. However, there have been a few related studies on surface treatment. The 

interface could significantly influence the electric performance of the triboelectric materials [11, 

15]. For example, Yun et al. [11] reported the base-treated PDMS surfaces by sprinkling of NaOH 

solution.  The resulting TENG generated voltage of 10.4 V and current of 179 nA is almost 3-fold 

larger than those of fresh PDMS. 

In this work, we demonstrated a cost-effective method for producing high-efficiency 

PDMS based TENG. This research investigated the influence of chemical and physical treatment 

on electrical properties of PDMS-based TENG. The PDMS pad was chemically modified by acetic 

acid to create carboxyl groups on the surface. These chemical treatments devoted to enhance the 

charge density on the surface while the physical treatment is exposed by heat during the curing 

process to create an elastic porous PDMS. This research presented the simple preparation process 

of the TENG, which makes it easy to be upgraded for large-scale production and cost savings. 

 

 

2. Materials and Methods 
 

Electric properties of PDMS-based TENG was improved by employing chemical and physical 

treatments. The PDMS pads were prepared by a simple casting method. First, 10 ml PDMS 

solution (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) was mixed with 1 ml curing agent. Then, the mixture was 

cast on plastic substrates and kept under room temperature for 24 h. For chemical treatment, the 

prepared PDMS pads were immersed in concentrated acetic acid for 24 h. After acetic acid 

treatment, the sample was rinsed several times with DI water. In the preparation of physical 

treated PDMS, a mixed PDMS solution was cast onto substrates and then cured at 100 ˚C for 2 h. 

After drying, the elastic porous PDMS was formed. Finally, the prepared PDMS pads were 

collected for the test. The effective surface area of the PDMS pads was 3 cm x 3 cm and 1 mm 

thickness. The chemical bonds of treated PDMS were examined using Fourier transform infrared 

spectroscopy (FT-IR, Perkin Elmer Spectrum GX FT-IR spectrometer). The morphology of 

PDMS was characterized by scanning electron microscope (SEM, Zeiss EVO MA1).  

In this experiment, the TENG was fabricated with PDMS pad and aluminium (Al) tape. 

For electrical characterization, a conductive Al tape was applied as both common electrodes and 

another tribo-material to produce opposite sign mobile charges. The dynamic tester was used to 

control the cyclic contact of the two plates of the TENG. The PDMS and Al parts of a TENG were 

attached to the lower fixed part and upper movable part of the dynamic tester, respectively. The 

output voltage was characterized using an oscilloscope (Trektronix) during the continuous 

periodic knocking. 
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3. Results and Discussion 
 

The digital photographs of all samples are presented in Figure 1. From the digital photographs, it 

was found that all PDMS pads have a smooth surface. All samples are very flexible and 

stretchable [see the inset of Figure 1(a-c)]. As representatively shown for the heat-treated PDMS 

[Figure 1(c)], an elastic porous structure was formed. 

The morphology of all samples was revealed by scanning electron microscope 

(SEM). Figure 2(a-c) shows top-view of SEM micrographs from normal PDMS, acid-treated 

PDMS, and heat-treated PDMS, respectively. Figure 2(b) reveals that dipping of PDMS into acetic 

acid would result in dramatic changes in the surface morphology of PDMS. The surface of the 

PDMS has become rough and swollen in a circle as seen in Figure 2(b). The average diameter of 

the swelling area was 3.35±1.14 µm. According to Figure 2(c), it could be seen that the heat-

treated PDMS presents a wrinkled surface structure. From a cross-section of SEM image from the 

heat-treated PDMS [Figure 2(f)], it reveals that the pores are well-formed inside the sample. The 

average diameter of pores was 2.02±0.47 µm. The formation of this porous structure was probably 

caused by the boiling effect during the curing process at high temperature above the boiling point 

of PDMS (100˚C).  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Digital images of (a) normal PDMS, (b) acid-treated PDMS and (c) heat-treated PDMS 

An inset shows the digital image of PDMS stretched by hand 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Top and cross-section views of SEM images: (a), (d) normal PDMS; (b), (e) acid-treated 

PDMS; (c), (f) heat-treated PDMS 
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FTIR is used to verify the effect of surface treatment of the PDMS as shown in Figure 3. 

For all samples, the spectrums showed multiple peaks in the range of 1000 to 4000 cm-1, which 

correspond to the vibrations of PDMS functional groups. The absorption bands around 1400 and 

1200 cm-1 correspond to the vibration of –CH3 and the C-H stretching vibration was detected at 

2950 cm-1 [16]. Peaks of around 700 and 1250 cm-1 indicated the Si-CH3 stretching vibration [17]. 

A peak at 875 cm-1 corresponds to the Si-OH stretching vibration [17]. The multicomponent peaks 

of Si-O-Si stretching vibration were detected in a range of 930-1200 cm-1 [16]. Peaks of around 

1100 cm-1 indicated the Si-O stretching vibration [17]. The Si-C and Si-(CH3)2 peaks were 

evidenced in the region of 825-865 cm-1 and 785-815 cm-1, respectively [16]. After acetic acid 

treatment, the C=O stretching vibration of carboxyl (-COOH) functional groups was detected at 

around 1500 [18]. Moreover, the peak intensities of the CH3 around 2800 cm-1 became more 

obvious, which correspond to the vibrations of acetic acid functional groups. These results 

revealed that the COOH functional groups were introduced onto the PDMS surface after surface 

treatment.  Carboxylic groups were attached to the PDMS surface by formed H-bond, as shown in 

Figure 4. In another set of experiments, the heat-treated PDMS was investigated. The IR spectrum 

revealed that the spectrum has not been changed after heat treatment. The spectrum exhibited 

multiple absorption peaks in the region of 1000 to 4000 cm-1, which corresponds to the vibrations 

of PDMS functional groups. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. FT-IR spectra of the normal PDMS, acid-treated PDMS and heat-treated PDMS. Insets 

show FTIR spectra at high magnification. 
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the effect of acid treatment which introduce the functional COOH 

groups onto the surface of PDMS 

 

 

 

For electrical characterization, a conductive aluminium (Al) tape was applied as both 

electrodes and opposite tribo-material. When PDMS and Al come into contact with an external 

force, the Al is positively charged and the PDMS is negatively charged owing to its intrinsically 

different triboelectricity tendency [19]. Figure 5 compares the triboelectric power generation of 

untreated, acid-treated, and heat-treated PDMS-based TENGs. The output voltage signals were 

detected in both positive and negative side when the substrate was pressed and released, 

respectively. The formation of a negative signaled after removing external load due to the reverse-

flowing carriers. During periodic contact and separation, the normal PDMS-based TENG 

generated an output voltage of about 2 V [Figure 5(a)]. After surface treatment with acetic acid for 

24 h, the PDMS-based TENG exhibited a significantly enhanced triboelectric voltage [Figure 

5(b)]. The output voltage of the acid-treated PDMS reached approximately 5 V, which was over 

two times larger than those of normal PDMS based TENG. This result can be attributed to two 

reasons. The first reason is the effect of surface roughness, resulting in larger contact areas 

compared with the normal PDMS. This result leads to an increase in surface charge density and 

directly enhances the output signals of the TENG. Another possible reason could be the presence 

of carboxyl groups on the PDMS surface. This could increase the polar components on 

the surface of PDMS, which affects the surface charge density. The increasing of surface charge 

density could enhance the output signals of TENG. Yun et al. [11] reported the significantly 

enhanced triboelectric surface charge of PDMS by sprinkling of NaOH solution. It reveals that the 

enhanced triboelectric charge is related with an increase of polar bonds in PDMS. Therefore, the 

acid-treated PDMS could greatly enhance the electric output of TENG when combined with the 

larger contact areas. 

In another set of experiments, the heat-treated PDMS-based TENG showed outstanding 

output voltage [Figure 5(c)]. The maximum output voltage can reach 9 V, which was almost 4.5 

times as high as that in the untreated samples. This result may be due to the pores forming in the 

PDMS pads that could effectively minimize its thickness [10]. The elastic porous PDMS can  
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Figure 5. Output voltage of (a) normal, (b) acid-treated and (c) heat-treated PDMS-based TENGs 

measured with respect to time under an impulsive loading 

 

shrink into minimum thickness which is lower than normal one after an external force was applied. 

This result leads to an increase in capacitance and the capacitance affects the surface charge 

density [10]. Therefore, the output signals of the TENG was increased.  Moreover, based on the 

SEM images, the heat-treated sample showed the roughest surface that resulting in larger contact 

areas. This result also leads to an increase in surface charge density and directly enhance the 

output signals of the TENG. The triboelectric voltage of heat-treated PDMS-based TENG is 

higher than those of untreated and acid-treated PDMS-based TENGs.  

 

 

4. Conclusions 
 

In summary, this research reported the improving electric properties of polydimethylsiloxane 

based triboelectric nanogenerator by employing physical and chemical treatment. The PDMS pad 

was chemically modified by acetic acid. The acid-treated PDMS-based TENG revealed a 

significantly enhanced triboelectric voltage. This improvement corresponded to the increase of 

surface charge density, which was induced by the carboxyl groups on the sample surface and 

increase of surface area. While physical treatment is exposed by heat during the curing process. 

After drying, the elastic porous PDMS was formed. The heat-treated PDMS-based TENG showed 

better TENG performance than both the normal and the acid-treated PDMS-based TENGs. This 

result can be attributed to the pores forming in the PDMS pads by heat treatment which could 

effectively reduce its thickness. This result leads to an increase in capacitance and affects the 

surface charge density. Therefore, the output signals of the TENG was increased. The output 

voltage of the heat-treated PDMS-based TENG reached approximately 9 V, which was over 4 

times larger than those of normal PDMS-based TENG. 
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Abstract 
 

Colletotrichum species are plant pathogens causing anthracnose diseases in many crops that result 

in significant reduction of quality and quantity of the crop products. Management of these diseases 

has become increasingly difficult recently due to the development of fungicide resistance in 

pathogens. Thus, monitoring for fungicide sensitivity in the pathogen is important to manage these 

diseases. The isolates of Colletotrichum species were isolated from anthracnose disease on various 

crops collected during 2016-2017 in central and southern Thailand. They were tested for their 

mycelium growth sensitivity to azoxystrobin, a quinone-outside inhibitor (QoI) fungicide and their 

internal transcribed spacer (ITS) and 5.8S regions of rDNA were analyzed. The results showed that 

eleven out of twenty four isolates of Colletotrichum species were resistant to azoxystrobin. They 

were able to grow on PDA amended with 100 mg/l azoxystrobin in the presence of 

salicylhydroxamic acid (SHAM) at 100 mg/l. Moreover, two isolates of azoxystrobin-resistant 

Colletotrichum spp. produced much larger lesions than azoxystrobin-sensitive isolates on mango 

fruits after treatment with 100 mg/l azoxystrobin. This is the first report on the occurrence of 

azoxystrobin resistance in Colletotrichum species present in Thailand and will contribute to the 

management of these important diseases in the future.    

 

Keywords: anthracnose, azoxystrobin, Colletotrichum, fungicide resistance, mango, QoIs     
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1. Introduction 
 

Anthracnose diseases, caused by Colletotrichum species are major diseases of many crops in 

Thailand because the weather conditions in this country are favorable to disease development. They 

destroy both pre- and post-harvest products of economic crops such as chili [1], coffee [2], orchid 

[3], banana and mango [4]. The management of anthracnose diseases has relied largely on various  

As a result, QoI fungicides, which inhibit mitochondrial respiration at the ubiquinol oxidation center  

of the cytochrome bc1 enzyme complex (complex III) have been introduced to control groups of   
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chemical fungicides such as quinone-outside inhibitor (QoI), sterol demethylation inhibitor (DMI), 

methyl benzimidazole carbamate (MBC) fungicides during the growing season for a long time [5, 

6]. They are systemic fungicides with single-site mode of actions which have high risk for the 

development of resistance in fungal populations [7]. In fact, resistance of Colletotrichum species, 

the cause of mango anthracnose, to the benzimidazole fungicide carbendazim has been reported 

formerly in Thailand [8, 9].  

            As a result, QoI fungicides, which inhibit mitochondrial respiration at the ubiquinol 

oxidation center of the cytochrome bc1 enzyme complex (complex III), have been introduced to 

control anthracnose [10-12]. These fungicides inhibit electron transfer which leads to preventing the 

production of ATP in fungal cells [10-12].  

Currently, azoxystrobin and trifloxystrobin, members of the QoI fungicides, are 

recommended for the control of mango and chili anthracnose as alternative fungicides of 

carbendazim in Thailand [5, 6]. They were imported into Thailand with the cost of approx. 5,264,773 

US dollars a year which was ranging the top ten fungicides by value in 2017 [13]. Furthermore, the 

QoI fungicide resistance in several Colletotrichum species has been reported on various crops from 

many countries such as C. graminicola from creeping bent grass in Japan and annual bluegrass in 

the United States [14], C. gloeosporioides from strawberry anthracnose in Japan [15], C. cereale 

causing turfgrass anthracnose in California and the southern United States [16, 17], C. siamense 

from peach and blueberry anthracnose in South Carolina [18], C. acutatum from strawberry 

anthracnose in Florida [19], C. gloeosporioides causing orange anthracnose in Italy [20], C. 

truncatum from physic nut, papaya, and pepper in Mexico [21] and C. acutatum and C. 

gloeosporioides from boxthorn and apple in Korea [22]. However, it has never been reported in 

Thailand. Consequently, the monitoring of QoI fungicide resistance development in Colletotrichum 

species is necessary for anthracnose disease management.  

The objectives of this research were to (i) collect isolates of Colletotrichum species causing 

anthracnose from naturally infected crops, (ii) evaluate their sensitivity to azoxystrobin and (iii) 

analyze their internal transcribed spacer (ITS) and 5.8S regions of rDNA to identify species 

complex. The overall impact of this research is expected to help determining the management 

strategies for anthracnose diseases in the future. 

 

 

2. Materials and Methods 
 

2.1 Fungicides and Pathogen collection 
 

Commercial formulation of azoxystrobin (Amistar®, 25% active ingredient (a.i.) SC) was used in 

this study. The diluted suspensions of azoxystrobin were prepared in sterile distilled water and added 

to the medium after autoclaving. It is well known that an alternative respiration pathway is activated 

in fungal cells after treatment with QoI fungicides and isolates are able to grow on fungicide 

amended culture medium [14-17]. Therefore, it is a common practice to include salicylhydroxamic 

acid (SHAM) as alternative oxidase (AOX) inhibitors in the medium to suppress alternative 

respiration [15]. SHAM was dissolved in methanol and added to azoxystrobin amended potato 

dextrose agar (PDA).  

Chili fruits, orange fruits, mango fruits inflorescences, and leaves, crinum lily leaves and 

orchid leaves showing symptoms of anthracnose disease naturally infected were selected from local 

markets, orchards and private houses in Chumphon, Saraburi, Prachuap Khiri Khan, Bangkok, Cha 

Choeng Sao, Samut Prakarn and Chon Buri provinces during 2016-2017. Fungal isolation was made 

by cutting a small section of anthracnose infected portion, which was surface sterilized with 10% 

Clorox® (8.25% a.i. sodium hypochlorite) for 1-2 min, rinsed in sterilized distilled water, and blotted 
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dry on sterile paper towels in a laminar flow hood. The dried tissues were then placed on the plates 

of water agar, and incubated at room temperature of approx. 28-30oC. The pure culture of isolates 

was maintained on PDA slants. All isolates used in this study are listed in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Source list of Colletotrichum isolates used in this study. 

 

Year of isolation Isolate 

code 

Host Location 

2016 CC004 chili_fruits Local market, Chumphon 

 CC005 chili_fruits Local market, Chumphon 

 CC007 chili_fruits Local market, Chumphon 

 CO010 orange_fruits Local market, Chumphon 

2017 CM_S013 mango_fruits Orchard, Saraburi 

 CM_C019 mango_fruits Local market, Prachuap Khiri Khan 

 CM_C020 mango_fruits Local market, Prachuap Khiri Khan 

 CM_002 mango_fruits Local market, Bangkok 

 C1_m02 mango_inflorescences Orchard, Cha Choeng Sao 

 C1_m05 mango_fruits Local market, Bangkok 

 C1_m06 mango_fruits Orchard, Samut Prakarn 

 C1_m07 mango_fruits Orchard, Samut Prakarn 

 C1_m08 mango_fruits Orchard, Samut Prakarn 

 C1_m10 mango_fruits Orchard, Samut Prakarn 

 C1_m31 mango_fruits Orchard, Bangkok 

 C1_m32 mango_fruits Orchard, Bangkok 

 C1_m33 mango_fruits Orchard, Bangkok 

 C1_m34 mango_fruits Orchard, Bangkok 

 C1_m35 mango_fruits Local market, Bangkok 

 C1_m36 mango_fruits Local market, Bangkok 

 C1_m37 mango leaves Orchard, Bangkok 

 C1_m38 mango leaves Orchard, Bangkok 

 C1_cl39 crinum lily leaves Private house, Bangkok 

 C1_or40 orchid leaves Private house, Chon buri 

 

 

2.2 Sensitivity of Colletotrichum isolates to azoxystrobin in mycelial growth assay 
  

The sensitivity of 24 Colletotrichum isolates to azoxystrobin was assessed by mycelial growth assay. 

Each isolate of Colletotrichum spp. was previously grown on PDA plates at 25oC for 3 days. 

Mycelial discs (4 mm in diameter) were cut from actively growing colony margins and transferred 

onto PDA amended with azoxystrobin at 0, and 100 mg (a.i.)/l and SHAM at 100 mg/l (3 

replications). After incubation at 25oC for 3 days, the diameter of colony was recorded and the 

percentage of mycelial growth inhibition by fungicide treatment was calculated as follows: [(mean 

of colony diameter on the control medium – mean of colony diameter on the medium with 

fungicide)/(mean of colony diameter on the control medium) × 100]. 

 

2.3 Azoxystrobin sensitivity on inoculated mango fruits  
 

Azoxystrobin sensitivity of the isolates was determined on mango fruits. Thirty six mango fruits 

were washed thoroughly using sterilized water before being surface sterilized with 10% Clorox® 
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and air-dried. Two 1 × 1.5 mm (diameter × depth) wounded inoculation sites were marked on the 

top (4 cm from stalk) and the bottom (4 cm from apex) of the fruits with a sterile needle. The 

wounded mango fruits were soaked with 100 mg/l azoxystrobin or sterilized water for 5 min. All 

tested isolates were previously cultured on PDA at 25oC for 4 days. The mycelial discs of 5 mm 

diameter were cut with a sterilized cork borer and transferred upside down onto the wounded site of 

mango fruits (3 replications). The inoculated mango fruits were incubated in a moist plastic box at 

room temperature (28-30oC) for 4 days. The lesion zone appeared as brown rot around the wounded 

site was measured after 4 days of incubation and the percentage of disease control was calculated 

from [(mean lesion diameter on water treated mango fruits – mean lesion diameter on azoxystrobin 

treated mango fruits)/ mean lesion diameter on water treated mango fruits] × 100. For statistical 

analysis, one-way ANOVA was performed and followed by least significant difference test. 

Probability values (P<0.05) were considered statistically significant.  

 

2.4 Isolation of total DNA 
 

The isolates of Colletotrichum were grown on PDA at 25oC for 5 days. The total DNA of each 

isolate was extracted from mycelia as described by Saitoh et al. [23] with slight modifications [24]. 

A small piece about 1 cm2 in size of agar medium with actively growing mycelia was transferred in 

an Eppendorf tube (1.5 ml size) containing 500 μl of lysis buffer (50 mM of ethylenediamine-

tetraacetic acid (EDTA), 200 mM of NaCl, 200 mM of Tris-HCl, 1% n-lauroylsarcosine sodium 

salt, pH 8.0). They were homogenized using a plastic pestle and an electric drill. The mixture was 

incubated for 10 min at room temperature and then centrifuged at 13,000 rpm at 4°C for 5 min. The 

300 μl of supernatant was transferred to a fresh tube. After mixing with 750 μl of ethanol, the DNA 

was precipitated by centrifugation at 13,000 rpm at 4°C for 2 min. The pellet was washed with 70% 

ethanol and then air dried in a laminar floor bench. The dried pellet was dissolved in 50 μl of Tris-

EDTA (TE) buffer containing 1 mM of EDTA (pH 8.0) and 10 mM of Tris-HCl. 

 

2.5 PCR experiments and sequencing 
 

To amplify the rDNA-ITS (ITS1-5.8S rDNA-ITS2) regions from total DNA, the PCR primers ITS5 

and ITS4 [25] were used. A total volume of 50 μl of PCR reaction mixtures contained a set of 

forward and reverse primers (0.2 μM for each), premixed Go Taq Green Master Mix (Promega, 

Madison, WI) and 1 μl of total DNA. PCR reactions were performed in a Mastercycler nexus 

gradient (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) programmed at 94°C for 1 min, followed by 35 cycles at 

94°C for 1 min, 52°C for 1 min, 72°C for 2 min, a final extension at 72°C for 10 min and holding 

at 10°C. 

The PCR products were separated by electrophoresis on a 1.5% agarose gel in 2 mM EDTA 

+ 89 mM Tris-borate (TBE) buffer (pH 8.0) and stained with GelRedTM (Biotium, Hayward, CA). 

They were cleaned up using ExoSAP-IT (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA) according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. Sequencing in both directions was conducted at Macrogen Japan Corp. 

(Kyoto, Japan) using the same primers employed for PCR. The nucleotide sequences were analysed 

with the database of National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)/GenBank using basic 

local alignment search tools (BLAST). 
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3. Results and Discussion 
 

3.1 Azoxystrobin sensitivity of mycelial growth  
 

Azoxystrobin sensitivity was examined based on mycelial growth inhibition on fungicide amended 

PDA plates. As shown in Table 2, ten isolates (C1_m02, C1_m10, C1_m31, C1_m32, C1_m33, 

C1_m34, C1_m35, C1_m36, C1_m37, and C1_m38) of Colletotrichum spp. from mango 

anthracnose and one isolate (C1_cl39) from crinum lily anthracnose grew on the plate containing 

azoxystrobin at 100 mg/l in the presence of SHAM at 100 mg/l and they were determined as resistant 

(R) according to Avila-Adame et al. [14] and Torres-Calzada et al. [21]. In contrast, three isolates 

from chili anthracnose (CC004, CC005, and CC007), eight isolates from mango anthracnose 

(CM_S013, CM_C019, CM_C020, CM_002, C1_m05, C1_m06, C1_m07 and C1_m08) and two 

isolates from orange and orchid anthracnose (CO010 and C1_or40) were sensitive (S) to 

azoxystrobin because their growth was  completely inhibited at 100 mg/l azoxystrobin with 100 

mg/l SHAM [14]. To our knowledge, this is the first documentation of azoxystrobin resistance in 

Colletotrichum species in Thailand. Historically, azoxystrobin was used as an alternative control 

agent to manage anthracnose diseases in commercial chili farms and mango orchards because these 

diseases were poorly controlled by other fungicides. As a result, the use of this fungicide has also 

caused a problem in disease control. The same problem of anthracnose disease control has occurred 

in many other countries on various crops [14-22].  

 

3.2 Azoxystrobin sensitivity on inoculated mango fruits 
 

Based on the differential azoxystrobin sensitivity of mycelial growth in the presence of SHAM, two 

groups of isolates were used for inoculation onto detached mango fruits. Two azoxystrobin-resistant 

isolates, C1m02 and C1m10, produced brown lesions on mango fruits pretreated with 100 mg/l 

azoxystrobin with no significant differences in their diameter from those in non-treated control 

(disease control: -5.41 and 8.37%, respectively). However, four azoxystrobin-sensitive isolates, 

C1m05, C1m06, C1m07, and C1m08, significantly differed in lesion diameter when compared with 

the non-treated control, which showed the disease control of 55.38% - 87.31% (Table 3 and Figure 

1). It was thus confirmed that azoxystrobin was not effective at 100 mg/l against resistant isolates 

on mango fruits. A similar QoI resistance was found in other reports on anthracnose in strawberry 

[15], annual bluegrass and creeping bent grass [17]. These results indicated that QoI fungicides will 

not successfully control anthracnose if azoxystrobin-resistant isolates are widely distributed in the 

field.   

 

3.3 rDNA-ITS sequence analysis 
 

The PCR products from each isolate (except the isolate C1_m34) amplified using the ITS5 and ITS4 

primers were sequenced directly and analysed with the NCBI database. The results showed that the 

nucleotide sequences of all isolates indicated that the causal agent of anthracnose diseases in chili, 

mango, crinum lily-leaf, and orchid-leaf identified as Colletotrichum species. The chili isolates 

CC004 was C. acutatum with 99% identity, CC005 was associated with C. acutatum and C. scovillei 

with 100% identity, and CC007 was associated with C. aeschynomenes, C. acutatum, C. boninense, 

C. fructicola, C. gloeosporioides, C. siamense , C. nupharicola, and C. viniferum with 99-100% 

identity [Table 4]. Three species, C. capsici, C. gloeosporioides and C. acutatum were the major 

causal agents of chili anthracnose in Thailand and other countries in Southeast Asia [1]. Some 

species including in our results, such as C. scovillei and C. siamense have been shown to cause  
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Table 2. Mycelial growth inhibition of Colletotrichum species on potato dextrose agar plates at 100 

mg/l azoxystrobin amended with 100 mg/l SHAM and phenotype classification. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

R = resistant (the mycelia were able to grow on 100 mg/l azoxystrobin with 100 mg/l SHAM) 

S = sensitive (the mycelia were not able to grow on 100 mg/l azoxystrobin with 100 mg/l SHAM) 
 

Table 3. Anthracnose lesion diameter and disease control on detached mango fruits after 

treatment with azoxystrobin prior to pathogen inoculation.   

 

Response to 

azoxystrobin 
Isolate code 

Lesion diameter (mm)* Disease control 

(%) Control Azoxystrobin at 100 mg/l 

Resistant C1m02 18.5a 19.5a -5.41 

 C1m10 21.5a 19.7a 8.37 

Sensitive C1m05 19.7a 2.5b 87.31 

 C1m06 19.5a 8.7b 55.38 

 C1m07 23.5a 5.2b 77.87 

 C1m08 17.7a 3.5b 80.23 
 

*Values expressed are means with 3 replications. The different letters in the same row are significantly 

different as determined by least significant difference test at P<0.05.  

 

 

Isolate code 
Growth inhibition of 

azoxystrobin at 100 mg/l (%) 
Phenotype 

CC004  100 S 

CC005 100 S 

CC007 100 S 

CO010 100 S 

CM_S013 100 S 

CM_C019 100 S 

CM_C020 100 S 

CM_002 100 S 

C1_m02 57 R 

C1_m05 100 S 

C1_m06 100 S 

C1_m07 100 S 

C1_m08 100 S 

C1_m10 55.2 R 

C1_m31 65 R 

C1_m32 75.6 R 

C1_m33 77.8 R 

C1_m34 70.0 R 

C1_m35 68.3 R 

C1_m36 62.2 R 

C1_m37 63.4 R 

C1_m38 70.8 R 

C1_cl39 60.4 R 

C1_or40 100 S 
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Response to  

azoxystrobin 
Isolate code Control Azoxystrobin at 100 mg/l 

Resistant C1m02 

  

Resistant C1m10 

  

Sensitive C1m05 

  

Sensitive C1m06 

  

Sensitive C1m07 

  

Sensitive C1m08 

  
 

Figure 1. Comparative development of anthracnose lesion on detached mango fruits 

pretreated with 100 mg/l axozystrobin or untreated 5 days after inoculation with 

Colletotrichum isolates 
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Table 4 Percentage of identity of rDNA-ITS nucleotide sequence after NCBI BLAST analysis. 

   

Host Plant 

organ 

Isolate 

code 

Identity 

(%) 

Species 

chili fruits CC004 99 C. acutatum 

  CC005 100 C. acutatum, C. scovillei 

  CC007 99-100 C. acutatum, C. aeschynomenes, C. boninense, 

C. fructicola, 

C. gloeosporioides, C. nupharicola, C. siamense, 

C. viniferum 

mango fruits CM_S013 99-100 C. gloeosporioides 

  CM_C019 99 C. asianum C. gloeosporioides 

  CM_C020 99 C. asianum C. gloeosporioides 

  CM_002 99-100 C. gloeosporioides 

  C1_m05 99-100 C. asianum, C. fructicola, C. gloeosporioides 

  C1_m06 100 C. asianum, C. gloeosporioides 

  C1_m07 99-100 C. asianum, C. gloeosporioides 

  C1_m08 99-100 C. asianum, C. boninese, C. gloeosporioides 

  C1_m10 99-100 C. gloeosporioides C. queenslandicam, C. siamense, 

C. tropicale, 

  C1_m31 99-100 C. alatae, C. gloeosporioides, C. siamense, C. tropicale, 

Glomerella cingulata, 

  C1_m32 99-100 C. alatae,  C. gloeosporioides, C. siamense,  C. tropicale 

G. cingulata 

  C1_m33 99 C. gloeosporioides, C. siamense,  C. tropicale 

  C1_m35 99-100 C.  queenslandicam, G. cingulata 

  C1_m36 99-100 C. gloeosporioides, C. siamense 

 leaves C1_m37 99-100 C. gloeosporioides, C. musae 

  C1_m38 100 C. gloeosporioides, C. musae 

 Inflo-

rescences 
C1_m02 99-100 C. asianum, C. gloeosporioides 

Crinum 

lily 
leaves C1_cl39 99-100 C. alienum, C. endomangiferae C. gloeosporioides, 

C. siamense, G. cingulata 

orange fruits CO010 99 C. siamense, C. queenslandicum, C. gloeosporioides 

orchid leaves C1_or40 98-99 C. coelogynes,  C. cordylinicola, C. tropicicola 

 

 

anthracnose of chili in Thailand, Brazil, China and Malaysia [26, 27]. C. fructicola was reported to  

be associated with chili anthracnose in China, India, and Malaysia [26, 27] and C. viniferum 

associated with chili anthracnose in China [26, 27]. However, 24 Colletotrichum species have been 

identified as the pathogen of chili anthracnose from different countries and regions [26, 27].  

In mango anthracnose, the isolates CM_S013 and CM_002 were C. gloeosporioides with 99-

100% identity. Moreover, five isolates (CM_C019, CM_C020, C1_m02, C1_m06, and C1_m07) 

were associated with C. asianum and C. gloeosporioides with 99-100% identity. Moreover, other 

species were identified with 99-100% identity including C. alatae, C. boninense, C. fructicola, C. 

musae, C. queenslandicam, C. siamense, and C. tropicale [Table 4]. Several Colletotrichum species 

such as C. gloeosporioides and C. asianum are well known as the pathogen of a mango anthracnose 

in Thailand and many countries of mango producers [29-33]. Moreover, C. siamense and C. 
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fructicola were reported from mango, too [29, 34, 35]. In this study, eleven isolates with 

azoxystrobin resistance were associated with several Colletotrichum species. High level of genetic 

variability among the Colletotrichum isolates from mango was reported by de Souza et al. [31]. 

However, comparison of the rDNA-ITS sequence alone is not always satisfactory to separate 

Colletotrichum species [36]. Therefore, the precise identification of Colletotrichum species needs 

to be conducted using multi locus phylogenetic analysis [28, 37] in the future.   

 

 

4. Conclusions 
 
The present study first revealed the development of QoI resistance in Colletotrichum species isolated 

from anthracnose-infected mango fruits and crinum lily in Thailand. The detection of resistant 

phenotypes in pathogen populations is the first step for effective disease control. The use of QoIs in 

mango should be carefully reconsidered in the management of anthracnose. It could contribute to 

prevent the further development of QoI-resistant pathogen populations by altering fungicide 

application programmes. Future studies should be focused on the wide-range of QoI resistance 

monitoring and identification of Colletotrichum species.   
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Abstract 

 

Optical remote sensing offers a time and cost-effective manner to monitor urban-form expansion 

over time. The availability of recent and historical remote sensing data together with the wide 

coverage of these data make remote sensing application further favorable for the purpose. However, 

urban areas surrounded by barren land/ bare soil tend to be overestimated due to the similar spectral 

behavior of both urban areas and their surroundings. This paper aims to develop a methodology that 

overcomes the interference between urban areas and barren land/ bare soil and thus enhances the 

urban areas’ extraction in a semi-automated manner. For this purpose, SAVI, NDBI and MNDWI 

indices, PCA and thermal band were employed to extract urban areas from their surroundings in two 

Landsat images for the years 1998 and 2016. The developed methodology was applied to extract 

urban form of Idku Town, one of the coastal urban centers of the Nile Delta, with an overall accuracy 

of 96.48% and 93.39% for the images of 1998 and 2016, respectively. The results have revealed that 

the urban form of Idku Town was tripled over the last two decades with an annual growth rate of 

about 12%. 

 

Keywords: urban-form, Barren land, bare soil, remote sensing 
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1. Introduction 
 

Unplanned rapid urban expansion and its associated change in land use/land cover pattern place a 

heavy burden on environmental resources and have serious environmental consequences, for 

example, urban expansion usually alters local climate (usually referred to as microclimate), creates 

heat island effect and accordingly increases energy demand and costs of new infrastructure  [1-10]. 

Therefore, regular and continued monitoring of urban-form expansion is required [11-13] to predict 

urban growth, to understand its dynamics, to define energy needs and to learn about changes in 

microclimate. Monitoring urban-form expansion starts with delineating urban areas out of their 

surroundings in a fast and cost-effective manner. Delineating urban areas is a basic step in many 

researches especially those related to heat islands, microclimate and climate change [7]. 
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Optical remote sensing provides a reliable mapping of urban areas through many 

techniques including automated and semi-automated techniques [14, 15]. Due to the dynamic nature 

of urban areas expansion, applying conventional approaches in monitoring urban expansion such as 

aerial photography, surveys and/or cartography is questionable. This is because they are usually 

time, money and effort consuming in addition to their unavailability over long time span in many 

cases [11, 12]. Instead, remotely-sensed data provides a powerful source of knowledge in 

monitoring rapid urban expansion over long periods of time. For this reason, remote sensing imagery 

has been used repeatedly in monitoring and assessing urban expansion and consequent changes in 

land use/land cover through discriminating urban land from non-urban land in a fast and cost-

effective manner [16, 17]. 

Delineating urban areas from remote sensing imagery depends mainly on their spectral 

behavior that, in turn, determined by their physical characteristics and chemical composition. Thus, 

it is important to understand the physical characteristics of urban areas that govern their spectral 

behavior in order to distinguish them as a first step towards identifying their spatial extent and 

quantifying their development through remotely sensed data [12]. 

There are two distinguished approaches to extract urban areas from remote sensing data 

which are classification techniques [18, 19] and spectral indices [20, 21]. Both of these approaches 

depend on the spectral behavior of different land covers, but they work differently. Both have their 

advantages and limitations but indices have a virtue over classification in terms of time needed to 

generate them [22]. Classification techniques are laborious, time-consuming and expert-dependent 

techniques. Moreover, there is a problem in differentiating urban areas and barren land/ bare soil 

under classification techniques as both have similar response at some places leading to 

overestimation of urban lands [7]. Spectral indices are favorable and frequently employed to 

enhance a desired land cover in order to detect its changes over time. The powerful point about 

indices is that they are selective, fast and easy to implement and totally automated. Indices use the 

spectral response of a certain land cover to enhance and manifest it on the expense of other land 

covers. Normal Difference Water Index (NDWI) and Modified Normal Difference Water Index 

(MNDWI) [17, 23] are examples of these selective indices as they make water bodies much more 

remarkable on the expense of vegetation and land. The same goes for other indices such as Normal 

Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) [24], Soil-Adjusted Vegetation Index (SAVI) [25] and Normal 

Difference Built-up Index (NDBI) [17, 20, 21]. Each of these indices focus on the desired land cover 

and make it easier to be extracted and make it possible to identify different classes related to this 

particular land cover in a relatively higher accuracy. 

Many indices, such as NDBI, have been developed to enhance built-up areas in order to 

extract them in an automated manner. Although NDBI enhances the urban areas in a notable manner, 

it has its limitations when the scene contains barren land/ bare soil, dry vegetation and/or water of 

high-suspended matter. Urban areas tend to mix up with barren land/ bare soil leading to 

overestimation of built-up areas [3, 7, 9, 14, 15]. Likewise, some vegetation and water surfaces 

under certain conditions may give positive value in the NDBI and hence misclassified as urban areas 

[17]. 

Despite the limitations of NDBI, it still works well to separate built-up and barren land 

from other land covers (water and vegetation). Yet, mapping urban areas out of barren lands through 

such an index is challenging due to the similarity in spectral behavior of both [3, 7, 9, 14, 15] 

especially in Mediterranean cities as they have very low vegetation cover in rural areas, scarce rains 

and land covers lacking moisture [7]. Therefore, there is always a need for improved techniques 

considering the similarity of urban areas spectral response with their adjoining barren land/ bare 

soil. Several studies suggested that NDBI should not be used alone but in a combination with NDVI 

and NDWI [15, 17, 26] to enhance its performance. 

The purpose of this paper is to develop a systematic, semi-automated methodology to 

extract urban areas out of barren land/ bare soil areas using remote sensing data and to detect the 
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long-term change in urban-form. The developed methodology is applied to one of the Nile Delta 

coastal urban areas; Idku Town, Egypt. 

 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

 

2.1 Study area 
 

Idku Town is one of the Egyptian urban centers located in the coastal zone of the Nile Delta. As 

many of the Mediterranean coastal towns [7], it undergoes rapid population growth and rapid 

expansion of urban areas in an undersigned manner mostly. The urban environment in Idku is 

characterized by high densities in the south adjacent to the road and moderate to low densities and 

mixed land-uses as approaching the Mediterranean coastal barren land/ bare soil. The town has been 

expanding rapidly during the last two decades. Such rapid expansion was largely motivated by 

transportation network development and population growth. The physical setting of the surrounding 

landscape is mostly barren land/bare soil (Figure 1). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Situation of Idku Town 

 

2.2 Data source 
 

To detect changes in the urban areas in Idku, two multi-temporal Landsat images are used with a 

time span of 18 years (Table 1). The Idku Town is covered by the scenes of path 177 and row 38. 

Both scenes are cloud-free and high quality. No atmospheric correction has been performed for the 

data. Sub-scenes covering the Idku Town and its surroundings are clipped from the original scenes 

for data analysis. 

 

Table 1. Landset scene metadata 

 

Year Satellite Sensor Path Row Date 

1998 Landsat 5 TM 177 38 11-04-1998 

2016 Landsat 8 OLI/TIRS 177 38 18-04-2016 
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2.3 Methodology 
 

The developed methodology is based on separating urban areas from their surrounding barren land 

and bare soil through utilizing the thermal band. It is well-known that urban areas can cause land 

surface temperature (LST) to increase in a phenomenon known as “heat island” [2, 9]. Such urban 

heat island can be used to better separate built-up areas from other land covers [22] such as water 

and vegetation. But barren land and bare soil emit more energy in the thermal band compared to the 

built-up areas. Therefore, applying a careful threshold can separate both. The difference in emitted 

heat between both of them is not huge but it is sufficient to define a threshold. 

The extraction process of the built-up areas can be performed according to the following 

steps which are illustrated in Figure 2: 

 

Step 1: Generate the indices images 

 

There are three general land covers in the sub-scene image which are vegetation, land and 

water. These land covers are enhanced using specified indices which depend mostly on the spectral 

properties of these land covers (Figure 3). Three indices were used to reduce the redundancy of 

multispectral data and maximize the difference among different land covers. These indices are: Soil-

Adjusted Vegetation Index (SAVI), Normal Difference Built-up Index (NDBI) Modified Normal 

Difference Water Index (MNDWI). The multispectral bands of each image are used to generate the 

three indices: SAVI, NDBI and MNDWI using the equations given in Table 2. Therefore, each 

multispectral image would generate three images each of which represented one of the up mentioned 

indices. SAVI was used to discriminate vegetation from soil. It is considered to be a better 

replacement for the well-known Normal Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) because it is more 

sensible for the low plant cover as in built up areas [17] and in low vegetated agricultural land. SAVI 

can discriminate vegetation in an area of plant cover as low as 15%, whereas NDVI can only 

discriminate vegetation effectively in an area when the plant cover is higher than 30% [25]. SAVI 

has more advantage of the remarkable reflection of vegetation in the near infrared (NIR) region of 

the spectrum when compared to the red one. In the used sub-scenes, the vegetation cover is 

moderate, therefore, a value of 0.5 was assigned to the “I” term in the SAVI equation. NDBI has the 

advantage of the unique response of the built-up areas in which they have higher response in the 

middle infrared (MIR) than in the NIR [20] to discriminate them from their surroundings. This 

would hold true in areas of healthy vegetation and water bodies. However, some vegetation under 

certain circumstances of dryness would have high values in MIR and sometimes even higher than 

in the NIR resulting in positive values under the NDBI [27, 28] and get confused for the urban areas. 

The same goes for barren land/bare soil and accordingly they are misclassified as built-up areas, 

which is the case in our case study. MNDWI developed by Xu [29], was employed to enhance the 

NDWI to better discriminate between water and built-up areas as both reflect green light more than 

reflect NIR light [17]. MNDWI used the MIR instead of the NIR in the NDWI (Table 2). 

 

Step 2: Replace the multispectral image by the different indices’ images 

 

The multispectral data with their high redundancy is replaced by indices so that the 

differences among the major land covers are maximized. 

 

Step 3: Apply principal component analysis (PCA) to the indices’ images 

 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used to reduce the interference among different 

land covers produced by the three indices. The three indices’ images represent the input for the PCA 
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to generate three principal components (PCs). The first principal component (PC1) contains most of 

the data (about 90% of the data) then followed by the second and third principal components (PC2 

and PC3). The amount of data contained in each PC is given in Table 3. 

 

Step 4: Choose the PC in which the land is most discriminated from other features 

 

Out of the three PCs, there is one PC image in which the land features are more 

discriminated than both water and vegetation. This would appear in one of the PCs as areas of either 

remarkable brightness or darkness according to the sign of its value (if the sign is positive, land 

features would appear as bright areas while negative value means dark areas). The PC that reveals 

the land sharply either in positive or negative values (bright or dark features, respectively) was 

selected. Determining the suitable PC could be attained by analyzing the Eigen vectors and Eigen 

values for each date. In the chosen PC, land features would have an Eigen vector with a sign that is 

opposite to those of both water and vegetation. 

 

Step 5: Separation of land  

 

The chosen PC was then employed to extract the built-up areas in an automated manner by 

the means of applying a threshold [17]. By applying a careful threshold on the chosen PC image, 

the land areas which contain both built-up areas and barren land/bare soil, are separated from both 

water and vegetation. The resulting image would be a land-only image. 

 

Step 6: Generate a mask image out of the land-only image  

 

The land-only image was converted into a binary image in which all values of land are 

given as a value of 1 and elsewhere as a value of 0. 

 

Step 7: Extract the thermal values corresponding to the land 

 

The generated mask was multiplied by the thermal band of the original data (band 6 for 

1998 image and band 10 for 2016 TIRS image) to generate an image which contains the thermal 

range of land. In the land-thermal-range image, the built-up areas would appear darker than the 

barren land/bare soil areas. 

 

Step 8: Extract the built-up areas 

 

By applying a careful threshold on the thermal values of land, land class is separated into 

two subclasses: built-up areas and barren land/bare soil areas. The difference between the thermal 

values of the built-up areas and the barre land/bare soil is not huge but it is enough to differentiate 

between them. The threshold choice in this step is crucial and requires a great deal of attention. The 

built-up areas are given a value of 1 and elsewhere in the image is given the value of 0. The resulting 

image represents the built-up areas with a minimal noise from barren land/bare soil.  

 

Finally, the accuracy of the resulted thematic images was assessed using 256 randomly 

distributed points. The same exact points have been employed for both images. Visual interpretation 

has been applied to check on the points using False Color Composite (30 m) of RGB 7, 5, 2 for the 

L5, 1998 image and a High Pass Filter (HPF) panchromatic sharpened image (15 m) with RGB 7, 

5, 2 for the L8, 2016 image. 
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Figure 2. Methodology for semi-automated built-up area extraction 
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Figure 3. Spectral signatures of different land covers for (a) L5 TM image for the year 1998 and 

(b) L8 OLI/TIRS image for the year 2016 
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3. Results and Discussion 

 

The three-indices images for the years 1998 and 2016 are illustrated in Figure 4 whereas Table 3 

shows the Eigen vector and Eigen values of the principal component analysis of the multi-temporal 

indices. The second principle component (PC2) is the one in which built-up areas are most 

distinguished from water and vegetation as the different sign indicates. The positive sign of the 

NDBI Eigen vector indicates areas of brightness in the PC 2 whereas negative values of SAVI and 

MNDWI Eigen vectors indicate areas of darkness (Figure 5). 

 

Table 2. Different indices and the formulae used to generate them 

 

Indices Formulae Reference 

SAVI 
𝑆𝐴𝑉𝐼 =

(𝑁𝐼𝑅 − 𝑅𝑒𝑑)(1 + 𝐼)

𝑁𝐼𝑅 + 𝑅𝑒𝑑 + 𝐼
 

 

Where I is a correction factor that ranges from 0 (in case of dense 

vegetation cover) to 1 (in case of lack of vegetation or a very low 

vegetation cover). 

 

[25] 

NDBI 
𝑁𝐷𝐵𝐼 =

𝑀𝐼𝑅 − 𝑁𝐼𝑅

𝑀𝐼𝑅 + 𝑁𝐼𝑅
 

 

[20] 

MNDWI 
𝑀𝑁𝐷𝑊𝐼 =

𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 −𝑀𝐼𝑅

𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 +𝑀𝐼𝑅
 

 

[27] 

Table 3. Eigen vector and eigen values of the principal component analysis of the multi-temporal 

indices 
 

 INDICES 

IMAGES 
1998   2016 

 PC1 PC 2 PC 3   PC1 PC 2 PC 3 

 SAVI 0.74 -0.53 0.42   0.89 -0.18 0.43 

Eigen Vectors NDBI 0.07 0.68 0.73   -0.24 0.60 0.76 

 MNDWI -0.67 -0.51 0.54   -0.40 -0.77 0.49 

% Eigen Values  90.9 8.8 0.3   92.9 6.9 0.2  
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Figure 4. Indices images for multi-temporal sub-scenes 
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Figure 5. Principal component analysis (PCA) for the multi-temporal index images 
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Figure 6 shows the histograms of the second principal components (PC2s) of the indices’ 

images for the years 1998 (a) and 2016 (b). The x-axis of the histogram represents the PC2 values 

while the y-axis refers to the frequency which means how many pixels are belonging to a certain 

value. The last peak of the histogram represents the values of the land as these values are the highest 

values of the image. The low frequency of the peak is due to the land that is not the dominating 

feature in the image. Applying a threshold to separate the values of the last peak would result in the 

separation of land values from the image. A threshold of 0.2 and a double threshold of 0.05 and 0.15 

for the PC 2 of the 1998 and 2016 images, is applied to extract the land features as shown in Figure 

6. Figure 7 shows the extracted land features for the multi-temporal sub-scenes. This method is 

successful in regard to extracting land features from water and vegetation. However, it can not 

differentiate between built-up areas and their adjoining barren land and bare soil. Therefore, the 

need for the thermal band integration arose.  

 

 
 

Figure 6. Histogram of the PC 2 with the threshold(s) for the years (a) 1998 and (b) 2016 
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Figure 7. Extracted land features from the multi-temporal indices PC2 images for the 

years (a) 1998 and (b) 2016 and the Town of Idku is zoomed-in 

 

The thermal values for the land features were separated in a new image (land-only thermal 

image). Then a threshold was applied to separate built-up areas and barren land/ bare soil. A double 

threshold has been assigned to extract thermal ranges of 152 to 157 and 29400 to 33800 out of the 

land thermal values of the years 1998 and 2016, respectively. These ranges have been found to be 

corresponding to built-up areas. The built-up areas’ separation is thus much enhanced and the 

borders of the town is much more realistic (Figure 8). The idea behind the thermal band integration 

in differentiating built-up areas from barren land/bare soil is that built-up areas are course textured-

areas reflecting more light than the smooth-natured barren land/ bare soil does. As built-up areas 

reflect more light, they are expected to emit less light. This is always the case; good reflectors are 

bad emitters and vice versa [28]. Although the proposed methodology is able to improve the 

extraction of the built-up areas, it can not totally eliminate barren land/bare soil from the scene, none 

of the methodologies does [7, 15, 17, 22]. But this methodology reduced the interference 

significantly and increased the accuracy of extraction remarkably. 
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Figure 8. Idku Town as extracted by integrating the thermal band for the years (a) 1998        

and (b) 2016 

 

 

The overall accuracies were found to be 96.48% and 93.39% with overall Kappa statistics 

of 0.6488 and 0.7305 for the images of the years 1998 and 2016, respectively (Table 4). For the 

image of L8, 2016, the panchromatic sharpened image allowed better error avoidance during the 

accuracy assessment due to the relative easiness of visual interpretation compared to the 

unsharpened RGB image. Unfortunately, this was not the case for the L5, 1998 image due to the 

absence of the panchromatic band. 

The coarse resolution of the thermal band compared to other multispectral bands (60 m for 

ETM+ and 100 m for TIRS) does not much affect the accuracy of estimation in this study as it is 

concerned with the urban form expansion of Idku Town. Therefore, the border of the town is what 

matters. Mixed pixels of concern would be restricted only to those on the margin of the town. These 

mixed pixels could be a source of error together with the different resolution of both L5 and L8 

thermal bands but compared to the bulk urban area of the town, it would be much like applying a 
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filter to smooth its appearance. In case of using the same sensor, the error would be distributed 

evenly through different scenes and the changes in urban areas would still hold true. 

Spatial analysis of urban form extracted from remotely-sensed data showed that the built-

up area of Idku Town has expanded from 2502 km2 in 1998 to 8003 km2 in 2016. This means that 

the built-up area has enlarged three times its original area in 1998 with an annual expansion rate of 

about 12% during almost 20 years. Such rapid expansion can be related mainly to demographic 

deriving forces as well as the construction of new road infrastructure. For instance, the population 

size of Idku Town increased from 87,848 in 1996 to 97,168 in 2006 [29, 30]. In addition, it was 

noted that the town expansion during this time span was directed towards the northern parts of the 

town. This is mainly due to two reasons, i.e. the construction of the International Coastal Highway 

in the north of the town in 2002 and the existence of Idku lake in the south of the town which acts 

as a natural barrier that hinders town expansion southward (Figure 9). 

 

Table 4. Summary of accuracy assessment results  
 1998  2016 

Class 

Name 
Urban 

Non-

Urban 
Total 

Overall 

Accuracy  
Kappa  Urban 

Non-

Urban 
Total 

Overall 

accuracy 
Kappa 

Urban  9 7 16 96.48% 0.6488  28 16 44 93.39% 0.7305 
Non-

Urban  

2  238 240    1 212 213   

Total 11 245 256    29 228 257    

 

 
 

Figure 9. Urban Form Expansion from 1998 to 2016 
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4. Conclusions 

 

It was revealed that the proposed methodology for delineating urban areas within barren land/ bare 

soil background in a semi-automated manner yielded satisfactory results. This developed 

methodology was capable of decreasing the high interference between the urban areas and their 

adjoining barren land/bare soil. The use of the thermal band to differentiate between these two 

classes was successful and increased the accuracy of the extraction in a remarkable manner. 

Furthermore, it was found that the coarse resolution of the thermal band compared to other 

multispectral bands (60 m for ETM+ and 100 m for TIRS) has marginal impact on the accuracy of 

estimation. 
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Abstract 

 

Nanocarbon has been shown to be implicated in the response of plants to an assortment of 

positive or negative impacts. In the present research, the effects of nanocarbon on cell growth and 

secondary metabolite production on rice callus were studied. Different concentrations of nanocarbon 

(0-1000 mg l−1) were added into callus induction media to investigate the effects on the growth of 

callus, and secondary metabolite production in indica rice callus (Oryza sativa L. cv. Pathumthani1). 

The growth of callus was measured in terms of the size and weight of callus, and secondary 

metabolite production was determined based on the levels of total phenolic compounds and 

flavonoid production. The results showed that the callus induction, the callus growth and the 

secondary metabolite production in rice callus after treatment with nanocarbon were significantly 

different when compared to control (without treatment with nanocarbon). The rice callus treated 

with low (100 and 200 mg l-1) and moderate (400 and 600 mg l-1) level of nanocarbon displayed an 

enhancement in callus growth, total phenolic compounds and flavonoid production. However, the 

induction of callus, cell growth, and secondary metabolite production were decreased when rice 

callus was treated with high concentrations of nanocarbon (800 and 1000 mg l-1). The results of this 

research showed that the nanocarbon application of 400-600 mg l-1 had potential to induce the cell 

growth and secondary metabolite production. This research suggests further investigation in using 

different concentrations of nanocarbon on other plant species for potential pharmaceutical 

application. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The level of response in plant cells is motivated by various elicitors such as microorganisms, 

climates, metals and so on. Elicitors from biotic and abiotic stresses are able to activate 

morphological, physiological and biochemical responses in plant cells [1, 2]. The levels of 

biochemical responses and secondary metabolite generation and accumulation in plant cells are 

affected by several elicitors [3, 4]. Generally, the plant cells encompass secondary metabolites such 

as phenolics and flavonoids which have been considered as the alternative substances for 

pharmaceuticals, medicinal and supplementary food properties [5].  In recent years, the various 

types of biotic and abiotic elicitors have been advanced as an application scheme of plant cells that 

can trigger the generation and accumulation of secondary metabolites [6, 7]. Nanotechnology has 

gained an increasing attention in agricultural science and attracted remarkable consideration because 

of the positive and negative effects from the unique properties of nanomaterials and nanoparticles 

[8-10]. The synthesis and development of nanoparticles could open up the various applications in 

the field of biological and agricultural science. Several types of nanoparticles have been attracted 

noteworthy consideration and they have been studied in different organisms to investigate 

morphological, physiological and biochemical responses [11, 12]. Nanocarbon is one of the 

comprehensively used nanoparticles for various applications. In recent years, many studies have 

shown the effects of nanocarbon on plant responses such as micropropagation, plant growth, seed 

germination and plant metabolites. Positive or negative effects of nanocarbon on plant cells that are 

diverse among plant species, growth stages, concentrations, size and specific shapes of nanocarbon 

are also reported. The impacts of nanocarbon on plant response and development have been studied 

in different plant species such as maize, wheat, tomato and so on.  [13-15]. 

 Rice (Oryza sativa L.) is the world’s important food crop and a model crop for research. 

Moreover, rice is a main food for more than 50% of the world’s population, especially indica rice 

cultivars which is suitable for studying the impact of nanoparticles in plant responses [16]. The 

applications of nanoscience and nanotechnology in agricultural technology are an increasingly 

numerous incidence and enormous challenges that need to be supported for plant productions [17, 

18].  

 The main emphasis of this research was to investigate the impact of nanocarbon on the 

callus formations (size, fresh weight, dry weight, relative growth rate and callus induction) and the 

accumulation of secondary metabolites, including total phenolic compound and flavonoid contents, 

and to evaluate the antioxidant activities of the callus extracts.  

 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

 

2.1 Plant materials, explants preparation and culture conditions 
 

Mature seeds of indica rice cultivar Pathumthani 1 were obtained from Pathumthani Rice Research 

Center, Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives, Thailand. Mature seeds were dehusked by hand 

and surface sterilized by immersion in 70% (v/v) ethanol for 2-3 min, followed by immersion in 5% 

(v/v) commercial bleach (5.25% sodium hypochlorite) for 30 min and followed by immersion in 

30% (v/v) commercial bleach (5.25% sodium hypochlorite) for 30 min. The mature seeds were then 

rinsed 5-6 times with sterile distilled water. The sterilized seeds were placed on sterilized filter 

papers in a petri dish and cultured on NB basal medium [19] supplemented with 500 mg l-1 

glutamine, 300 mg l-1 casein hydrolysate, 30 g l-1 sucrose, 1.5 mg l-1 2,4-D (2,4-Dichlorophenoxy-

acetic acid), and 8 g l-1 agar for callus induction medium. In order to study the effect of nanocarbon 

on callus induction and physiological responses, the seeds of indica rice cultivar Pathumthani 1 were 
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cultured on callus induction medium supplemented with different concentrations (0-1,000 mg l-1) of 

nanocarbon. The seed cultures were maintained under the experimental conditions at 25 ± 2 ºC under 

16/8 h light/dark photoperiod with light intensity of 1,000 lux provided by cool white fluorescent 

lights. 

 

2.2 Determination of callus induction performances 
 

Plant samples were taken 4 weeks after cultivation for callus growth measurement and metabolite 

analysis because this period was the log phase or growth phase for appropriate growth and 

metabolite production. After 4 weeks in culture, the number, size, fresh weight and dry weight of 

embryogenic calli were recorded. The relative growth rate was measured and calculated according 

to the protocol of Hoffmann and Poorter [20]. 

 

2.3 Determination of secondary metabolite accumulations 
 

Four-week-old biomass of callus induction from different concentrations of nanocarbon treatments 

was used for estimation of secondary metabolites (total phenolic compounds and total flavonoid 

contents) and antioxidant activities. The biomass of callus from each treatment was extracted with 

acidic-methanol (methanol:HCl; 99:1) at room temperature for 2 h on a rotary shaker (250 rpm). 

The homogenates were centrifuged at 8,000 rpm at 4 °C for 20 min. The supernatant was collected 

and investigated for the total phenolic compound contents, the total flavonoid contents and the total 

antioxidant activities. 

 The total phenolic compound contents of the callus extractions were determined by the 

Folin and Ciocalteu assay according to the protocol of Alothman et al. [21]. The total phenolic 

compound contents were expressed as milligrams of gallic acid equivalents (GAE) per g of sample. 

 The total flavonoid contents of the callus extractions were determined by the Aluminium-

chloride (AlCl3) colorimetric method according to the protocol of Pedro et al. [22]. The total 

flavonoid contents were expressed as milligrams of flavonoids per gram of sample. 

 The total antioxidant activities of the callus extractions were determined by DPPH method 

according to the protocol of Brand-Williams et al. [23]. The total antioxidant capacities were 

expressed as % inhibition and micromolar (µM) of Trolox equivalents per gram of sample.  

 

2.4 Statistical analysis  
 

Data were expressed as mean ± SD from five replicates. The experiments were set up in a completely 

random design (CRD). Data of experimental investigations were analyzed by analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) and compared by Duncan’s New Multiple Range Test (DMRT) (P ≤ 0.05) using SPSS 

statistics (SPSS for Windows version 15, SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA). 

 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

 

3.1 Callus induction performances 
  

The results from this research showed that different concentrations of nanocarbon influenced the 

performances of callus induction, size, fresh weight, dry weight, relative growth rate in indica rice 

callus cultivar Pathumthani 1. The mature seeds cultured on callus induction medium supplemented 

with and without nanocarbon exhibited callus formation after 2 weeks of culture and the data of 
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these parameters were recorded after 4 weeks of culture. The percentage of callus induction and 

growth performances (size, fresh weight, dry weight and relative growth rate) induced by 

nanocarbon at various concentrations after 4 weeks was shown in Figure 1 and Table 1, respectively. 

The treatment of 600 mgl-1 nanocarbon showed the highest percentage of callus induction 

(93.33±2.35%) when compared to the other treatments (Figure 1). Callus induction medium 

containing 600 mgl-1 nanocarbon induced the highest size (1.28 ±0.08 cm), fresh weight (80.34 ± 

0.65 mg), dry weight (49.56 ±1.52 mg) and relative growth rate (0.0570 ±0.0026 mg d-1) (Table 1). 

At high concentrations of nanocarbon (800 and 1,000 mgl-1), size, fresh weight, dry weight, and 

relative growth rate as well as the percentage of callus induction were drastically reduced. 

The size, fresh weight, dry weight and relative growth rate of callus were recorded at a 

regular interval to determine the growth performances for plant growth index [24-26]. Nanocarbon 

has been used to induce callus tissues and cell culture in many plant species. It had a significant 

positive effect of nanocarbon on plant germination and growth performances could also be noticed 

[27-29]. The previous research has reported that the production of biomass and relative growth rate 

were enhanced by the stimulated process of water uptake in plant cells when exposed to nanocarbon 

[30]. Nanocarbon has possibly been associated with the motivation of genes and proteins 

expressions that are related to the plant growth and development [31]. The present research reveals 

that the use of nanocarbon on callus induction medium was beneficial for callus culture of indica 

rice cultivar Pathumthani 1. The efficiency of nanocarbon for plant responses was supported by 

previous studies in various plants [32-34].  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Effect of different concentrations of nanocarbon (0, 100, 200, 400, 600, 800 and 1,000 

mg l-1 nanocarbon) on the percentage of callus induction from indica rice cultivar Pathumthani 1. 

Data show means ±SD (n = 5). Different letters on bars represent statistically significant effects of 

different concentrations of nanocarbon (P ≤ 0.05). 
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Table 1. Effect of different concentrations of nanocarbon (0, 100, 200, 400, 600, 800 and 1,000  

mg l-1 nanocarbon) on size, fresh weight, dry weight and relative growth rate of callus formations 

from indica rice cultivar Pathumthani1 
 

Treatments 

(mg l-1 Nanocarbon) 

Growth Performances 

Size  

(cm) 

Fresh weight 

(mg) 

Dry weight  

(mg) 

Relative 

Growth Rate  

(mg d-1) 

0 0.60 ±0.07d 66.52 ±1.45d 30.66 ±1.44e 

0.0524 

±0.0019bc 

100 0.76 ±0.05c 72.82 ±1.40c 35.26 ±0.63d 0.0534 ±0.0031b 

200 0.86 ±0.09c 75.66 ±0.65b 39.44 ±1.06c 0.0541 ±0.0037b 

400 1.02 ±0.08b 76.44 ±1.39b 44.08 ±1.17b 0.0555 ±0.0021b 

600 1.28 ±0.08a 80.34 ±0.65a 49.56 ±1.52a 0.0570 ±0.0026a 

800 0.64 ±0.05d 66.88 ±1.12d 30.80 ±1.04e 

0.0524 

±0.0015bc 

1000 0.48 ±0.08e 64.06 ±1.02e 25.92 ±1.27f 0.0514 ±0.0056c 
 

Note: Data show means ± SD (n = 5) and different superscripts in the same column mean significant 

difference (P ≤ 0.05).  

 

3.2 Secondary metabolite accumulations 
 

After 4 weeks of culture, the application of nanocarbon was tested to determine the effects on the 

accumulation of total phenolic compound contents, total flavonoid contents and its antioxidant 

activities in callus extractions of indica rice cultivar Pathumthani 1 (Figures 2-4). The callus 

extraction of indica rice cultivar Pathumthani 1 showed a significant increase in the total phenolic 

compound contents and total flavonoid contents as well as antioxidant activities as a response to 

nanocarbon treatments. 

 The total phenolic compound and flavonoid contents of acidic-methanol extracts were 

achieved from the callus formations. Maximum contents of the total phenolic compounds (122.77 

±3.23 mg GAE g-1) and total flavonoids (0.0052 ±0.0001 mg g-1) were obtained from the extracts of 

callus cultured on callus induction medium supplemented with 600 mg l-1 nanocarbon (Figures 2 

and 3).  

 The maximum percentage of radical scavenging activity (% inhibition) and antioxidant 

activities (µM Trolox g-1) was found in the extract of callus cultured on callus induction medium 

supplemented with 600 mg l-1 nanocarbon. The callus extracts from the treatment of 600 mg l-1 

nanocarbon also showed the percentage of inhibition and antioxidant activities which were 41.38 

±0.90 % and 6.85 ±0.24 µM Trolox g-1, respectively. These were more than the extract from the 

other treatments (Figure 4). 

 Callus extracts have been used effectively for the production of plant secondary 

metabolites for several applications [35-37]. In this research, nanocarbon treated callus at optimum 

concentrations could induce higher total phenolic compound and flavonoid contents than untreated 

callus. Under abiotic conditions such as nanomaterials and nanoparticles, this stress could trigger a 

sequence of modifications in physiological and biological processes and products in the 

accumulation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in plant cells. Non-enzymatic antioxidant 

compounds including phenolic compounds and flavonoids contribute in ROS scavenging to defend  
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Figure 2. Effects of different concentrations of nanocarbon (0, 100, 200, 400, 600, 800 and 1,000 

mg l-1 nanocarbon) on the contents of total phenolic compounds from callus extraction in indica 

rice cultivar Pathumthani 1. Data show means ± SD (n = 5). Different letters on bars represent 

statistically significant effects of different concentrations of nanocarbon (P ≤ 0.05). 

 
 

 
Figure 3. Effects of different concentrations of nanocarbon (0, 100, 200, 400, 600, 800 and 1,000 

mg l-1 nanocarbon) on the contents of total flavonoids from callus extraction in indica rice cultivar 

Pathumthani1. Data show means ± SD (n = 5). Different letters on bars represent statistically 

significant effects of different concentrations of nanocarbon (P ≤ 0.05). 
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Figure 4. Effects of different concentrations of nanocarbon (0, 100, 200, 400, 600, 800 and 1,000 

mg l-1 nanocarbon) on the percentages of inhibition (A) and Trolox equivalent antioxidant 

capacities (B) from callus extraction in indica rice cultivar Pathumthani 1. Data show means ± SD 

(n = 5). Different letters on bars represent statistically significant effects of different 

concentrations of nanocarbon (P ≤ 0.05). 
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plant cells from stress conditions [38-40]. Phenolic compounds and flavonoids are essential for plant  

growth, development and plant protection [41]. Previous studies reported that application of 

nanomaterials and nanoparticles at appropriate concentrations could act as elicitors to induce plant 

metabolic responses, in particular the secondary metabolite induction by plant tissue culture for 

various plant species [42-48]. The phenolic compounds and flavonoids are quintessential 

components because of their antibacterial, anti-inflammatory, antiviral and free radical scavenging 

activities which have attracted considerable attention by various researchers [49-51]. 

 

 

4. Conclusions 

 

The results of this research indicated that the induction of callus formation, total phenolic compound 

contents, total flavonoid contents and antioxidant activities from indica rice cultivar Pathumthani 1 

could be enhanced when cultured on media supplemented with suitable concentrations of  

nanocarbon. The results substantiated the presence of nanocarbon substance in indica rice, which 

may be used as an alternative for plant metabolites production. The influence of nanocarbon 

significantly changed the growth performance and metabolite response of the callus. The results 

obviously demonstrated that nanocarbon enhanced the callus formations as well as secondary 

metabolite accumulations of indica rice cultivar Pathumthani 1. The synergistic effect of nanocarbon 

was found to be the optimal concentrations for the induction of the total phenolic compounds and 

flavonoids. It is interesting to characterize a reliable application of nanocarbon for the production 

of potential secondary metabolites (total phenolic compounds and flavonoids) through the callus 

culture of indica rice cultivar Pathumthani 1. 
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Abstract 
 

Citrullus colocynthis (L.) Schrad (2n = 22) is a perennial herbaceous species of the family 

Cucurbitaceae. It has natural tolerance to drought with a deep root system and is widespread in the arid 

and semi-arid zones of Africa and the Mediterranean region. This plant can be considered as a new 

potential source of vegetable oil. Twelve accessions of C. Colocynthis, collected from different regions 

of Morocco, were studied for seed and oil yields. The average yields obtained under non-optimal 

growing conditions are 479 kg/ha for seed yield and 99 kg/ha for oil yield. Significant genotypic 

variability was observed for seed oil content, seeds yields and oil yields. Heritability and genotypic 

advance are moderate to high for the characters measured. The exploitation of this variability could be 

used for the selection of accessions that have good oil yields in limited growing conditions. 

 

Keywords: Citrullus colocynthis, seeds yield, oil yield, oil content, oil composition 
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1. Introduction 
 

Citrullus colocynthis (L.) Schrad (2n = 22), is a related species of domesticated watermelon 

(Citrullus lanatus var. Lanatus) [1], it is a perennial herbaceous species of the family Cucurbitaceae 

that is well adapted to arid zones through its tolerance to drought with a deep root system. It is 

widespread in the Sahara Desert in Africa and in the Mediterranean region where it grows 

spontaneously [2, 3]. Citrullus colocynthis is widely used for therapeutic purposes in Mediterranean 

countries and contains many bioactive compounds that are of functional importance. Its fruits are 

used for the treatment of many diseases, including diabetes, rheumatism, ulcers and cancer [4, 5]. 

In addition to these therapeutic uses, this plant can potentially be used as a source of biodiesel 

feedstock [6, 7]. It has also been shown that the seeds of this plant are nutritionally valuable with 

high protein and mineral content, and the seed oil is edible and has comparable characteristics to 

most conventional vegetable oils [5, 6, 8]. In recent years, the development of new oil seed crops  

that can be used as alternatives to conventional plants has generated a lot of interest and C. 

colocynthis is one of the plants that is able to adapt to arid conditions. Thus, its natural variability 

should be evaluated in order to select the best accessions. Several authors have already shown the 

existence of a great variability for agro-morphological characters and for the molecular 

polymorphism [9, 10]. The level of variability and heritability needed to aid selection of cultivars 

with improving traits and yield is scanty. The present study was undertaken to evaluate the level of 

genotypic variability and heritability for traits associated with seed yield for selection of high 

yielded accessions for production of seeds and oil. 
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2. Materials and Methods 
 

The plant material includes several accessions that are collected from 12 different localities in 

Morocco (Figure 1). The experimental design was the randomized complete block design with three 

repetitions. For each plot, 3 plants were randomly selected and 5 fruits per plant were analysed with 

a total of 45 fruits analyzed for each genotype.The seeds were planted at 75 cm between the plants 

and 150 cm spacing between the lines. Each plot received a limited amount of water equivalent to 

100 mm of irrigation water and no fertilizer or insecticide spraying was applied at any time for the 

duration of the trial.The measured traits were including fruit weight per plant (FW), seed weight per 

plant (SW), seed number per plant (SN), weight of 100 seeds per plant (W100) and oil content of 

seed (OC). For the extraction of the lipid components, the seeds were crushed and then extracted 

with n-hexane (200 ml) at 40-60°C in a soxhlet apparatus. The total extraction time was 6 h for each 

repetition. The composition of the oil in fatty acids was determined by Chromatography coupled 

with Mass Spectrometry [11, 12]. The phenotypic variance in each trial was estimated by:  

2ˆ
P  = 

2ˆ
G + 

n

E
2̂

 and the Broad-sense heritability was estimated by: 
2ˆ
G / 

2ˆ
P .  

2ˆ
P  = phenotypic variance, 

2ˆ
G  = genotypic variance, 

2ˆ
E = environmental variance (error 

mean square from the analysis of variance) and n = number of replications. The estimate of the 

genotypic gain was calculated by: iG
 = i 

2Ĥ P̂  where i= selection differential, the value is 

1.40 at 20 % selection intensity. The relative genotypic gain ( iGR )was obtained by dividing the 

genotype gain by the average of the analyzed character. All statistical analyzes were performed 

using SAS version 9.3 software [13]. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Origin of accessions of Citrullus colocynthis (L.) Schrad collected in several localities in 

Morocco 
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3. Results and Discussion 

 

The data recorded for morphological and agronomic characteristics showed considerable variability 

among the accessions (Table 1). The fruits weight, seed number and seed weight per plant varied 

between 79 to 482, 37 to 682 and 1.94 to 38.25 g, respectively and seed oil content varied between 

16.94% to 34.85% of seed weight. The coefficient of variation (CV) estimates ranged from 6.21% 

to 42.81%. Figure 2 shows the variability observed between the accessions for the seeds weight 

where accession 11 has the highest average value and accession 8 the lowest value. 

 

Table 1.  Descriptive statistics for the measured characters 

Characters Mean Min Max SD CV (%) 

FW (kg/plant) 178.50 79.00 482.00 63.92 35.81 

SN 222.15 37.00 682.00 90.68 40.82 

SW(g/plant) 11.97 1.94 38.25 5.12 42.81 

W100  5.32 0.00 9.40 0.80 15.12 

OC (%) 24.75 16.94 34.85 1.78 6.21 

FW: fruit weight, SN: seed number, SW: seed weight, W100: weight of 100 seeds, OC: oil content, SD: 

Standard deviation and CV: Coefficient of variation 
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Figure 2. Variation of C. colocynthis seeds weight (sw, g) for different accessions  

(95% CI for the mean) 

 

Heritability in the broad sense refers to the part of the genotype variance in the phenotypic 

variance of a trait and it is a statistical datum allowing an estimation by genetic factors in the 

expression of the character [14, 15]. The estimation of heritability is a first step in establishing a 

genetic evaluation for a given trait and the knowledge of this parameter is particularly important for 

the objective of selection. The 
2Ĥ  estimates ranged from 0.33 to 0.62 and the relative genotypic 

gain ranged from 10.23 to 24.68% (Table 2). These results indicated that the genotypic component 

played a relatively important role in the expression of these traits and its significant genetic progress 

could be obtained by selection based on phenotypic performance.  
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The comparison of accessions means showed highly significant differences (Table 3). The 

p-values were respectively equal to 0.0032 and 0.0065 for the seed yield and the oil yield  

respectively. For seed yield, average values were grouped into 3 homogeneous groups and ranged  

from 301.95 kg/ha (accession 4) to 673.68 kg/ha (accession 11). For oil yield, the average values 

were arranged into 4 homogeneous groups and varied between 63.85 kg/ha (accession 10) and 

151.69 kg/ha (accession 11).  

 

Table 2. The Broad-sense heritability and relative genotypic gain 

Characters 2Ĥ  iGR  

Fruit weight 0.41 24.68% 

Seed number 0.45 12.60% 

Seed weight 0.43 10.23% 

Weight of 100 seeds 0.33 14.73% 

Oil content 0.62 18.23 % 

 

Table 3. Means of seed and oil yields from 12 accessions of Citrullus colocynthis (L.) Schrad 

Accessions Seeds yield (Kg/ha) Oil yield (Kg/ha) 

4 301.95a 64.57a 

10 342.95a 63.85a 

7 345.37a 67.93a 

8 361.82a 77.10ab 

3 368.57a 85.48abc 

1 465.70ab 95.86bc 

5 485.28ab 97.75c 

9 493.46ab 114.60cd 

6 513.82b 104.20cd 

2 629.46bc 127.70cd 

12 642.94c 132.10d 

11 673.68c 151.69d 

Means within columns with different superscript are significantly different (p < 0.01) using the Duncan New 

Multiple Range Test (DMRT). 
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The fatty acid profiles of the seed oil showed an unsaturated fatty acid content of 74.10 % 

and the predominant fatty acid was linoleic acid (C18.2) in 60.06 %, followed by oleic acid (C18.1) 

(14.4%), palmitic acid (C16.0) (11.14%) and stearic acid (C18.0) (8.36%). The oil content and fatty 

acid compositions of the seed oil found in this study are in agreement with the results observed in 

other studies which showed a predominance of unsaturated fatty acids [6, 7, 16]. 

  As indicated in Table 3, the analysis of the data revealed important differences between 

accessions, with seed yields ranging from the lowest value of 220.28 to the highest value of 815.76  

kg per hectare and seed oil yield from 45.12 to 171.71 kg/ha (Table 4). The results of these yield 

observed in semi-arid conditions in this study without any fertilizer and in conditions of limited 

irrigation, remain relatively low compared to those potentially obtained under optimal growing 

conditions. Mertia and Gupta [17] reported the production of 4,400 kg of seed and 1,000 to 1,175 

L/ha of colocynth vegetable oil in rainfed conditions. With plant density of four plants per m2, the 

extrapolated annual seed yield among the accessions of Citrullus colocynthis ranged from 0.47 to 

14.95 tons/ha with an overall mean of 5.17 tons/ha [18]. In the desert in Pakistan, some accessions 

of C. colocynthis developed an extensive root system despite of receiving only 35-40 mm of rainfall, 

yield can be as much as 1-1.5 t of seed/ha, but as much as 40-fold more if rainfall is higher [19]. 

 

Table 4. Descriptive statistics for the yield attributes 

Yield Mean Min Max SD CV (%) 

Seed yield  (kg/ha) 468.75 220.28 815.76 63.92 35.81 

Oil yield   (kg/ha) 98.57 45.12 171.71 29.81 36.29 

Min: Minimum, Max: Maximum, SD: Standard Deviation, CV: Coefficient of Variation 

 

 

4. Conclusions 
 

All these results showed that the cultivation of C. colocynthis could be an important asset for the 

production of edible oil, especially under challenging conditions in arid and semi-arid lands. High 

yields can be achieved by finding the best growing conditions for proper production and selecting 

the best accessions selected for seed and oil yield with good tolerance to different abiotic stresses. 
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Abstract 

 

Most published articles reported characterization of a supercapacitor utilizing a coin cell or a 

Swagelok cell design, while the higher capacity format such as a pouch or cylindrical cell is needed 

to predict the performance of a supercapacitor for a practical application. In this work, the guideline 

to produce a pouch cell supercapacitor is given. The three-component electrode is based on a 

commercially available activated carbon, carbon black, and a polyvinylidene fluoride binder, which 

is formed a layer on a conductive-carbon coated aluminum foil current collector. The roles and 

optimization of a calendering process and selection of a separator-solvent combination are 

highlighted. The symmetric electric double-layer capacitor (EDLC) pouch cell using organic salt 

electrolyte is rated at 2.5 Volt. The pouch cell has the maximum capacitance of 32.6 F with a specific 

capacitance of 25.6-29.4 F/g.  

 

Keywords: supercapacitor, pouch cell, electric double-layer capacitor (EDLC), activated carbon, 

organic electrolyte 
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1. Introduction 
 

The foreseeable limit of fossil fuel reserves, accompanied with an increasing concern about 

environmental impacts, initiates the development of alternative technologies that promote the 

efficient use of energy and renewable sources. However, the implementation of grid-scale electricity 

generated from renewable sources requires grid balancing to compensate for an intermittency issue 

in which energy storage technologies could play a crucial role [1]. In addition, a recent trend in the 

penetration of electric vehicles (EV) is another driver of growing demand on the advancement of 

high energy and power density storage devices [2]. Li-ion batteries and supercapacitors are among 

the potential storage technologies which have received increasing attention in the past few years for 

both stationary and transportation applications [2-5].  
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Although a Li-ion battery is preferable as a primary power source in mainstream design 

due to its high energy density (200 Wh/kg) and cost effectiveness, supercapacitor which possesses 

relatively high power density (10 kW/kg) and extremely long life cycle can find its niche 

applications such as a power source for the EV regenerative breaking and a blade pitch control in 

wind turbine generator [2, 6, 7]. In addition, a battery and a supercapacitor could be integrated to 

provide robust energy management [2, 8]. 

A supercapacitor electrode stores polarization energy in an electric double-layer built up 

by the accumulation of ions and electric charges near the interface between a highly porous electrode 

and an electrolyte solution without having an electron transfer reaction, providing the fast charge-

discharge rate. It is also widely known as an electric double-layer capacitor (EDLC). The design of 

EDLC involves the selection of electrode materials, electrolytes and separators. The selection of 

components can be the first consideration to minimize the trade-off between the electrode 

performance and the material cost. A commercially available EDLC uses activated carbon as an 

electrode material because of its high specific surface area (up to 3,000 m2/g), good electrical 

conductivity, excellent chemical stability and low cost [9]. In a typical electrode formulation, carbon 

black and a thermoplastic binder are added to improve electrical conductivity and adhesion, 

respectively [10, 11]. An organic electrolyte such as tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate 

(TEABF4) in an organic solvent is commonly used in a commercial cell because it provides 

moderate ionic conductivity and relatively high voltage rating, typically 2.7 V, and the larger amount 

of energy stored in comparison to an aqueous electrolyte system [12]. A separator, commonly made 

of a porous sheet of polyolefins, glass, or cellulose, serves as an insulating layer to prevent electrical 

contact between a negative electrode and a positive electrode. It must possess high porosity and 

good wettability to be able to absorb and retain electrolyte which supports sufficient ionic 

conductivity and interfacial contact to electrode surface [13, 14]. 

Apart from a material aspect, the performance of a supercapacitor cell indicated by 

capacitance and internal resistance can be significantly varied by a number of factors regarding 

electrode processing conditions and a cell assembly such as thickness [15] and density [16, 17] of 

an electrode, cell pressure [18], and pre-conditioning process [19]. A brief fabrication process for a 

supercapacitor includes (1) preparation of a homogeneous mixture of ingredients, (2) forming an 

electrode layer on a sheet of a current collector, (3) cell assembling, and (4) packaging. In a 

laboratory, a pair of small electrodes, a few cm2 area or mF capacity, are normally packed in a coin 

cell or other derivatives such as a Swagelok cell in order to characterize an electrode material in a 

full cell configuration. However, demonstration of a large capacity cell is needed to evaluate the cell 

performance in a practical aspect and it is also the step toward commercialization. A high capacity 

cell, 10s-1000s F, requires packaging in a cylindrical or pouch cell. Unfortunately, the guideline to 

produce a cell in such large package is proprietary in the industrial domain and a little information 

is provided in the published research. An attempt to scale up the size of a supercapacitor coin cell 

to a larger format, specifically a pouch cell, has been recently reported, pointing out a challenge on 

electrode preparation and processing [17, 19-21]. The pouch cell packaging seems the preferable 

format in literature because of its simplicity, affordable processing, industrial compatibility as well 

as design of the minimum footprint. 

In this paper, we report prototyping of a 30-farad EDLC pouch cell made of commercially 

available materials. The basic instructions for the preparation of a carbon-based electrode and a 

pouch cell package are described. The roles of the calendaring process, which governs the thickness 

and density of an electrode and the selection of a separator-solvent system to the electrode 

performance is highlighted and discussed. The process optimization and the characterization of the 

as-fabricated pouch cells are reported. 
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2. Materials and Methods 
 

2.1 Electrode preparation 
 

All chemicals were commercially available and reagent grade, unless otherwise stated. A 

supercapacitor-grade activated carbon powder was purchased from TOB (China) having a Brunauer-

Emmett-Telle (BET) specific surface area of 1,894 m2/g. A carbon black Super-P (TOB, China) was 

used as a conductive agent. A binder was polyvinylidene fluoride (PVdF; Sigma Aldrich, Germany). 

Three different separators were tested in this study: (1) A 180-m thick cellulose Whatman filter 

paper (grade 1) was used only for an aqueous electrolyte system in a Swagelok test cell, (2) A 35-

m thick cellulose NKK TF4035 separator (Nippon Kodoshi, Japan), having 75% porosity [22] and 

(3) A 25-m thick polypropylene (PP) separator (TOB, China). The porosity of a PP separator is 

specified to be 43.5% [23]. A current collector was 15-m-thick aluminum foil having a thin layer 

of conductive coating (TOB, China), which promotes adhesion and electrical conductivity between 

aluminum foil and activated carbon film.  

The procedure for electrode preparation is shown in Figure 1(a). First, the electrode paste 

was prepared by mixing activated carbon powders, conductive agent, and binder at the weight ratio 

of 90: 5: 5 in 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP). NMP was carefully added to adjust solid contents 

to be between 20 and 25 % by weight. A mixture was mixed using a vortex mixer for 15-30 min to 

achieve a homogeneously mixed carbon slurry. It can be noticed that a slurry flows similarly to thick 

honey. We report the viscosity test of our routinely formulated sample to be in the range of 3,000-

5,000 cP (at the shear rate of 10 s-1), and suggest the suitable viscosity range of 3,000-5,000 cP. It 

was noticed that if the viscosity value is over or under the proper range, it can cause peeling off or 

pinholes in an electrode. The carbon slurry was spread onto a sheet of current collector with a doctor 

blade device producing carbon film with the wet thickness of 250 µm. A conductive-carbon coated 

aluminum foil was dried in an oven at 100 ºC for 1 h. The dried electrode was transferred through a 

gap of calendaring rollers to achieve a dense and uniform-thickness electrode. Calendering process 

was performed at room temperature with the determined gap size between 100 µm and 20 µm. 

 

2.2 Pouch cell assembly 
 

The process diagram for pouch cell assembly is shown in Figure 1 (b) and the layout showing 

components of a supercapacitor pouch cell is illustrated in Figure 2. The capacitor consisted of two 

symmetric electrodes and a sheet of separators, in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), respectively.  Single-side 

coated electrodes were cut to the predetermined size. A separator was placed between two electrodes 

and on the top of the upper electrode to prevent a short circuit. Two electrodes were aligned to 

maximize the overlapping area of carbon coating. A stack of electrode-separator, in Figure 2(c), was 

folded to minimize its size, as shown in Figure 2(d). Each electrode was attached with an aluminum 

strip to be utilized as an electrical terminal. Firm electrical contact can be achieved by welding or 

mounting two parts with a metal eyelet. The assembly of electrodes and separators was inserted into 

a pouch bag, as shown in Figure 2(e). A pouch was constructed from a 100-m-thick aluminum 

laminated foil. It is noted that the thickness of a battery-grade laminated foil is typically 150 µm or 

thicker, in order to provide packaging toughness and durability. A cell contained pouch was heat 

sealed, leaving another end opened for electrolyte injection. It is suggested that hot melt adhesive 

must be applied to promote leak-free bonding between an aluminum terminal and laminated foil. 

The pouch cell was further dried in a vacuum oven at 100 ºC for 1 h before transferred to a glove 

box for electrolyte injection. This drying step is to prevent contamination of moisture,  
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Figure 1. The flow chart of pouch cell supercapacitor fabrication: (a) electrode preparation and (b) 

pouch cell assembly 

 

Figure 2. Layout showing components of a pouch cell supercapacitor: (a) carbon-coated 

electrodes, (b) a separator, (c) a stack of electrodes and separators, (d) front-view (left) and side-

view (right) of a rolled cell, and (e) an assembled pouch cell 
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which typically causes electrolysis and deterioration of an electrode [13, 24]. In a glove box with a 

moisture level of less than 0.5 ppm, a pouch cell was then filled with an excess amount of electrolyte, 

approximately 5 ml, and sealed. In this study, 1M tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate (TEABF4) 

in acetonitrile (ACN) or propylene carbonate (PC) was examined as organic electrolytes for a pouch 

cell supercapacitor. The sealed pouch cell was then incubated at room temperature for 24 h to allow 

impregnation of electrolyte. The pouch cell was finally vacuum sealed using a compact vacuum 

sealer and transferred out of a glove box for characterization. 

 

2.3 Characterizations 
 

Viscosity of a carbon slurry was measured in dynamic mode at the shear rate of 10 s-1 and 19 ºC 

using a Brookfield DV II+ viscometer with a SC4-29 spindle. Morphology of an electrode was 

investigated by using a Hitachi S3400N scanning electron microscope. For wettability test, a 5-l 

droplet of solvent, PC or ACN, was deposited on a sheet of separator, NKK or PP and observed by 

using a digital microscope, Dino-Lite Edge AM4815ZT, in order to measure the contact angle and 

estimate the capability of solvent absorption. In a study on calendering condition, a Swagelok test 

cell was assembled from a pair of 10-mm diameter electrodes, a Whatman filter paper separator, 

and 1 M Na2SO4 aqueous electrolyte solution to evaluate the performance of a calendered electrode. 

All electrochemical measurements were performed using Autolab PGSTAT204 (Metrohm Autolab 

B.V., Switzerland). Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed at 3 mV/s within the potential range 

of 0 and 2.5 Volt. Galvanostatic charge-discharge (GCD) was performed in the same potential range 

at a charge-discharging current of 0.1 A/g. Capacitance and specific capacitance were calculated 

from the discharging curve of GCD. Cell resistance was calculated from voltage (IR) drop feature 

in GCD curve.  

 

 

3. Results and Discussion  
 

3.1 Pouch cell 
 

Photographs in Figure 3 summarize fabrication of a pouch cell made of a 210-cm2 supercapacitor 

electrode which contains the active material of approximately 1.2 g. Carbon electrode can be casted 

on an Al current collector manually using a doctor blade device, in Figure 3(a). The device is capable 

of coating the largest area of 7.5 cm × 28 cm per batch, as shown in Figure 3(b). In order to make 

the electrode-separator stack more compact, the zig-zag folding is applied, as shown in Figure 3(c). 

After aluminum terminals are mounted to the electrodes using iron eyelets, a pre-fabricated cell is 

ready for pouch packaging, as shown in Figure 3(d). The complete pouch cell is shown in Figure 

3(e). The pouch dimension was typically 7.5 × 9 × 0.25 cm3, while the size of stacked electrodes 

was 5.6 cm × 3.8 cm. Some pouch cells may be swollen after long charge-discharge cycles, as shown 

in Figure 3(f). It is because moisture residue in a pouch provokes generation of gases or electrolysis 

products. Drying an assembly before loading into a glove box and vacuum sealing a pouch cell after 

electrolyte injection can reduce the remaining air and moisture inside a pouch cell. Therefore, these 

procedures must be applied to ensure a healthy pouch cell.  
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Figure 3. Photographs of an electrode (a) before and (b) after doctor blade coating of carbon 

slurry, (c) a stack of electrodes and a separator, (d) a rolled electrode assembly with aluminum 

terminals attached, (e) a sealed pouch cell, and (f) a swollen pouch cell. 

 

3.2 Effects of calendering 
 

Calendering, in principle, is a process to compress an electrode by passing a thick sheet of electrode 

through a slit of drum rollers, typically at elevated temperature. The compaction produces a flat 

surface, uniform thickness, and relatively dense carbon film. It promotes electrical contact between 

the electrode and current collector as well as activated carbon granules, which enhance conduction 

and accessibility of electrons throughout an electrode [16, 25]. Firm electrical contact results in 

increasing capacitance and reducing resistance.  

In this study different calendering conditions were tested on a sheet of supercapacitor 

electrode to determine the suitable electrode processing. The as-coated electrode was typically non-

uniform thickness. After rolling pressed using the gap comparable to the electrode thickness, 80-

100 µm, it appeared partially squeezed. Complete coverage of film compaction achieved at 60 µm 

gap and below. The cross-section SEM images of the electrode processed without calendering, and 

calendering with 60 µm or 50 µm gap are shown in Figures 4(a-c), respectively. The calendered 

electrodes exhibited uniform thickness and significant reduction in cavity compared with the as-

coated electrode. Further calendering with the smaller gap size showed no significant change in film 

morphology, and damages such as wrinkle on aluminum foil or peeled film started to be obviously 

seen. It was noticed that the thickness of the calendered electrode was greater than the gap size. The 

60 µm and 50 µm calendered electrodes were measured to be 75 µm and 65 µm, respectively. It 

seems that the carbon electrode possesses spongy characteristic and there exists the saturated value 

density which may differ upon electrode materials and formulation. In the present work, the 

saturated density of the 90% activated carbon contained electrode is calculated to be approximately 

0.7 g/cm3, while the thickness can vary with material loading.  
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Figure 4. Cross-section SEM images of an electrode layer on aluminum foil (a) without 

calendaring and received calendaring with (b) 60 µm and (c) 50 µm gap; scale bars are 100 µm.  

 

The aforementioned electrodes were further evaluated for capacitance using an aqueous 

electrolyte in a Swaglok test cell. Comparison of GCD of three test cells is shown in Figure 5. The 

specific capacitance of the control electrode, without calendering, is 3.9 F/g. The IR drop was 70 

mV, corresponding to the cell resistance of 30 Ω. For the calendered electrodes, the specific 

capacitance values were almost three times higher than the control electrode. They were 11.3 and 

12.5 F/g for the 60 µm and 50 µm calendered electrodes, respectively. In addition, the IR drop of 

the calendered electrode was also relatively small. The IR drop values were 55 mV (21.5 Ω) and 42 

mV (22 Ω) for the 60 µm and 50 µm calendered electrodes, respectively. There was a slight 

improvement in the capacitance with further calendaring. The maximum capacitance of 13.5 F/g 

was achieve for the case of 30 µm calendering. The results suggest that adequate film compaction 

is crucial for the optimization of the electrode performance. Empirically, the 60 µm or 50 µm 

calendering condition, which produces film compression of approximately 50% or greater, seems 

sufficient to take effect without the risk of electrode damage. As a consequence, we adopted 50 µm 

calendaring in procedure to make a pouch cell.  

 

3.3 Selection of separators and solvents 
 

Selection of separators and solvents was preliminary examined by wettability test. Images of a 

solvent droplet on a separator for four solvent-separator combinations are illustrated in Figure 6. 

The PC droplet seems to stand on a PP sheet without being adsorbed, as shown in Figure 6(a). The 

contact angle was measured to be 75o. The result suggests that PC performs poor wetting on the PP 

separator. As a result, this solvent-separator combination was rejected from further investigation. 

The ACN initially formed a droplet on a PP sheet with the contact angle of 50o , in Figure 6(b). It 

was observed that ACN was gradually absorbed into a PP substrate, suggesting the moderate 

wettability of PP by ACN. In the case of the cellulose separator, both PC and ACN droplets were 

readily absorbed into the substrate, in Figures 6(c) and 6(d), indicating the excellent wettability of 

the cellulose separator by both solvents. Therefore, pouch cells based on the latter three solvent-

separator system were fabricated to evaluate in the next step for electrochemical performance. 
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Figure 5. Comparison of GCD curves of coin cells fabricated without calendering (unrolled), 

calendering through 50 µm and 60 µm gaps; data were taken from the last charge-discharge curve 

of 5 cycles. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Photographs of a 5-l droplet of (a) PC on PP, (b) ACN on PP, (c) PC on NKK 

cellulose, and (d) PC on NKK cellulose accompanied with the value of contact angle. A 

photograph was immediately captured after deposition of a droplet. 
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GCD curves of three pouch cells: a PP separator and 1M TEABF4/ACN electrolyte (ACN-

PP), an NKK cellulose separator and 1M TEABF4/PC (PC-cellulose), and an NKK cellulose 

separator and 1M TEABF4/ACN (ACN-cellulose) are presented in Figure 7. The ACN-PP shows 

the largest specific capacitances of 29.4 F/g and the smallest IR drop of 0.07 V, which is equivalent 

to the internal resistance of 0.3 . The specific capacitance of the PC-cellulose and ACN-cellulose 

cells are 21.7 F/g and 26.3 F/g while the IR drop (internal resistance) values are 0.17 V (0.7 ) and 

0.22 V (0.9 ), respectively. Although the cellulose possesses high porosity and the excellent 

wettability by the selected solvents which could promote ionic conductivity [13], it is found that the 

supercapacitor using the NKK cellulose separator tends to have less capacitance and relatively high 

internal resistance. As in our case the PP is thinner than the cellulose separator, one explanation 

could be the contribution from the thickness of a separator in which the thinner the separator is, the 

lower ionic resistance would be [12, 13]. Another explanation is that the hydrophilic nature and the 

high porosity of cellulose separator could provide rich interaction with the electrolyte solvent. Such 

interaction leads to swelling of the separator and a decline of cellulose mechanical strength after 

immersion in the electrolyte which may induce poor interfacial contact between an electrode and a 

separator, thus an increase in cell resistance [26]. In addition, ACN has a higher solvent 

reorganization energy compared to PC, which could cause additional ionic resistance in the case of 

the cellulose-solvent system.  

 

 

Figure 7. GCD curves of pouch cells with (a) PP separator in 1M TEABF4/ACN, (b) cellulose 

separator in 1M TEABF4/PC, and (c) cellulose separator in 1M TEABF4/ACN 

 

Under the scope of this study, it is suggested that ACN-PP is the best solvent-separator 

system for high capacitance application. The highest capacitance of 32.6 F was achieved in our 

optimized pouch cell. Summary of the optimized formulation and specification for the 

supercapacitor electrode are given in Table 1. The CV curve of a corresponding pouch cell 

supercapacitor is shown in Figure 8. The shape of the CV curve is almost rectangular which 

corresponds to the ideal EDLC in a potential range of 0 - 2.5 V. The steep tail at the upper-end 

potential suggests that the value of the rated voltage is limited to 2.5 V. This potential limit, rather 

than 2.7 V for a commercial cell, could be originated from the presence of moisture impurity.  
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Table 1. Formulation and specifications of an EDLC electrode in a pouch cell 

Item Both positive and negative electrode specification 

Active material 90 wt.% activated carbon (TOB) 

Conductive material 5 wt.% carbon black super-P (TOB) 

Binder 5 wt.% polyvinylidene fluoride (PVdF: Sigma Aldrich) 

Current collector Conductive carbon coated aluminum foil (TOB) 

Separator Polypropylene (PP) 

Electrolyte 1M TEABF4/ACN 

Electrode density 0.7 g/cm3 

Electrode porosity 65% 

 

 

Figure 8. CV curve of pouch cell supercapacitor using electrode specified in Table 1 

 

 

4. Conclusions 
 

In this article, basic procedures to fabricate a pouch cell for a symmetric EDLC are described. Key 

material components and process steps are revealed, especially, the calendaring condition and the 

selection of separator-solvent combination have been highlighted. Detailed information provided 

here is aimed to encourage research community in the area of energy storage, to be capable of 

prototyping a large scale device and to close a gap between material research and application.  
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Abstract 
 

Keratins are an important source of biopolymers with high potential for application in various 

areas of biotechnology and biomedicine. Due to the presence of different functional groups in the 

structure of keratins, it can be used to bind the metal ions from aqueous solutions. Every year, tons 

of keratinous wastes are produced in the world especially in the wool textile industry. Therefore, 

the application of keratin biomaterial for the elimination of heavy metals from water is important 

for the environment. Our results have shown that the adsorption capacity of chemically modified 

keratin for Pb (II) and Cd (II) is higher than the untreated keratin and depends on pH. The highest 

adsorption efficiency for Pb (II) and Cd (II) was determined for sodium bisulfite-treated keratin at 

pH 6.0 (68.7 and 38.5% respectively). Under these conditions, Pb (II) and Cd (II) were much less 

adsorbed from solution by hydrogen peroxide-treated keratin (53.3 and 28.2% respectively). It is 

noteworthy that in the same model systems, the adsorption efficiency for Pb (II) is higher than for 

Cd (II). Our study showed that chemically treated keratin is a promising adsorbent for removing 

Pb (II) and Cd (II) ions from water solution, and would expand the application of keratin wastes. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Anthropogenic pollution of the environment by heavy metals is becoming a priority threat to 

living organisms, including humans. Functioning chemical, metallurgical enterprises, and 

transport networks are the main factors that significantly increase the risk of heavy metal 

concentrations in ecosystems [1]. It is known that heavy metals can accumulate at all levels of the 

environmental pyramid and can be transmitted throughout the food chains. Their exposure leads to 

several adverse effect such as carcinogenesis, mutagenic impact, as well as toxic effect on the 

gastrointestinal tract, cardiovascular, endocrine, nervous, reproductive systems with the increasing 

risk of infertility [2].  
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  Lead and cadmium are some of the biggest pollutants in the environment and their levels  

are constantly increasing.  These heavy metals are generated into the environment mainly as a 

result of industrial activity and pose a serious threat to ecosystems. Thus, bioaccumulation of lead  

can cause impaired function of all systems in the body, especially renal, reproductive and nervous 

systems [3]. According to the information of the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation 

(USA) in 2017, lead exposure is the cause of 1.06 million deaths due to long-term effects on 

health, mainly in low- and middle-income countries [4].  

  Cadmium belongs to toxic ultramicroelements and its harmful effect on living organisms 

is manifested in very low concentrations. Bioaccumulation of cadmium in trophic chains leads to 

acute and chronic intoxication of living organisms, which can be accompanied by the impaired 

renal, central nervous system, immune system, psychological problems, etc [5]. Therefore, the 

urgent task is to search for an  appropriate technique that can remove heavy metal ions from water 

with economical advantages. 

There are various approaches for removing heavy metal ions from aqueous solutions such 

as chemical precipitation, ion exchange, reverse osmosis, filtration through semi-liquid 

membranes, adsorption [6]. However, their uses  are often limited due to the high cost, energy 

costs, reagent requirements and incomplete removal of metal ions. Research data indicate that 

many substances of natural origin have sorbent properties [7-12]. From this point of view, 

biomaterials are considered as an  alternative of new biosorbents when the price/efficiency ratio as 

well as the high adsorption capacity are taken into account. Thus, wool is characterized by the 

similar  features. Significant advantages of keratin-based biosorbents are their availability, 

biodegradability, ability to regenerate [13-15].  

Keratins differ from other structural proteins by the number of cysteine residues in the 

molecule (7-20% of the total amount). The presence of a large number of disulfide bonds is the 

basis for many chemical modifications of keratin that affect its physicochemical properties. 

Moreover, keratin contains a large number of ionized groups, in which the isoelectric point is 4-5 

[16]. This characteristic provides the ability to bind heavy metals, cationic dyes, oil products from 

water, and some volatile substances. However, adsorption. of the pollutants by keratin depends on 

several factors, in particular,  composition of the sorbent,  surface area,  pH of the solution,  initial 

concentration of the pollutants, temperature, etc [16].  

It is well known that keratin is able to remove contaminants through physisorption and 

chemisorption. Physisorption refers to the binding of metal ions on the surface or in the pores of 

keratin, whereas chemisorption is related to the ability of the main functional groups to form 

active chemical sites for the binding of metal ions. Natural keratin is highly ordered on the 

molecular level mainly due to its disulfide bonds which can limit the availability of reactive sites 

[13]. Therefore, variuos treatment can provide structural changes in the molecular organization of 

keratin. It is known that modification of wool fibers by chemical and physical agents can 

significantly increase its adsorption capacity [17-19]. 

The simplest methods of the chemical reorganization of keratin are oxidation and 

reduction. Hydrogen peroxide treatment of wool caused oxidation of disulfide bonds mainly to 

cysteic acid residues. The advantages of hydrogen peroxide application are its efficiency, low cost, 

and little toxicity. At the same time, bisulfite treatment provides the reconstruction of disulfide 

bonds with the formation of thiol and sulfonate residues. In the current study, the adsorption of Pb 

(II) and Cd (II) ions from aqueous solutions by keratin-based material was determined. 
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2. Materials and Methods 
 

2.1 Materials 
 

Raw wool was selected from a farm that belongs to the Institute of Animal Breeding in Steppe 

regions named by M. F. Ivanov, “Askania-Nova" (Ukraine). In experiments, the samples of low 

quality raw wool with a mean diameter of 30 µm were used. Wool fibers were washed with 

neutral detergent solution, rinsed many times with deionized water and dried at 22±1°C. Then 

lipids were removed from wool surface in the Soxhlet apparatus with carbon tetrachloride for 6 h. 

 

2.2 Preparation of keratin-based biosorbent 
 

For improving sorption capacity, wool was treated with 10% hydrogen peroxide and 0.2 M sodium 

bisulfite and placed into solutions at a ratio of 1:20 (w/V) for 3 h in a thermostat at 37°C. After 

treatment, the fibers were washed several times with deionized water and dried at room 

temperature. Then, chemically modified wool was ground and the resulting powder was used as a 

biosorbent for removal of heavy metals from their aqueous solutions. Chemically untreated keratin 

served as control 

 

2.3 Experimental setup 
 

Stock solutions of lead and cadmium ions were prepared by dissolving lead acetate and cadmium 

nitrate, respectively, in deionized water. Then, working metal solutions at 100 mg/l were obtained 

by dilution with DI water. The pH of the solutions was adjusted with 0.1 N HCl or 0.1 N NaOH 

and pH was varied between 5 and 7.  

Keratin biosorbent (0.5 g) was placed in plastic flasks and 50 ml of the solution with a 

corresponding concentration of heavy metal was added. The flasks were shaken on a rotary shaker 

for one h and maintained for equilibrium for 24 h. The solutions were then filtered through filter 

paper and the concentration of Pb (II) and Cd (II) in the filtrates were determined by atomic 

absorption spectrophotometry.  

 

2.4 Analytical methods 
 

Biosorption efficiency was estimated by the equation [20]: 

 

 
 

where Ci and Ce are the initial and the final concentration of Pb (II) and Cd (II) ions in the 

aqueous solutions. 

The adsorption capacity of keratin (mg/g) was calculated using the equation [20]:  

 

 
where 

q0 - the amount of metal ions in solution before adsorption;  

q1 - the amount of metal ions in solution after adsorption;  

V - a volume of solution, L; 

m - a mass of biosorbent, g. 
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For all experiments, analytical grade chemicals were used. The obtained data were 

analyzed by using ANOVA test. All results are expressed as means of five measurements ± 

standard error (x ± SE). For all statistical calculations, the significance was considered as the value 

of Р < 0.05.  

 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
 

3.1 Pb (II) removal by keratin-based adsorbents  
 

Keratinous biomaterials were used as a sorbent for the removal of lead from aqueous solutions. 

The adsorption capacity of Pb (II) by keratin-based biosorbent was studied in the pH range from 

5.0 to 7.0. The higher adsorption capacity for these ions was observed for chemically treated 

keratin in our model systems (Figure 1). Keratin treated with sodium bisulfite was characterized 

by the highest adsorption of Pb (II) ions from aqueous solution in all experimental series. After the 

treatment of keratin with hydrogen peroxide, their adsorption capacity of Pb (II) ions increased 

compared to the untreated keratin, but was lower than for keratin treated with sodium bisulfite.  

 

 
 

Figure 1. Adsorption efficiency of Pb (II) by keratin-based biosorbent 

 

* - statistically significant differences between chemically treated keratin at pH 5 and pH 6; 

a - statistically significant differences between untreated keratin and keratin treated with sodium 

bisulfite at pH 5 – pH 7; 

b - statistically significant differences between untreated keratin and keratin treated with hydrogen 

peroxide at pH 5 – pH 7 

 

When pH value was increased to 6.0, the adsorption efficiency of keratin-based sorbents 

also increased. It is noteworthy that under these conditions the adsorption efficiency of 

functionalized keratin was higher on 10.5 % for bisulfite treated keratin and on 5 % for keratin 

treated with hydrogen peroxide (P0.05) compared with those at pH 5.0. However, it was reported 

that about 88% of Pb (II) was eliminated by precipitation with a keratin solution at pH 5 and the 

maximum absorption of Pb(II) was 43.3 mg/g and the removal of heavy metal ions also depends 

on the initial concentrations in solution [21]. Our results have shown that the adsorption efficiency 

of untreated keratin for Pb (II) ions practically did not exceed 30%. The chemical treatment of 

keratin was accompanied by a significant increase in the efficiency of the removal of Pb (II) ions 
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from their solutions. These results indicate the increase of available functional groups on the 

keratin surface after treatment [22]. The better sorption properties of bisulfite-modified keratin can 

be explained by the formation of new thiol and sulfonate groups [23]. Some researchers believe 

that among different functional groups, the sulfur atoms can more readily coordinate to the heavy 

metal ions [24]. At the same time the lower sorption capacity of hydrogen peroxide treated keratin 

is obvious because of the products of cystine oxidation in the form of cysteic acid, cystine 

monoxide, cystine dioxide form less reactive groups [22] 

Zhang et al. [22] have shown that chemical modification of human hair enhanced 

biosorption of heavy metals from solution due to the increase of surface area and the forming of 

new metal-binding site in the surface of keratin. According to the experimental data, the highest 

adsorption efficiency for Pb (II) was found for sodium bisulfite treated keratin at pH 6.0 whereas 

keratin treated with 10% hydrogen peroxide was slightly less bound to the Pb (II) ions. However, 

these results were significantly higher than untreated keratin. Similar results were observed in the 

study of adsorption of Pb (II) at pH 5.0 and 7.0. The data revealed that there were no significant 

differencies between the adsorption efficiency of chemically treated keratin-based biosorbent at 

pH 6.0 and 7.0.  Our data showed that pH is significantly influenced the adsorption processes. It is 

known that there is the competition of H+ ion adsorption with metal ions, therefore, the adsorption 

capacity at low pH is relatively small [25]. Our findings are consistent with the finding of 

Mahdavian [14] that the optimum pH at 5.8 is effective for biosorption of lead by human hair. 

 

3.2 Cd (II) removal by keratin-based adsorbents  
 

As can be seen in Figure 2, the adsorption capacity of Cd (II) ions by untreated keratin is quite 

low. After the chemical treatment with sodium bisulfite and hydrogen peroxide, the adsorption 

capacity of the biosorbent increases, but it significantly depends on the pH of the solution. The 

sorption performance of novel wool powders was studied and the optimum pH for Cu (I) and Cd 

(II) ions was found to be in the range of 6.0-7.0 [26]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Adsorption efficiency of Cd (II) by keratin-based biosorbent 

 

* - statistically significant differences between chemically treated keratin at pH 5 and pH 6; 

a - statistically significant differences between untreated keratin and keratin treated with sodium 

bisulfite at pH 5 – pH 7; 

b - statistically significant differences between untreated keratin and keratin treated with hydrogen 

peroxide at pH 5 – pH 7 
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Our study found that the adsorption efficiency of chemically-modified keratin increased 

at the pH 5.0 when compared with untreated keratin (Р<0.05). With increasing pH to 6.0 the 

adsorption efficiency of keratin-based biosorbents increased. It is noteworthy that, as in the case of 

Pb (II), keratin treated with hydrogen peroxide binds Cd (II) ions less than keratin treated with 

sodium bisulfite. The lower adsorption efficiency of Cd (II) than Pb (II) can be explained that the 

size of ions influences the removal of metal ions from aqueous solution. With increasing atomic 

size of the metal, the adsorption becomes higher. In general, the outer shell of metals with a large 

atomic radius interacts more readily with proteins, including keratin [27]. It seems that with 

increasing pH to 6.0, the major functional groups on the keratin surface became deprotonated. As 

a result, the surface negative charge is increased, facilitating the binding of heavy metals [22]. 

  According to the data presented in Figure 2, the adsorption capacity of chemically treated 

biosorbents did not differ at pH 5.0 and 7.0. But as in all previous results, the untreated keratin 

was characterized by significantly worse sorption properties compared to the modified ones. The 

similar results were observed for Cd (II) ions by using untreated human hair and other biofibers 

[22]. The adsorption efficiency of Cd (II) by untreated keratin-based biosorbent varied from 12.8 

to 15..5% depending on the pH of the solution. At pH 6.0, the adsorption efficiency increased to 

28.2% for keratin treated with hydrogen peroxide and 38.5% for keratin chemically modified by 

sodium bisulfite. Our results are in agreement with the finding that chemical treatment increases 

the affinity of keratin to heavy metal ions [22, 28]. Therefore, the maximum adsorption 

efficiencies for both Cd (II) and Pb (II) ions were observed for biosorbent based on keratin treated 

with sodium bisulfite. It is known that many functional groups (carboxyl, hydroxyl, amide, 

thiol/disulfide) were present in the structure of keratin [29]. It is obvious that the chemical 

treatment of keratin could lead to an increase in the functional groups on its surface. The thiol and 

sulfonate groups are formed as a result of the sulfitolysis enhancing the biosorption of heavy 

metals from solution [22]. 

 In general, the affinity of keratin for lead ions was higher than for cadmium ions, which was 

due to stronger interactions between the functional groups with metal ions. On the other hand, the 

greater adsorption of Pb (II) can be related to its higher potential binding capacity and stability, 

especially of the Pb-S interation, and, perhaps, to the greater electrostatic interactions between Pb 

(II) and reactive sites of chemically treated keratin. According to the Hard and Soft Acid Base 

Principale such ions as Pb (II) form strong bond with CN--, R-S-, -SH-, NH2
-, which are groups 

containing sulfur and nitrogen atoms, whereas Cd (II) ions could form stable bonds mainly with 

SO3
2-, O2

- ligands [30]. Therefore, the differences in the adsorption capacity of Pb (II) and Cd (II) 

by the chemically modified keratin can be explained by the competition between protons and 

metal ions for specific binding sites on the surface of the keratin [22, 25]. 

 

 

4. Conclusions 
 

The adsorption efficiency of heavy metals by keratin-based biosorbent depends on the pH of 

aqueous solutions. Maximum adsorption efficiency was observed at pH 6.0 for both Cd (II) and Pb 

(II) ions. Chemical treatment increased the adsorption capacity of keratin-based biosorbents. The 

best sorption properties for Cd (II) and Pb (II) have been found for keratin treated with sodium 

bisulfite. Under the same conditions in model systems, the adsorption efficiency of Pb (II) ions by 

keratin-based biosorbents was significantly higher than for Cd (II) ions due to the stronger 

interactions between Pb (II) ions and reactive sites of  chemically treated keratin. The current 

study showed that increasing the adsorption capacity of biosorbents is possible by chemical 

modification of keratin and optimizing the corresponding parameters of the model systems. 
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Abstract  

 

In recent years, the level of consciousness and awareness of environmental problems is 

increasingly concerned by society, businesses and governments globally. In order to decrease 

hazardous environment effects, a number of organizations have been forced to improve and 

diminish the harmful impact of business activities in terms of production, consumption and 

purchasing behavior which may affect the environment. Despite environmental concern, several 

consumers are also willing to pay more for environmental benefits. Supplier selection is one of the 

most crucial parts in the decision-making process by which the companies classify, assess and 

select the suppliers of their required raw materials. The appropriate supplier selection will lead to 

environmental performance which affect the quality of final product. Thus, this paper presents an 

approach for evaluating and ranking suppliers with respect to traditional and environmental 

criteria.  Such problem is regarded as multi-criteria decision making (MCMD) in nature that both 

qualitative and quantitative criteria have to be considered. In this study, TOPSIS method was 

applied to rank the green suppliers. An illustrate example in herbal cosmetics and personal care 

products from a Thai OTOP producer, is conducted to demonstrate how to select the most suitable 

supplier. A set of criteria were identified from literature review and then confirmed by the case 

company. The decision was made on the basis of observation of three suppliers with ten criteria. 

The proposed model helps the case company in finding the suitable supplier according to the 

operating conditions and market performance of those potential suppliers. The findings of this 

study could contribute a noteworthy tool to help a small enterprise in the supplier evaluation more 

precisely and reduce the subjective bias to some extent. 

 

Keywords: green supplier selection, multi criteria decision making (MCMD), technique for order 

of preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS), Thai OTOP producer 
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1. Introduction 
 

In recent years, the world has suffered from environmental destruction, resource depletion, 

pollution problems and global warming everywhere. The sources of pollution vary from small unit 

of natural sources to large volume of emission from industrial activities [1, 2].  
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These issues have forced manufacturing companies to protect the environment by 

improving their environmental performance [3]. The growing awareness and consciousness of 

environmental pressures has led to the emergence of sustainable development, minimizing 

negative impact on nature, ecology and society. In order to decrease hazardous environmental 

effects, it is necessary to shift from traditional practices to a more sustainable practice across 

sectors. As a consequence of this effort, companies today have begun to incorporate green 

practices in their business activities [4] with all members in the supply chain to make their 

products universally accepted. It is quite clear that nowadays those companies have also realized 

the value arising from sustainable actions from markets such as cost reduction due to a 

consequence of waste reduction [5], as well as competitive advantage over competitors and so 

forth. 

  Supplier selection is one of the most crucial parts in the decision-making process by 

which the companies classify, assess and select the suppliers of their required raw materials. The 

appearances of those raw materials will be the dominant factor in forming final products’ features 

[6] which is a significant role in meeting greater customers’ satisfaction, stakeholders and 

government [6]. Appropriate supplier selection affects the total supply chain performance and the 

quality of the final product [7]. As such, it is almost impossible to magnificently produce high 

quality products without satisfactory supplier selection, especially in today’s competitive 

marketplace. Nevertheless, this task is very complex due to the variety of factors that must be 

considered during the selection process. Moreover, those factors may vary from time to time and 

industry to industry.  

Supplier selection is a part of any business; however, selecting suitable suppliers are 

complicated tasks by the fact that several steps and various criteria are involved in decision 

making process [7]. Such criteria are both quantitative (e.g. cost) and qualitative (e.g. delivery) 

aspects. This kind of problem is considered as a multi-criteria decision making (MCMD) problem 

in nature [8]. The increasing complexity of economic and social systems also results in an increase 

in the complexity of the related decision problems. In relation to the literature, a number of 

evaluation models for supplier selection were examined and investigated. Traditional model is 

usually considered economy aspects as a single objective [9]. Some example models are linear 

programming method and total cost ownership with main emphasis on minimizing costs of 

production. Recently, several supplier selection problems are addressed in the literature as 

multiple criteria decision-making (MCMD) problems [10]. These approaches enable the 

simultaneous assessment of numerous measurable and non-measurable strategic and operational 

factors, and also allow relevant decision-makers (DMs) in the decision-making process. Analytical 

Hierarchy Process (AHP), Analytical Network Process (ANP), Decision-making Trail and 

Evaluation Laboratory (DEMATEL), VIKOR, TOPSIS, PROMOTHEE are some of examples of 

these approaches which have been applied in supplier selection [11].  

Selection of suppliers is confronted by various criteria, as well as alternatives for the final 

outcome. As such, applying the right supplier selection criteria play a critical role in helping 

companies reach an effective result. Conventionally, price, quality and delivery are the dominant 

factors when considering any suppliers [12, 13]. Over the last two decades, the sustainable 

supplier selection has gained attention from industry practices [14, 15] by taking into account the 

supplier’s environmental responsibility due to the competitive market and global warming 

concerns. Selecting green supplier is the key process of finding a sustainable partnership that will 

be able to provide customers with lower prices, higher quality, on-time delivery, flexibility, as 

well as consideration on minimizing the environmental effects [16]. 

The green supplier selection problem and suitable criteria selection are very important for 

operations and can directly affect the success of businesses [17]. On basis of the literature 
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analysis, there are various publications concerning supplier selection and evaluation. However, 

Akman and Piskin [3] claimed that most studies employed in this area are relatively limited 

attention on large companies such as petrochemical [18], textile industries [19] and so forth. 

Nielsen et al. [17] argued that finding specific green supplier selection criteria in specific products 

or different industries are important areas for investigation. Hence, in this paper multi-criteria 

decision making (MCMD) is employed to implement and analyze for selecting the most efficient 

supplier among a set of alternatives in green suppliers using a case study of One Tumbon One 

Product (OTOP) in Thailand. This paper investigates on the application of the proposed model that 

is a major contributor for a community enterprise to effectively select the best possible sustainable 

supplier in the global warming and the competitive environment. 

 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 TOPSIS method 
 

TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution) was first introduced by 

Yoon [20] and further extended by Hwang and Yoon [21]. It is one of the multi-criteria decision 

making methods which attempts to rank different alternatives through numerical evaluations by 

the decision maker’s performance with respect to certain criteria. The method tries to indicate the 

best alternative that simultaneously has the shortest distance from the positive ideal solution and 

the farthest distance from the negative ideal solution. The positive ideal solution is a solution that 

attempts to maximize the profit criteria and minimize the cost criteria, while the negative ideal 

solution is just opposed to previous one. An alternative with the maximum similarity to the ideal 

solution will then be selected [22].  

This method is relatively simple to understand. Furthermore, it does not have strict 

assumptions compared to the other MCDM models such as AHP and ANP [23]. One of the 

benefits of TOPSIS over AHP and ANP is that the method avoids pair-wise comparison process or 

a consistency check. Moreover, it is simple and quick to apply and a measurable assessment 

accounts for both the ideal and non-ideal choices at the same time [24]. TOPSIS has been 

successfully applied to a wide range of application areas and industrial fields, including supply 

chain management and logistics, engineering and manufacturing systems, and business and 

marketing management [25]. Accordingly, in this paper TOPSIS method is employed to evaluate 

suppliers of a community enterprise based on their performance towards criteria. The steps of 

TOPSIS can be summarized as follows: 

 

Step 1: Construct normalized decision matrix R= (rij)m*n. 

This step transforms various attribute dimensions into non-dimensional attributes, which allows 

comparisons across criteria. Vector normalization is the most frequently used methods for 

calculating the normalized value [26]. The procedure depends on the type of attribute. 

 

For benefit attribute, 

        𝑟𝑖𝑗   =  𝑥𝑖𝑗  /√∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗
2𝑚

𝑖=1        (1) 

  

For cost attribute, 
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      𝑟𝑖𝑗       = 1 –( 𝑥𝑖𝑗/ √∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗
2𝑚

𝑖=1  )      (2) 

where i = 1, … , m; j = 1, … , n ,   m is the number of attribute value in each criterion, n 

is the number of criteria and xij is original score of decision matrix, respectively. 

 

Step 2: Construct the weighted normalized decision matrix.  

Here wj represents a weight of each criterion for j = 1,…,n. Given wj ∈ [0,1] with w1+w2+…+wn   

= 1. Then multiply each column of the normalized decision matrix by its associated weight to get 

vij. The weighted normalized decision matrix is written as equation (3): 

 

vij  = wj rij                  (3)    

 

These weights can be directly determined by the decision maker or using other methods such as 

ROC and AHP.     

       

Step 3: Determine the positive ideal A* (PIS) and negative ideal solutions A' (NIS).  

           A* = { v1
*

 ,…, vn
*} =  {(maxi (vij), j  J) (mini (vij), j  J')} i = 1, …, m  (4)              

           A'  = { v1' , …, vn' } =  {(mini (vij), j  J) (maxi (vij), j  J')} i = 1, …, m     (5)                                                   

 

where J is associated with “the more, the better” or “benefit” criteria and J' is associated 

with “the less, the better” or “cost” criteria. 

 

Step 4:  Calculate the separation measures for each alternative from A* and A'.   

The separation measured from the ideal alternative is calculated using the m-dimensional 

Euclidean distance. The distance of each alternative from A* and A' is calculated using the 

following formulas: 

        Si
*
 =  [ (vj

*– vij)2 ] ½  i = 1, …, m           (6) 

        Si' =  [ (vj' – vij)2 ] ½  i = 1, …, m           (7) 

 

Step 5: Calculate the relative closeness to the ideal solution Ci
*.   

 

             Ci
*
 = Si' /(Si

* +Si')        0 Ci
*
 1              (8)  

 

Step 6: Rank the preference order. 

Rank the preference order and select the alternative with maximum Ci
* which is closest to 1 or 

rank alternatives according to Ci
* in descending order. The larger value of Ci

* indicates the better 

performance of the alternatives [25, 26]. 

 

2.2 Supplier criteria 
 

Aforementioned studies reveal varieties of factors involving in supplier selection decisions 

factors. The pioneer work was done by Dickson [27] who conducted a survey with 273 US 

companies to identify the important factors for vendor selection. The study identified 23 criteria 

and revealed that product quality, on-time delivery and performance history of supplier and 
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warranties were the most significant factors for supplier selection. This study was re-examined by 

Weber et al. [13] via reviewing all seminal articles between 1996-1990. The results of their study 

illustrated that 23 criteria still remained but the ranking of those criteria had been changed.  

In the last two decades, supplier selection based on environmental/green consideration 

has been attracted the attention of numerous researchers. For instance, Govindan et al. [23] studied 

33 previous papers from 1996 to 2011 on green supplier selection. Later, Nielsen et al. [17] 

reviewed international journal articles from the appearance to 2013. Both studies revealed the 

growth of green criteria taking into consideration in supplier selection process. Some 

environmental aspects are green image, environmental management system, pollution control and 

so on.  

In this study, green supplier selection criteria are summarized into ten criteria from 

reviewing twenty publish articles between 2010-2019 [3-4, 18, 23, 28-41]. These criteria can be 

grouped into two categories, i.e. economy and environmental aspects which are displayed in Table 

1.  

                   
2.3 The empirical case of a Thai OTOP producer 
 

An empirical case study of XYZ for a Thai OTOP producer, located in Samutprakarn province, is 

selected to illustrate the applicability of the proposed methodology. XYZ, a micro enterprise, 

produces herbal cosmetics and personal care products such as body cream, facial cream, hand 

cream, cleansing lotion, bath foam, shampoo, toothpaste and liquid soap. Products are sold to local 

markets though online and offline marketplace, as well as selling directly to other consumers 

through regional exhibitions and fairs organized by the government.  

Due to the rising awareness in health and environment, it is a must for producers to 

provide trustfulness with high quality standard natural products to their consumers. Therefore, it is 

necessary that herbal in process and product from upstream to downstream has to be reassured. 

Selecting the right suppliers in relation to such production is very crucial. Such raw materials of 

XYZ are aloe, butterfly pea, purple rice, lemon-grass, peppermint oil and lime. Most local 

suppliers are found in the Eastern and Central parts of Thailand. Management team is responsible 

to plan when to produce each product as well as helping each other to find raw materials and select 

appropriate suppliers. Lately, XYZ considers 3 main suppliers (S1, S2,S3) and also aims to develop 

supplier selection intensively with respect to environmentally friendly targets and natural based 

ingredients products. 

However, at present there is no any tool to help the case company to select the proper 

suppliers as yet. Accordingly, development of the right supplier evaluation criteria and model is 

essential for this case enterprise. It will not only enable the producer to promptly deliver the 

quality goods, reduce its operating costs but will also take environmental issues into the 

consideration at the same time. The application of the proposed algorithm is divided into 5 steps 

i.e. 1) determination and evaluation criteria, 2) assigning weights criteria, 3) determining qualified 

suppliers, 4) evaluation of alternatives by implementing TOPSIS method and 5) obtaining the final 

rank.  
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Table 1.  Summarization of common supplier selection criteria  
 

Category Criteria Definition References 

Traditional  

aspects 

(A) Cost Cost of acquisitioning product 

including material, 

transportation, inventory, etc. 

[18,28,29,30,31, 

32,33,34, 35,36.37] 

(B) Delivery  

Reliability   

Ability to fulfill shipping orders 

within the period of time 

promised 

[18,29,33,34,35, 36, 

37,38] 

(C) Quality  Meet the quality requirements [18, 29,30,31, 32, 

34,35,36,38,39,40] 

(D) Flexibility 

and 

responsiveness  

Ability to tolerate the 

variability 

[18,23,33,34] 

(E) Service 

capability 

Ability to provide added 

service value 

[18, 28, 29, 31,32, 

33,35,36,37] 

(F) Strategic 

alliance   

Willingness to share 

information, capability of 

building long term relationship 

[33,36] 

Environmental  

aspects 

(G) Pollution 

control  

The control of emissions and 

wastes into air, soil and water 

[3,32,33,34,35,36,41] 

(H) Green 

competencies 

The competencies of supplier in 

improving green production 

such as a use of 

environmentally friendly 

materials 

[3, 32,33,34,35,36] 

(I) Environment 

Management 

System (EMS)  

A set of systematic practices 

reducing environmental 

impacts 

[3,4,18,23,31,32,34,               

35,36] 

(J) Green image  Market share changes due to 

the adoption of environmentally 

friendly products or 

implementing green program 

[3,18,32] 

 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
 

3.1 Determination and evaluation criteria  
 

The first step is to determine criteria that will be used for the selection of alternatives or suppliers. 

An interview process is the important source to gain insight for the case practices. Regarding data 

collection of the case company through interviews and inquiries compared with those reported in 

the literature, the company owner was asked whether those attributes were appropriate for the 

company in the supplier selection. The case company has agreed with those 2 main categories with 

10 criteria from the published literature, as mentioned in Table 1. However, some of those criteria 

are still at the beginning stage for implementation with suppliers. 
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3.2 Assigning weight criteria 

 

First, five experts (three of them were management team of XYZ, one of them was a government 

officer who has responsibility to promote OTOP products in Thailand and the rest was a key 

customer of this company) were selected to involve in the process. They were asked to give their 

evaluation to those ten criteria according to their importance using score 1 to 10. One means that 

criteria were the least importance, whereas 10 means that criteria were the most importance. Then, 

Rank Order Centroid (ROC) technique [42] was employed to calculate weights of those criteria. 

ROC is simple, easy to follow and practical for determining criteria weight. According to Morais 

and de Almeida [43], it was found that ROC performed better than other approximate weights, i.e. 

Rank sum (RS), Rank reciprocal (RR) and Equal weight (EW) via testing with simulation study. 

Hence, it is widely applied in multi-criteria models in dealing with imprecise information [44].  

Table 2 shows the results of important weights of the criteria provided by ROC and the 

ranking. It reveals that quality (C), cost/price (A) and pollution control (G) are the top three 

important criteria in the supplier selection process identified by ROC technique for this 

community enterprise.  

 

Table 2. Weight and rank criteria 
 

Criteria Weight Rank 

(A)  Cost/Price       0.192897        2 

(B)  Delivery reliability   0.109563 4 

(C)  Quality  0.292897 1 

(D)  Flexibility and responsiveness  0.033611 8 

(E)  Service capability 0.021111 9 

(F)  Strategic alliance   0.047897 7 

(G) Pollution control  0.142897 3 

(H) Green competencies  0.064563 6 

(I)   Environment management system (EMS)  0.010000 10 

(J)  Green image  0.084563 5 

 

3.3 Determining qualified suppliers  

 

The XYZ examined three main suppliers which were labeled as S1, S2 and S3. The assessment was 

conducted in form of 1-10 scale (1-lowest performance,…, 10-highest performance according to 

ten criteria mentioned herein with the evaluation criteria being recorded as A, B, C,…J. Three key 

decision-makers from XYZ producer, i.e. the owner (DM1), a financial manager (DM2) and a 

purchasing manager (DM3), were involved in the decision making process [45]. Practically, they 

are only three people in this community enterprise who take a responsibility for material 

management due to the small size of business. The results of the assessment of each supplier with 

respect to the ten criteria are displayed in Table 3.  
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Table 3. Input values of the TOPSIS analysis 
 

Criteria DM1 DM2 DM3 

S1 S2 S3 S1 S2 S3 S1 S2 S3 

A 8 7 6 10 9 8 9 9 8 

B 9 9 7 9 8 7 8 8 7 

C 8 9 6 8 10 5 9 10 8 

D 7 7 8 8 8 7 7 7 7 

E 8 9 8 7 8 10 7 7 9 

F 9 8 6 9 9 7 7 9 5 

G 8 7 7 9 8 8 10 7 7 

H 9 8 7 9 9 7 8 8 6 

I 6 6 6 7 7 6 8 8 7 

J 8 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 

 

3.4 Evaluation of alternatives by implementing TOPSIS method  
 

The first step is to construct a normalized decision matrix using equations (1) and (2). After that a 

weighted normalized decision matrix is calculated using equation (3). The results are provided in 

Table 4.  

 

Table 4. Weighted normalized decision matrix 
 

 S1 S2 S3 A* A' 

A 0.0714 0.0804 0.0939 0.0714 0.0939 

B 0.0683 0.0656 0.0551 0.0683 0.0551 

C 0.1713 0.1987 0.1302 0.1987 0.1302 

D 0.0194 0.0194 0.0194 0.0194 0.0194 

E 0.0110 0.0120 0.0135 0.0135 0.0110 

F 0.0297 0.0309 0.0214 0.0309 0.0214 

G 0.0937 0.0763 0.0763 0.0937 0.0763 

H 0.0407 0.0391 0.0313 0.0407 0.0313 

I 0.0060 0.0060 0.0054 0.0060 0.0054 

J 0.0503 0.05023 0.0457 0.0503 0.0457 

 

3.5 Obtaining the final rank  
 

After determining the weighted normalized decision matrix, the ideal and negative ideal solutions 

are computed using equations (4) and (5).Then the Euclidean separation distance between the 

positive ideal solution (A*) and the negative ideal solution (A') for each alternative are calculated 

using equations (6) and (7) in order to find the relative closeness to the ideal solution (Ci
*), which 

is shown in Table 5. Lastly, the closeness coefficient of each supplier is estimated, as presented in 

Table 6. 

 

Table 5. Euclidean separation distance 
 

 

Supplier 

Si
* Si' 

S1 S2 S3 S1 S2 S3 

Total 0.0276 0.0198 0.0767 0.0534 0.0719 0.0025 
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Table 6. Closeness coefficients and supplier ranking 
 
 

Supplier S1 S2 S3 

Ci
* 0.6596 0.7837 0.0315 

Ranking 2 1 3 

 

 

4. Conclusions 
 

Green supplier selection problem is still relatively new concept in Thailand, especially for SMEs 

and micro enterprises. However, in recent years a number of companies have started to realize the 

importance of sustainability due to an increasing awareness in environmental production and its 

long term effect on businesses’ performance and marketing issue [8]. It is obvious that the choice 

of green suppliers relates to the long term development of any business. This research proposes the 

TOPSIS method for solving a real world OTOP producer in the selection of supplier with the 

incorporation of environmental requirements. TOPSIS is a good management tool for handling 

both qualitative and qualitative assessments of such problems. The foundation of TOPSIS is 

grounded on the logic of defining the positive ideal solution and the negative ideal solution points. 

The decision making process involves multiple and conflicting criteria. Those criteria for 

green supplier selection of XYZ were firstly identified based on the published literature. With the 

validation of key experts in the case company, possible green supplier selection criteria were 

identified and ranked. According to Rank Order Centroid (ROC) technique, it reveals that quality 

(C), cost/price (A) and pollution control (G) are major influencing criteria for the XYZ to evaluate 

green suppliers. It could be concluded that ‘S2’ is the best alternative supplier, followed by ‘S1’ 

and ‘S3’, respectively. The research demonstrates that this method can objectively evaluate criteria 

of listed green suppliers in the herbal cosmetics and personal care products producer, which is a 

small scale enterprise. The study indicates that TOPSIS can be used as a decision support model 

for making effective choice and could reduce subjective bias from decision makers in some extend 

[25].  

Also, this study has shown some limitations that can provide opportunity for further study 

in this area. One of the limitations is that only a real case study is demonstrated, which limited to 

three suppliers. Moreover, these suppliers were determined by three related management team 

according to ten criteria. With the development of sustainability supply chain management, a 

social performance aspect could be incorporated in supplier selection for future studies [32]. 

Furthermore, another technique such as Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) could be employed 

to identify criteria and their sub-criteria from a group of community enterprises around the 

country. Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) could also be further employed to weight the 

importance of those factors in order to observe the changing of the results with respect to the 

changing of weights criteria. In addition, the proposed model of this study could be extended by 

taking fuzzy environments into consideration in order to deal with the imprecise judgments, and 

the ambiguity of human being's judgment [36]. Consequently, the efficiency of the evaluation 

could precisely be increased.  
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Abstract 

Cassava is an important economic crop in Thailand. The cassava simulation model, under the Crop 

Simulation Model of Decision Support System for Agrotechnology Transfer package (DSSAT-

CSM), has been evaluated and widely applied to simulate, evaluate and predict cassava production 

systems and related policy scenarios. This is the first review on the system modeling and simulation 

approach on cassava studies in Thailand, with an emphasis on its applications and future research 

directions. Various research teams were also trying to explore the site-specific technology, but still 

in the early stage of development. Availability of reliable data sets for model calibration and 

evaluation is one of the main issue that users are facing with. Therefore, future needs on the 

development of reliable input data sets for model testing under diverse cassava production 

ecosystems in Thailand are required. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Agricultural systems are modified natural ecosystems with complex interactions of abiotic and 

biotic resources and researchers are generating technical knowledge and practical solutions to 

maintain positive interactions and to make informed agricultural decisions. Therefore, it is 

imperative and need to consider the interactions of agricultural production, natural resources and 

human factors [1] with reliable research and practice tools. Cassava is a valuable subsistence food 

crop for approximately 500 million farmers [2]. In Thailand, cassava is a crop for small-scale 

farmers. The main planted area is in Northeastern part of Thailand. In 2017, the total cassava planted 

area covered 1.39 million ha and produced 27.4 million tons of fresh storage root with an averaged 

fresh storage root yield of 21.4 ton per ha. In the same year, various cassava products generated an 

export value of 92,100 million Baht [3]. Thailand has utilized cassava for chips, pellets and high 

value-added products including tapioca pearls, modified starch, sweeteners, organic acid, sugar 

alcohols and alcohols, for well-developed industry and market. These products are supplied for both 

local and export markets and value-chains [3]. 
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The importance of improving cassava productivity and the welfare of small-scale farmers 

regarding sustainable agricultural development is unquestioned. However, there are threats to any 

effectiveness of effort resulting from the complexity matters. Thus, crop simulation models can be 

used to test the diverse suitability and to provide decisions at the farm level to the regional level for 

perceiving and forecasting overall agroecosystem performance [4-5]. 

 

 

2. Decision Support System for Agrotechnology Transfer Model 

Decision Support System for Agrotechnology Transfer (DSSAT) is a set of the application programs 

that consists of dynamic crop growth simulation models for over 40 crops. It is based on various 

tools and ranges of crops for researchers to enable an experiment for all crop from diverse weather, 

soil, genetics, crop management and sets of experimental and example data. [6]. It has been used 

for many purposes from utilities for on-farm precision crop management to regional to assess 

various risks. Cassava is one of the crops included in the priority list for model development. The 

International Benchmark Sites Network for Agrotechnology Transfer (IBSNAT) has launched this 

crop module to improve the transfer of technology to less developed countries [7].  

In 1983, the first crop modeling workshop was held in Venezuela for a common database 

of the model such as input standardization and output structure. The models (programmed in 

FORTRAN), databases (.dbf or dBASE format) and an application program (in BASIC) were 

combined into a computer software called the Decision Support System for Agrotechnology 

Transfer (DSSAT) [8]. The first version of cassava model was launched (v2.1) in 1989; additional 

releases were made in 1994 (v3.0) [9], 1998 (v3.5), 2002 and 2004 (v4B), 2005 (v4.02), 2008, 2010 

and 2011 (v4.5B), 2012 (v4.6) and 2017 (v4.7) [7]. 

 

2.1 Primary component of DSSAT model  
 

The model contains the main driver program, a land unit module and modules for the primary 

components that make up a land unit in the cropping system. The primary modules consist of: 1) 

Management module, 2) Soil module, 3) Weather module, 4) Soil-plant-atmosphere module, and 

5) Plant module. In the plant module, there are sub-modules such as CROPGRO (for grain 

legumes, vegetables, and fiber crops), CROPGRO-Perennial Forage, CERES-Maize, Sweetcorn, 

Rice, Sorghum, Millet, Wheat and Sugar-beet, IXIM, SUBSTOR-Potato, AROID-Taro and 

Tanier, YUCA-Cassava, CROPSIM-Cassava, CANEGRO-sugarcane and ALOHA-pineapple [6, 

10-12 ]. 

 

2.2 Modes of DSSAT model operation 
 

Different types of applications are performed by using different modes using DSSAT-CSM model. 

The basic mode performs the interactive sensitivity analysis and the comparison of simulated and 

observed field data. A second mode of operation simulate crops to evaluate the effects of uncertain 

weather conditions and to provide information for decision by using a number of years of weather 

under the same soil initial conditions. A third mode operates the simulation of crop rotations over 

a number of years, and soil conditions for cropping system management. A fourth mode simulates 

for precision agriculture, land use management or other spatial-based applications [6]. It was 

consequently developed to generate plausible predictions for practical options to improve 

productivity and farm performance [11]. 
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2.3 Minimum data set 
 

A crop simulation model under DSSAT package needs the minimum data set for model calibration 

and evaluation, following the standard of input and output file structure such as data for site, 

weather, soil and crop management [5]. The calibration phase was based on time-series and end-of-

season samplings of crop developmental stages, biomass of cassava plant parts collected from well-

designed field experiments. Field observations required for this phase are the date of key cassava 

phenological stages, including branching dates and storage root yield. The genetic coefficients of a 

given cassava variety were derived using GENCALC or GLUE utilities. The evaluation phase 

requires four minimum data set, namely; 1) Weather data during the growing season, 2) Site soil 

profile and soil surface data, 3) Crop management data, and 4) Observed data from the field 

experiment [12]. Thus, these data sets should not have been used for the previous calibration but 

should represent the complete array of environments and crop sequences for which model has to be 

performed [6], for example, from different planting dates, years, water and nitrogen management 

practices. 

 

2.4 Benefit of DSSAT model 
 

All levels of agricultural decision making need the relevant information to collectively handle with 

the demands of agricultural products that are increasing rapidly. The traditional research methods 

and dissemination of information are not sufficient to generate new knowledge to meet these needs. 

The applications of crop simulation models under DSSAT package to a research program can 

provide a number of advantages such as identification of knowledge gaps, generation and testing of 

hypotheses and an aid to the specific experiments, determination of the sensitivity of a system, 

provision of a medium for better cooperation between researchers in different disciplines and 

bringing all stakeholders to solve common problems in a given situation [13]. 

 

 

3. Development of CROPSIM-Cassava application in Thailand 

In Thailand, crop model has been used to develop for site-specific recommendations of fertilizer 

management for small holder farmers growing crops such as rice, cassava, maize and sugarcane. 

Cassava is an important economic crop that can adapt well in poor fertile soil, requires low inputs 

and it is a famous crop for smallholder farmers [6]. Improving crop productivity focuses on choosing 

suitable cassava cultivar and applying good cultural practices for a given site and area as well as to 

maintain the certain cassava production capacity have been done over time. The development of the 

cassava model has been applied in some key issues in Thailand. Here we presented three applications 

related to its applications.  

 

3.1 Genetic coefficient (GC) 
 

The application of DSSAT model on cassava has been used in both research institute and university 

such as Department of Agriculture, Kasetsart University, and Khon Kaen University. The DSSAT-

cassava simulation model, called “GUMCAS” [14-15], was first used in Thailand. It was applied to 

study growth, phenology and the estimation of genetic coefficients in four cassava cultivars, namely; 

Rayong 1, Rayong 5, Rayong 90 and Kasetsart 50. Subsequently, the derived GCs were applied to 

calibrate and evaluate the model. The result showed that the model gave a reasonable prediction of 

phenology, the first branching date and storage root dry matter yield for Rayong 90 cassava variety. 

However, the model overestimated yield of Rayong 90 and Rayong 5 cassava variety. In the 
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application phase, the model provided site-specific variety recommendation. Rayong 90 is suitable 

to plant on Satuk and Korat soil series and Kasetsart 50 for Yasothon soil series [16-18, 8]. The 

modification of  Mcol-1648GC data was set to evaluate growth and yield of three cassava cultivars, 

namely; Rayong 9, Kasetsart 50 and Huay Bong 80 in early and late dry season. The model provided 

good simulations of growth and yield. In addition, it provided a fair prediction for mid rainy planting 

dates [19]. 

 

3.2 Climate change 
 

The DSSAT model and Geographic Information System (GIS) were applied to understand the impact 

of global warming on cassava production areas throughout the country during 1980-2099, using the 

CropDSS 1.0 shell. The result showed that cassava yield was decreased by 43% from 1980s (based 

year period). In addition, there was the fluctuation in temporal and spatial of the future climate system 

by 33%. Consequently, cassava yield was also much affected by climate change scenarios under the 

study [20]. 

 

3.3 Site-specific technology 
 

The application of DSSAT-Gumcas model for the assessment of site-specific technology was done 

on seven cassava cultivars, namely; Rayong 5, Rayong 90, Rayong 7, Rayong 72, Rayong 9, Rayong 

11 and Kasetsart 50. The model can predict the storage root yield of those cassava cultivars depending 

on the conditions of each tested site based on climate, soil series and planting season and the model 

can be used as a tool to provide information of site-specific production options [4, 21]. The calibration 

of Kasetsart 50 for selected Thai cassava production conditions to determine nitrogen requirements 

of cassava, and to evaluate the requirements, the minimum data set of GC was used. The model gave 

good estimation of first branching, top root weight, dry root yield, leaf area index (LAI) and harvested 

root N concentration. The model gave reasonable prediction of dry root yield in the range from 0 to 

250 kg N ha-1. The rate of nitrogen that greater than 300 kg N ha-1 gave low yield, which was not 

adequately predicted from developed GC data set [22]. The determination of the optimum N fertilizer 

rate in representative soils of Thailand for cassava, namely; Satuk (Suk), Pak Chong (Pc), Ban Bueng 

(Bbg) and Don Chedi (DC) soil series, showed the maximum cassava storage root yield could be 

obtained with the application of urea at the rate of 187.5 kg ha−1 and gave significant net revenue 

increased ranging from 54 to 211%. In addition, the prediction on the relationships of physiological 

characteristics and storage root yield of three cassava cultivars, namely; Rayong 9, Rayong 11 and 

Kasetsart 50 under three N fertilizer rates was 46.9, 90.0 and 133.2 kg N ha−1, respectively. The result 

showed that higher N rates resulted in a higher positive effect of N fertilizer application on cassava 

growth [23-24]. The variation of soil properties and weather conditions in each region could result in 

the difference of response to N fertilizer application and maximum fresh root yield [19]. 

 

 

4. General Discussion 

 

Crop simulation model can help researchers from various disciplines to co-develop hypotheses for 

improving crop management options by making appropriate decisions, developing improved cultural 

practices and management strategies. It can also be used to support the planning process to link the 

implementing agencies and policy levels for sustainable cassava consumption and production. There 

are needs for researcher to use modeling approach as an integrated research method of the mainstream 

methods to develop appropriate crop production technologies with cassava farmers in various 

production situations [2, 16-17]. 
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The calibration and evaluation work of cassava model in Thailand was in the early stage. 

The genetic coefficients of major cassava varieties can be estimated from data sets generated from 

well-designed and well-equipped field experiments. The future development of application of the 

CSM-cassava model in Thailand requires careful and long-term policy to carry out model calibration 

and evaluation, which depends on the development of reliable data sets, following the DSSAT’s field 

manuals, to improve model performances. In turn, these efforts facilitate the model’s users to analyze 

various practices under diverse cassava ecosystems for optimizing practices, resources and profit [25-

26]. However, budget allocation for long-term research strategy planning and implementation, 

research infrastructure and researcher networks are urgently required for driving the development 

and implementation of the cassava model in Thailand. In addition, farmer participatory research 

(FPR) approach, including all stakeholders in the cassava supply and demand value chain, should 

also be incorporated to provide opportunity for effective adoption of appropriate and economically 

technologies [27]. 

Recently, there is a requirement to predict the impacts and risks of various changes such as 

climate change, regional technologies changes, natural resources degradation and agriculture 

sustainability [28]. So, the need for policies to develop adaptive strategies for handling future risks 

under the Sufficiency Economy Philosophy (SEP) is required, which stresses the middle path of 

agricultural resource utilization as an overriding principle for all Thai people. SEP calls for national 

development and administration to temporally and spatially modernize in line with the forces of 

globalization for Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in 2030 [29]. Therefore, policy makers and 

implementing agencies should integrate the modeling approach and geographic information systems, 

which are essential tools for decision-makers to account for the spatial dimension of vast cassava 

production ecosystems in Thailand. These approaches allow greater number of production and 

consumption options at different levels to be evaluated and implemented for the improvement of 

cassava production and consumption systems as well as livelihood of communities. 

 

 

5. Conclusions 

 

The applications of crop simulation models in Thailand, especially cassava model, were expanding 

in various issues including (i) improve cassava productivity with site-specific recommendations, (ii) 

evaluate impacts, vulnerability and adaptation to climate change. The understandings of agricultural 

system situations and solving these concerns require integration and quantification of knowledge at 

the whole system level. There is a need to reorganize our research teams and resources to implement 

system simulation and modeling approach to develop the cassava model as an integral component of 

cassava research strategy in Thailand to support small-scale cassava farmers. This is crucial, 

considering that these tools are progressively needed to ensure that agricultural crop, in particular 

cassava, will reach the food demands and will environmentally and economically sustainable in the 

near future. 
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